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PREFACE

The concept of extending the use of school facilities

beyond the traditional 180 class days is well established in

both educational theory and practice. During the first third

of this century, the following school districts operated

extended school year programs: Bluffton, Indiana (1904-15);

Nashville, Tennessee (1927-32); Newark, New Jersey (1912 31);

Omaha, Nebraska (1918 -31); and Aliquippa, Pennsylvania (1928-

38). Further, six school districts in the metropolitan area

of Atlanta, Georgia are currently operating extended school

year programs, and many other districts are now considering

a move to an extended school year calendar plan.

There is reason to believe that the extended school year

concept now constitutes a synthesis of several pressures which

are operative nationally. First, significant pressure exists to

find more economical ways to operate school programs. Se%.ondly,

there is a growing pressure for reform of the schools to make

school program. more effective in meeting children's needs. And,

thirdly, the knowledge explosion which has assumed revolutionary

proportions during the past thirty years has rendered every school

curriculum suspect. The above pressures may be generalized as

issues concerning educational effectiveness and educational

efficiency.

Ationg those who view t'e extended school year movement as a

possible synthesis of school effectiveness/school efficiency

theses, the key question is neither "How can schools De operatf,d

more economically?" nor "How can the schools do a bec:er job of

helping children learnt" The crucial question which the advo-

cates of extended school yoar donning have formulated is "How

can greater educational opportunity be provided soonomiontilif"



The juxtaposition of the school effectiveness/school efficiency

concerns is reflected in the theme of the recent study by J.

Alan Thomas (School Finance and Educational Opportunity in

Michigan) and in the writings of George I. Thomas (notably

Economy and Increased Educational Opportunity Through Extended

School Year Programs).

Many educators view the extended school year movement as

a panacea devised by visionar es. They point out that the issues

of school support and effective educational programming are too

complex to be resolved through the expedient of extending the

school year. They thus point out that the educational goals of

the extended school year movement are unrealistic. In response

to these concerns, advocates of smtended schocl year programming

point out that the move&ent's goals are no more unrealistic

than are the goals of educators who feel that the traditional

schuol year can bs perpetuated in view of the maqnituds of the

taxpayers' robellion and the allegedly archaic nature of

traditional school year curricula.

Also, it shotroa be realized that the thrust for educational

improvements exists totally apart from the issue of extended

school ye'r programming. The national school reform movement

has concerned itself with the identification of ways to improve

the quality of American education for a great many years. And

it is a certainty that this healthy concern will exist long

after the present debate concerning the merits of extended school

year programming have been resolved. Recently the prime compon-

ents of the national school reform movement wero enumerated by

Professor Richard I. Miller in a task force report submitted to

the Subcommittee on Education of the U.S. Senate Committee on

Labor and Public Welfare (see Catalyst for Change, A Nstional

Study of ESEA III, April, 1967). According to Dr. Miller and his

colleagues, the school reform movement consists of six primary

elements, each of which is capsulized below:
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Content Revi3ion: It was pointed out that major revtslons in

many fields of !earning are now occurring every 5 to 10 years.

Consequently the issue we once knew as the "problem of content

coverage" is now obsolete. As a result of the knowledge ex-

plosion, content coverage is no longer a difficult problem,

it is an impossible one. The key to new approaches to content

revi3ion revolves around the concept of shifting learning

emphasis from inventory to tranace,tion -wh..lrein inventory

features the storage of accumulated knowledge for little

specific purpose and tranaaotion features a learning process

of making knowledge active and useful. Also, major strides

are being made toward gi';ing each child the experience of

personal discovery rather than a guided tour through a mass

of deductions reached by others.

Educational Technology: Reform aims in this area feature the

synchronization of technolov with the on-going instructional

program in terms of valid objectives and the abilities, interests

and relevant backgrounds of students. The fear of "teachers

being replaced by machines" must be abandoned in order to achieve

the above objective. Although there is no question, whatever

that education, as now structur-d, is a lab intensive industry,

there is also no question that technological breakthroughs can

make teaching more rewarding and more rosultful - in much the

same way that technological breakthroughs in medicine and

dentistry have made those professions more rewarding and result-

ful. In order to translate this into realization, instructional

emphasis must shift from inventory to transaction and from teach-

ing to learning. Recently emergent technology in the areas of

multi-media procedures and programmed learning processes can go

far in implementing the above shift in emphasis. Yet this

process demands that a systems approach be applied to educational

technology which syn.hronizes the technology with the on-going

instructional program.
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tgualkzedOusrlunitt: This reform thrust focuses heavily on

disadvantaged learners, but in its larger sense the concept of

equalized opportunity pertains to all children - the gifted as

well as the disadvantaged. The goal is not to providc a

homogeneous educative experience to all children but to provide

a quality educative experience to all children in terms of

their heterogeneous abilities, interests, and backgrounds.

Individualized Instruction: The thrust of reform in this area

aims at translating the national rhetoric concerning the inherent

worth of every citizen into realization in our educative processes.

Yet thm concept of individualizing instruction has almost as many

definitions as it has advocetes. The emergent definition of

individualized instruction, however, is this one: "it consists

of planning and conducting with each student a program of studies

that is tailored to his learning needs end his characteristics

as a learner." This definition is applicable to group settings,

provided that the instruction which each group member receives

is appropriate for him. The basic premise which individualizatio. )

is based upon relates to pupil variability in learning rates and

achievement - the typical ability range in any grade equals two/

thirds of the median chronological age for the grade( In view

of such variability, the "convoy approach" to instruction is

foredoomed to failure.

Organizational F)sxibility: This reforL area is related to the

foregoing thrusts concerning individualization, content revision,

technological advance, and equalized opportunity in that none of

those reforms can be attained within r rigid pattern of schot.1

organisation. Organizational dynamics are viewed as facilitators

of instructional advance. As such, organisational patterns (i.e.

flexible scheduling, team teaching, non-gradedness, etc.) can

influence instruction, but such patterns cannot offset the inhere.

disadvantages posed by an antiquated curriculum tnd poorly pre-

pared teachers. Organizational change, therefore, should not be
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confused per se with instructional irpro%ement. Yet orgaL-

izational flexibility holds great proPise for American education

as a means of loosening the plaster of tradition and inertia

reach can have ripple effects that often produce positive

spin-off in numerous lays for instruction1 improvement.

Teacher Renewal: The traditional classroom role of the teacher

as tha almost sole source of pupil learning is changing toward

that of middleman or a catalyst for learning. Technological

advance in instructional media within an individualized elan

is shifting the teacher's functions to diagnosis, analysis,

interpretation, and evaluation in classroom settings. These

functions require higher skills than are involved in descriptive

fact transmission and routinized instructional procedures. The

emergent role and instructional emphases entail additional

training to enable teachers to practice self-renewal. The

traditional approach of restricting teacher training to pre-

service experiences is obsolete. Preservice cradentialing

experiences admit the teacher to classrooms as an instructional

practiorieer, but in order for the practice of instruction to

be updPcC and perfected, it is imperative that in-service

train 0 occur perpetually.

Of the above points in the school reform movement, perhaps

the point which has the most cogency for the extended school

year moveaent relates to organizational flexibility. Every

extended school year plan which is worthy of the name features

organizational flexibility innovations. Yet, as noted by Miller,

organizational innovations merely facilitate instructional

advance - they do not constitute instructional advance. It ny

be concluded, therefore, that the test of a given extended school

year design does not rest with the economic savings it generates

but with the degree to which the design facilitates content

revision, technological advance, equalized opportunity, indiviC-
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ualized instruction, and teaeker renewal. And if those

elements of generic instrucO.onal improvement can be facili-

tated through the installation of a specific extended school

year program in ways which ars economically feasible, then

the extended school year concept indeed has a great deal to

offer to American education.

In an effort to translate the pros and cons of extended

school year programming into more specific terms, the Ann Arbor

Public Schools submitted a feasibility study proposal to the

Michigan Department of Education in January, 1969. Our

proposal was predicated on a study of the feasibility of a

eplit-trimester varsion of an extended school year plan. In

undertaking the study, we felt that we could simultaneously

make a contribution to the extended school year movement

generally as well as a contribution to thc, local scene.

The design of the Ann Arbor Study, the procedures which

wers employed, and Study findings are recorded in the

following pages.

Ivan L. Bare

ESY Feasibility Study Executive Committee Chairman

June, 1970
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Chapter I INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to set forth the design,

procedures, and findings of the Ann Arbor Split-Trimester

Feasibility Study. In the present chapter an attempt is made

to provide background information concerning the Study and to

define the general nature of tho split-trimester extended

school year plan.

In January, 1969, the school system submitted a proposal

to the Michigan Department of Education entitled "A Feasibility

Study Proposal Concerning the Possible Educational and Economic

Advantages of Instituting a Split-Trimester School Year in the

Ann Arbor Public Schools." On April 14, 1969, Superintendent

Westerman received a letter from Dr. Kellogg which announced

that a grant of $18,500 had been awarded to us to finance

the conduct of the study.

The primary stimulus which prompted submission of the

proposal was the Ann Arbor Board of Eoucntion's continuing

desire to explore school ytar designs which held promise of

improving the quality of our educational program in ways which

were economically and socially feasible. This interest had led

to an appraisal of the Staggered Four Quarter Plan during the

1967-68 school year. Results of that appraisal revealed that

the Staggered Four Quarter Plan lacked support in this school

district. Consequently, when the Michigan Department of

Education announced intent to fund extended school year feasibility

studies in December, 1968, the Ann Arbor Board of Education

authorized the submission of a plan which incorporated the split-

trimester design.

The characteristics of the Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Design

as finally approved are as follows:
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- School would be in operation for 216 class days annually
as opposed to 180 days under the two semester plan.

- The school calendar would be organized into a series of
six split-trimeste-. instructional term3, with each tern
being thirty-six class days in duration at all grade levels.

- Every student would be scheduled to attend claises for five
split-trin-ister terms (180 class days) each year, and each
student would be required to elect a vacation tern from the
six available terms.

- A universal summer vacation of 30 consecutive rays duration
would be prov!ded to all students in addition to the
elected split-trimester vacation term.

- Vacation terms would be arranged on the basis of parental
declarations each of which would set forth three vacation
term options. School officials would assign vacation
terms in response to parental choices.

The above definitions provided a structure for the assess-

ment of the economic, educational, and social feasibility of

the split - trimester plan. It is to be noted that these areas

of feasibility are closely interrelated, that none of them is

meaningful in its integrity. This point becomes clear when it

is realized that the goal of a viable extended school year plan

is to improve educational opportunity in economically feasible

ways. An even a plan that is both educationally and economic-

ally feasible still cannot be implemented unless it is also

socially feasible. This is the reason for stressing the concept

of synthesis in the 'reface to this report. With that major

qualification in mind, we will now move to a general considerat-

ion of the economic, educational, and social feasibility of the

Ann Arbor split-trimester plan as it is defined above.

Under the Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Plan, econo.ac

advantage is sought through the mechanism of staggered vacations

which produces the result of having only S/6 of the pupil popu-

lation in school at a given time - since 1/6 of the students
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would be on vacation at all times. This feature releases 1/6

of existing school facilities to accomAodate future student

population growth, and, thereby, reduces the school system's

needs for new classrooms in the future. But to be measured

against the possible long-range savings resulting from a

curtcilment of new classroom construction ,re the added costs

which would be occasioned by operation under the split-

trimester plan.

Educationa 4vantages which would be sought under the

split-trimester plan consist of the possibility of introducing

a more flexible and individualized instructional program than

is attainable under the two-semester plan. In order to demon-

strate the feasibility of this goal, however, it is necessary

to learn whether or not the thirty-six day Instructional term

held promise as an instructional urit for curriculum reorgani-

zation and whether or not the resultant curriculum could be

st.hoduled.

Under the split-trimester plan, social advantage was felt

to inhere in the heightened flexibility which the plan would

give to vacation planning for families - since under the plan

parents could elect a vacation period from the entire seasonal

array in addition to the universal August vacation period.

Further, if the total plan was also found to be economically

and educationally feasible,, social advantage would be substan-

tially increased. But to be measured against the advantages of

vacation flexibility are the implimd changes in life-style which

would inhere in the mandatory vacation term concept, since 1/6

of all students would have to be on vacation during each of the

six instructional terms in order to yield economic advantage

for the plan.

In the next chaptor of this report, a description is
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provided concerning the procedures which were employed during

the conduct of the Ann Arbor Feasibility Study. But before

moving to that mattlr, it night be worthwhile to indicate the

reasons why Ann Arbor selected and refired the split-trimester

version of an extended school year plan for study instead of

one of the other existent varieties of extended school year

plans. First, as noted above, we had tested the feasibility

of the Staggered Four Quarter Plan and found that it lacked

community support. Secondly, our situation dictated that we

explore a plan which held promise of reducing our needs for

future classroom construction but Olich also held promise of

gaining community support. The need for reducing future con-

struction needs inheres in the school district's status as

one featuring burgeoning pupil population growth, as attested

by the fact that pupil population in the Ann Arbor Public

scriulls increased from 11,475 in 1959-60 to 20,105 in 1969-70

- during that same period our total staff increased from 519

in 1959-63 to over 1,200 in 1969-70. Further, present pupil

population forecasts indicate by 1979-80 our pupil population

will stand at 26,155. The prealures for new classrooms which

prevlled throughout the decade of the 600s, therefore, appear

to constitute a persistent trend which will continue to operate

throughout the de:ad3 of the 70s' in the An Arbor School District.

The primary social and educational reasons whic.11 dictated

our choice of the split-trimester plan over any of the plans

featuring quarters rested with the superior appeal which we

felt the split-trimester plan held for community acceptance and

curriculum revisions. For whereas the quarter plan, in any of

its versions which release capacity, involves giving families

only four choices of vacation terms, the split-trimester plan

provides six vacation tern options. Further, whereas vacation

terms under the quarter plans are twelve weeks in duration,

vacation terms underthe split-trimester plan are only seven

14
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weeks in duTation. Finally, whereas curriculum revision under

the quarter plans is structured by a twelve week instructional

term, the structuring instructional term under the split-

trimester plan is only seven weeks in duration. For the latter

reason, it was felt that a revised curriculum under the split-

trimester plan could be far more flexible, individualized, and

demanding of technological advance than would be the case under

a quarter plan.

The above considerations dictated our choice of the split-

trimester plan over any form of quarter plan. As regards th.

reasons why we selected the split-trimester plan over the

Multiple-Trails Plans, the prime consideration here was staff

readiness. For whereas the Multiple-Trails Plan involves the

implementation of continuous progression in grades X-12, the

splitetrimester plan retains the accustomed graded structure

in at least grades 7-12. Me concluded that the proposed

transition from a two-semester plan to a split i'rimester plan

could be implemented far more readily in terms of staff readi-

ness than could the far more complex transition from a two-

semester plan to a purely continuous progression plan. Still

it is to be noted that after the transition had been completed

from the two-semester plan to the split-trimester plan, the

further transition to a purely continuous progression plan

would by greatly facilitated.



Chapter II Study Organization and Procedures

Implementation of the Feasibility Study involved the

creation of the Study's proposed organizational unl.ts and

their formation into functioning bodies. The approved

proposal rrovfled for the followin1 organizational units:

- A Steering Committee to serve as an executive council fcr
the total study.

- A Study Coordinator to provide continuing attention to the
intermeshing of the efforts of the total study team.

- An Instructional Feasibility Study Team to assess the
instructional/curricular implications of the Split-Trimester
Design.

- A Class Scheduling Study Team to assess the scheduling
implications of the Split-Trimester Design.

- An Economic Feasibility Study Team to assess the economic
implications of the Split-Trimester Design.

- A Survey Teem to assist in the assessment of staff, student,
an community opinions concerning the Split-Trimester Design.

Formal implementation for the Study occurred in September,

1969, when Superintendent Westerman appointed the Feasibility

Study Executive COAMittO0 consisting of the chairmen of the

four substantive committees, plus four additional members who,

by the nature of their assifinments, had system-wide end/or Study

-wide perspectives to bring to bear during the Study period.

The membership of the Study Executive Commit-0e was designated

as follows:

Ivan Bare, Director of Grant Programs and author of the Split-
Trimester Feasibility Study Proposal, was nailed Executive
Committee Chairman.

David Harrell, President of the Ann Arbor Education Association,
was appointed to the Executive Committee to assure that

1G
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teachers' perspectives would be repre3ented on this
body throughout the Study period.

John Hubley, Assistant to the Superintendent for Community
Relations, was appointed Chairman of the Survey Committee.

Alexander Nelson, a superintendent of schools in Michigan for
nineteen yetrs and currently a candidate for a Doctor of
Philosophy degree in Education at the University of Mich-
igan, was appointed as Study Coordinator on a one/third
time basis.

William Rude, Principal of Forsythe Junior High School, was
appointed Chairman of the Economic Feasibility Study
Committee.

San Sniderian, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, was
appointed Chairman of the Instructional Feasibility
Study Committee.

W. Scott Westerman, Jr., Superintendent of Schools, In accept-
ing active membership on the Executive Committee, there-
by, indicated the significance which he attached to the
total Study.

Stanley Zubel, Director of Personnel, was appointed Chairman
of the Class Scheduling Feasibility Study Committee.

The Study Executive Committee met periodically throughout

the Study period for the purposes of articulating the various

phases of the Study, resolving operational impasses, and

legitimating decisions involving major Study procedures. Such

activities were expedited by virtue of the fact that the chairmen

of all four substantive committees were members of the Executive

Comm/Ate,. One of the first major decisions +.hich the Executive

Committee made concerning the Study related to the initial Split-

Trimester Design which featured thro.% trimesters with only the

third trimester being split. It was concluded that the education-

al feasibility of the Split-Trimester Design would be enhanced by

splitting each of the three trimesters into instructional terms

of thirty-six class days. Also, the Executive Committee conclude

that the proposal's initial reliance on the acceleration of

students through grades 7-12 for economic advantage should be
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replaced by reliance on staggered attendance as the basis of

probable economic advantage for the Split-Trimester Design.

Both of the above major modifications in the Split-Trimester

Design were subaequently approved by the Michigan Department of

Education.

Frio!' to the initiation of deliberations by the four

substantive committees, the following materials were supplied

to all members of the Executive Committee: The Ann Arbor

Extended School Year study Proposal; A recap of the Extended

School Year Conference which was held in Lansing in Ape',

1969, and which featured major presentations by Mr. Reid Gillis

of Fulton County, Georgia, Dr. George 1. Thomas of the Ne$: York

State Department of education, and by Mr. Bob Sternberg of the

Michigan Department of Education.

Also, prior to the initiation of intensive deliberations

by the Study committees, committee chairmen and other key members

of the total Study team attended the Port Huron Extended School

Year Conference, at which time Mr. Reid Gillis and his associates

from Fulton County, Georgia, made in-depth presentations concern-

ing the Fulton County Four-Quarter Plan.

As the Study got into motion, all committees were supplied

with copies of the following materials: a series of bulletins

entitled "Split-Pointer;." and a comprehensive bibliography cover-

ing all major publications relating to the extended school year

concept were supplied by the Study Coordinator; the Executive

Committee disseminated documents entitled, "The Intent of the

Ann Arbor Public Schools Feasibility Study" and "A Synopsis of

the Ann Arbor Public Schools Feasibility Study" to all staff

members who were involved in the Study. Finally in February,

1970, Dr. George I. Thomas from the New York State Department

of Education served as a resource person and consultant to the

18
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total Study during an intensive two-day visit which included

"An Open Forum" to which the total community was invited, as

well as sessions in small group settings with the Study's various

committees and subcommittees. Finally, the Study Coordinator

served as a major resource person to the total Study throughout

the Study period. His activities included interviews with schoo:

officials in Michigan who had experimented with instructional

designs other than the traditional two semester plan, and he

maintained continuous correspondence with selected school

officials on a national scale in order to provide needed infor-

ation to the various committees.

In the remainder of this chapter, an attempt is Lade to

indicate the organizational patterns and procedures which were

employed by the four substantive committees as they probed the

Split-Trimester Design from a feasibility perspective.

I. Organization and Procedures Employed by the Instructional
Feasibility Study Committee:

The basic charge of this committee was essentially to answer

this question: "Could an instructionally feasible elucational

program for grades K-12 be develoled in terms of the proposed

Split-Trimester calendar plan?" In probing this complex question,

Dr. Snideraan divided the committee into twelve subcommittees,

each of which was cuarged with the assessment of a phase of the

total question. The instructional study subcommittees and their

chairmen were the following:

Dr. David Aberdeen, Thurston School Principal, Elementary Program

Mrs. Ruth Beatty, Art Coordinator

Mr. Jeorge Bigelow, Business Education Departmental Chairman

Mr. Glenn Dickerson, Industrial Arts Departmental Chairman

Miss Alice Hach, Mathematics Coordinator

fie
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Miss Elise Harney, Physical Education Coordinator

Mr. Leonard Hoag, Social Studies Coordinator

Mr. Harry Regenstreif, Foreign Language Coordinator

Miss Jean Reynolds, Language Arts Coordinator

Dr. John Rosemergy, Science Coordinator

Mr. Le/is Wallace, Music Coordinator

Mrr. Karen White, Home Economics Departmental Chairman

Procedures employed by th' above subcommittees included

tho fcllowing:

The subcoiamittees each involved selected classroom teachers
on a released time basis in studying the possible instruct-
ional feasibility of the Split-Trimester calendar for the
various curricular areas.

- Most of the subcommittees held department-wide sessions to
secure perceptions of the total staff concerning the Split-
Trimester plan's instructional feasibility.

All of the subcommittees were represented in sessions with
Dr. Thomas during the two day period of intensive consult-
ation which he provided to the total Study. And the Study
Coordinator, Mr. Nelson, met with the subcommittees as an
observer and resource person during the time when the sub-
committees were operative. Tinally, the Mathematics Sub-
committee obte.ned the consultive services of Professor
Henry Garland is a part of this group's study process.

Following the above involvement processes, each subcommittee
drafted a report of findings. These reports appear in the
appendices section of this document.

II. Organization and Procedures Employed by the Class Scheduling
Feasibility Study Committee.

"Could pupils be feasibly scheduled into classes under the

Split-Trimester plan?" That was the basic question which this

committee studied. Study of the class scheduling implizetions

of the Split-Trimester plan was complicated by the fact that



intensive study this dimension could not get under way until

after the general findings of the Instructional Feasibility

Study Committee had become available. During the interim

period, the Study Coordinator supplied the Class Scheduling

Feasibility Study Committee Chairman with consideraele data

relating to modular scheduling and computer assisted schedul-

ing generally.

In assessing the feasibility of class scheduling under the

Split - Trimester plan, Mr. Zubel was assisted by Mr. Gene Mzybee

(Principal of Tappan Junior High School), Mr. Theodore Rokicki

(Principal of Pioneer High School), and Ur. David Aberdeen

(Principal of Thurston Elementary School). Contacts w:src also

made with the Data Processing Center of the Washtenaw County

Intermediate School District - the unit which provides computer

assistance to our present scheduling procedures. Finally,

Dr. Thomas provided a substantial amount of counsel to this

committee during the course of his consultive visit.

The report of findings by the Class Scheduling Feasibility

Study Committee appears in the appendices section of this report.

It is to be noted that we had initially planned to make micro

runs of Split-Trimester scheduling procedures in our initial

proposal. But the undefined nature of a Split-Trimester slate

of course offerings rendered this plan impractical to attempt.

III. Organization and Procedures Employed by the Economic
Feasibility Study Committee:

" gould it be economically feasible to institute the Split-

Trimester calendar plan in the Ann Arbor Public Schools?" That

is the generic question which this committee assessed. The

membership of the Economic Feasibility Study Committee was as
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follows:

William R. Rude Chairman

George Balas Business Manager

Paul Banninga Carpenter School Principal

James Cornils Slauson Junior High School Teacher

Mrs. Susan Ebel Scarlett Junior High Scho31 Teacher

Sooren Gozmanian Planner-Expediter

Harry Hial Northside School Principal

Gerald Neff Assistant Superintendent for Finance

Rudolph Silverstone Director of Vocational Education

Roughly twenty meetings were held which involved the

committee totally or subcommittees of the total committee. The

committee study procedure consisted of dividing up the primary

cost elements of school operations into functional categories

and comparing known cest performance under the two semester plan

to anticipated cost performance under the it-trimester plan.

The analysis included study of operational personnel salary

costs, professional salary costs, transportation costs, utilities

costs, site aquisitian costs, bonding costs, new construction

costs, etc. under h plans of school operation. Particular

attention was given to probable short-run increased costs of

school operation as compared to possible long-run savirgs under

the Split-Trimester plan. Consideration of the above factors was

expedited by the nature of the committee's membership in that it

included the school system's Assistant Superintendent for Fins ce,

Business Wanager,Planner-Expediter, representative school prin-

cipals and teachers - as indicated above.

In addition, to t'-e above resources comprising committee

membership, the Study Coordinator and the Study Executive Committee

Chairman suppliP1 additional economic data to the committee.

Finally, the committee was well represented during the interaction

Rgt



with Dr. Thomas during his two day consultive visit. The report

of the Economic Feasibility Study Coweittee appears in the

appendices section of this document.

IV. Organization and Procedures Employed by the Community Survey
Committee:

"Is the Split-Trimester plan feasible?" This ts the general

question which the total Study was dosigned to attempt to answer.

In making its -ontribution to the search for an answer to this

question, the Community Survey Committee's work in a very rt,al

sons" culminated the total Study. That contribution, of tourse,

would have been impossible to make had not the COA2itte0A devoted

to instructional,class s6eduling, and economic study provided

t),e raw data which constituted the inputs of the Community Survey

Committee. But if those inputs hr.d not been converted into in-

formational outputs in the forms of a communication program and

a sot of opinionnaires which yielded interpretative data, the

work of the total Study would have remained incomplete.

The basic charge of the Community Survey Committee was to

convey sufficient information concerning the nature of the Split-

Trimester plan to selected publics within the school district to

enable members of these l.'iblics to respond meaningfully to opinion-

naire questions which collectively reflected the present feasibil-

ity status of the Split-Trimester plan. In this sense, t'le work

of the Community Survey Committee was a neceeRary preliminary to

the administration of opinionnaires to the school district's

various publics.

As indicated in our initial proposal, the tasks of develop-

ing opinionnaire instruments and interpreting the data yielded by

those instruments were sub-contracted to the University of
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Michigan's Bureau of School Services. Dr. Raymond Kehoe and

Mr. Philip Schoo from the Bureau provided the technical assist-

ance involved in the imples-laetion of that subcontract. And

in doing so, Dr. Kehoe and Mr. Schoo worked in clove collabor-

ation with the Study Executive Committee and the Community

Survey Committe . The Community Survey Committee consisted of

the following members:

John Hubley, Chairman

Mrs. Patricia Bavol, Secretary, Pupil Personnel Department

Dean Bodley, Teacher at Slauson Junior High School

Robert Carr, Principal of Bach School

Ronald Edmonds, Director of Human Relations

Jack Enrelhardt, Principal of Dixboro School

Vaurtn Filsinger, Assistant Principal of Forsythe Junior High School

Guy Finch, Supervisor of Buildings and Grounds

Mrs. Betty Hunt, Teacher at Eberithite School

Gary Kuehnle, Teacher at Slauson Junior High School

Alexander Nelson, Study Coordinator

Mrs. Mary Strang, Director of Cafeterias

Robert Syers, Director of Transportation

In collaboration with the consultants from the Bureau of

School Services, the Committee developed and ultimately imple-

mented a plan of communications which involved representatives

from each of the following groups in the creation of informational

data of particular relevance to each group: professional staff

members, operational staff memters, students from grades 9-12.

Following the surfacing of particular interests and concerns

from representativra of each of the above groups, those data

became inputs into the creation of informational folders. And in

executing this process, a volunteer group of community women who

possessed experienco and background in Journalism converted the
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personalized data into informational leaflets. Through this

process, a general brochure, a professional staff insert, an

operational staff insert, and a student insert were developed

and disseminated to the groups in question as a prelude to

opinionnaire administration. Copies of each of those documents

appear in the appendices section of this Report.

Through the same process of interaction with representative

members of the groups to be surveyed, Dr. Kehoe and Mr. Schoo

received inputs into 'he opinionnaire development process.

Following those sessions, the above consultants developed

separate opinionnaire instruments which were subsequently

administered to professional staff members, operational staff

members, and a sample of randomly selected students frog.. grades

9-12. A copy of each of the three types of opinionnaires

appears in the appendices section of this Report.

The general informational brochure, together with the

appropriate informational insert, was disseminated as follows:

1,200 to professional staff members, 601 to operational staff

members, and 1,200 to the student sample. On the same date that

the informational brochures reached the prospective respondents

to the opinionnaires, the Ana Arbor News printed a feature article

devoted to an overview of the Split-Trimester Plan. Roughly three

school days following dissemination of the informational brochures

and inserts to each group, the appropriate version of the opin-

ionnaire instrument was distributed to each group. Completed

opinionnaires were keypunched at the Ann Arbor Public Schools Data

Processing Conte?, and the resultont data cards were transferred

to the Computer Center at the Washtenaw County Intermediate School

District for computer processing. Printouts then were trananitted

to the Bureau of School Services where they served as raw data for

the production of the Bureau's Report entitled the "Ann Arbor

Opinionnairc Study" (see the attached copy in the appendices
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section of this document).

The Community Survey Committee and the consultants from

the Bureau of School Services are now in the process of prepar-

ing to survey 1,500 randomly st.lected members of the Ann Arbor

School District electorate. Products bnd results of that

survey process will be included in the August addendum to this

Report.
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Chapter III Summary of Study Findings

Would it be feasible to institute the split-trimwer

plan in the An Arb3r Public Schools/ That is the, general

question which this study attempti.d to answer. The question,

however, contains three separate inquiries, namely:

- Is the split-trimester plan economically feasible?

- Is the plan educationally feasible?

- Is the plan socially feasible?

Detailed answers to those questions are contained in the reports

which are appended to this document. In this chapter, therefore,

the aim is merely to provide a summary of Study findings concern-

ing each of the above questions.

A. Economic Felsibility Findings

The Economic Feasibility Study Committee ,oncluded that

total school operational costs would be higher under the split-

trimester plan than they would be under the existent two

semester plan in all coat categories except those relating to

the school construction program. The considerations which led

to the above conclusion included both short-run and long-run

probabilities under the two plans.

1. Short Run Considerations:

Total salaries to be paid to classroom teachers under

either plan would be roughly equal despite the fact that

only S/6 as many classroom teachers would be needed to

operate the split-trimester plan as would be needed to

operate the two semester plan, since classroom teachers

27
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would be needed for a 1/6 longer period under the former

plan than under the latter plan each year (i.e. 225 days

as against 189 days). But non-classroom personnel in

those categories which are linked to the period when

school is in session (i.e. elementary school princirals,

coordinators, most secretaries and clerks, bus drivers,

cafeteria personnel: etc.) would be paid roughly 1/6

more under the split-trimester plan than they would be

paid under the two semester plan, end in these cases the

additional salaries, would rot be off.:et by reductions in

numbers under the split-trimester plan. Finally, utilities

charges and mileage costs for student transpurtatica would

be higher under the split-trimester plan than under the

two semester plan due to the former plan's longer ell ation

of the school operational period. It is, thus, concluded

that total school operational costs would be roughly 0

higher annually under the 'split- trimester plan than under

tile two semester plan.

Also the short-run perspective includes increased costs

under the split- trimester plan in the form of conversion

costs. Estimated costs of converting the curriculum from

the present two semester basis to the split-trimester

basis would amount to an outlay of roughly $250,000 over

a two year intensive planning period. Furthermore,

conversion costs would increase dramatically if it were

found necessar/ to air condition all of our buildings and

to increase learning resource facilities at all buildings

to accommodate the split-trimester plan. But at this time

such possible capital outlay items are considered as

optional by the Study Executive Committee.

On the credit side of the ledger for the split- trimester

plan even in the short-run is the fact that its implemen-

tation would yield nearly 17% more utilization from existing

school facilities than is presentAy yielded by the two
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semester plan, since school_ facilities would be in oper-

ation for 216 days annually under this plan as compared

to 180 days under the present two semester plan.

2. Long-Run Considerations:

Under the two semester plan, a sixth junior high

school is needed in 1974, a third senior high school build-

ing is needed in 1973, and five new elementary school build-

ings are needed during the period from 1971 to 1979. Under

the split-trimester plan, the sixth junior high school would

not be needed during this decade, the need date for the

third senior high school would be moved back to 1975, and

none of the additional elementary schools would be needed

this decade. Those conclusions are predicated on three

asaumptions, namely: (a) stability in our present foro-

casts of pupil population growth, (b) stability in pupil-

teacher ratios, and (c) the assumption that a move to the

split-trimester plan would release 1/6 of our existing

school capacity for future population growth.

By "not building" the five elementary schools and the

junior nigh school, we would not have :o incrhate our

bonded indebtedness to secure the estimated $12,500,000

required to construct those facilities. And this would

save the school district's taxpayers an additional charge

of roughly $13,500,000 in bonded interest over the next

thirty years. Further, since those six buildings would not

be built, they wou1.1 not hove to be staffeU and maintained.

Although most of she staff in question would be employed

in existing buildings, some staff savings of significance

would sill exist it the form of six fewer building princi-

pals, plus several secretaries and custodians. And, of

course, additional savings would take the form of insurance

and utilities chart*, which would have otherwise been ex-

pended had the six buildings been erected. Finally, the
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sites on which the six buildings would have been constructed

vould not have to be accoired, and in that case the taxable

value of the sites would remain on the tax rolls as revenue

sources. It must be stressed, however, that movement to

the split-trimester plan is a major commitment which would

entail major problems if a decision were made at a later

date to return to the two semester plan. In the latter

event, a massive building program would have to be launched

at once which woulo probably not only erase all past "sav-

ingA" but which could lead to major program reductions

during the period of transition back to the two semester

plan. These considerations demand that split - trimester

feasibility study and planning be particularly thorough

as regards the educational and social implications of

the plan.

3. Economic Feasibility Consclusions:

The above considerations strongly suggest that the

split-trimester plan is econorically feasible. It is

eoonomioatty feasible not only for Ann Arbor but for any

school district which is undergoing persistent and high

growth rates in pur.il population. But as indicated earlier

in this account, economic feasibility is only one aspect of

a total fiibility study, that out of %ontemt with educat-

ional and social feasibility considerations it is meaning-

less. The history of the extended school year movement is

replete with cases of plans which were implemented primarily

for reasons of economic feasibility. it is hoped that we

have learned from those cases that A balanced consideration

must be given to total feasibility before making a decision

or a recommendation concerning the implementation of any

variety of extended school year plan.
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B. Instructional Feasibility bindings

As pointer out earlier in this document, an extended

school year plan is viable only if it contains major

promise of producing greater educational opportunity in

a annc! that is economically feasible. Consequently,

economic feasibility is only one side of the coin -

increased educational opportunity is the other side. And

when reference is made to .,:noreased educational opportun-

ity, it is always within a comparative frame of reference.

In the case of the split-trimester plan the key question,

therefore, is "Would greater educational opportunity be

provided under the split-trimester plan than is being

provided under the two semester plan?" The difficulty of

providing an accurate answer to this thorny question is

compounded by the fact that the split-trimester plan is

a new one, and, hence, there is no body of experiential

findings which attest to either the superiority or the

inferiority of this plan in comparision to the other plans.

As is true in virtually all areas of innovative effort,

what is popularly being sought is N. set of interrelated

concepts which have been thoroughly tested and proven to

be superior to alternative arrangements. But if a concept

is trmly innovative, it has no body of experiential data

to support it - since it has never been tested. This is

basically the quandary which prevails in feasibility test-

ing the split-trimester plan for educational promise. Yet

if novel plans such as the split-trimester plan are not

tested in some fashion there can be no possibility of

considering their applicability. Still .d*at is inherently

involved in the comparision of the split-trimester plan to
AP
41. the two semester plan from an educational perspective is

tne precarious proposition of comparing a known arrangement

to an unknown arrangement. This, in turn, brings all of

the human forces which militate against change into full
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play - since the advocates of the split-trimester plan cannot

prove that this system of structuring would produce educational

results which would be superior to the results which are being

produced under the two semester plan.

The results of the processes which were employed to gain

insights into the educational feasibility of the split-trimester

plan are recorded in reports from the Instructional Feasibility

Study Committee, the Class Scheduling Feasibility Study Commit-

tee, and the Community Survey Report. Data contained in those

documents are not findings in most cases - they are feelings.

The catalysts which produced those results are (1) the 36 day

instructional term, and (2) the staggered attendance pattern

which inhere in the split-trimester plan as compared to (1)

the 90 day instructional term and (2) the uniform attendance

pattern which inhere in the two semester plan.

The Instruction Feasibility Study Reports reflect no

unanimity concerning either the superiority or the inferiority

of the split-trimester plan as compared to the two semester

plan. Many elements of probable instructional advantage of

the split-trimester plan are recorded In those reports, and

many probable instructional disadvantages are recorded there.

But the generalisation which emerges from a synthesis of those

reports is the feeling that the split-trimester plan would

produce a sufficient quantity of theoretical advantages to

merit further and deeper consideration.

In Cle data produced by the opinionnaire surveys of staff

and student reaction to the split-trimester plan, there was

heavy consensus among all staff members that a period of two

years should be dovoted to planning for a transition to the

split-trimester plan. A majority of the student sample supported

this view also. Still it is interesting that in response to

a general question concerning preference for the two calends'
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plans, all of the professional staff respondents, except

administrators and teachers on junior high school assignments,

expressed majority support for the present plan over the

split-trimester plan; a majority of all operational personnel,

except bus drivers, expressed preference for the present

calendar; and all of the student respondents supported the

present calendar over the split-trimester calendar. Yet in

response to questions concerning (1) the ease of making up

failed courses, (2) changing courses and teachers, (3) re-

duction in student failures, (4) appropriateness for meeting

the needs of bright, average, and slow learners, (3) provis-

ions for independent study and (6) facilitation of wise

curriculum choices by students the general trend of responses

from professional staff and students was more supportive of

the split-trimester calendar than of the present two semester

calendar! But in response to questions relating (1) to the

handling of transfer students, (2) college admission, (3)

effects on the interscholastic athletic program, (4) instruct-

ion of highly sequential courses, and (3) effects on extra-

curricular activities at least a plurality of professional

staff and students were more supportive of the present plan

than of the split-trimester plan.

In interpruting the contents of the Community Survey

findings generally, the format of the opinionnaires is to be

borne in mind. It i3 to be noted that choices were not restrict-

ed to "present calendar" versus "split-trimester calendar";

choices also included "either calendar" and "need more informat-

ion." The latter two choices, although clearly needed to permit

an appropriate slate of choices from which to respond, tended

to minimize consensus for either the split-trimester plan or

the present plan. This fact becomes obvious when it is pointed

out that only fifteen of the sampled thirty-two questions

elicited majority consensus for either calendar plan.
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Another dimension of the instructional feasibility study

related to the feasibility of class scheduling under the split-

trimester plan. The Class Scheduling Feasibility Study Commit-

tee concluded, students could Lo scheduled into classes

effectively under the split-trimester plan, despite the fact

that a curriculum tc support the split-trimester plan would

feature a far more complex array of courses in grades 7-12

than is presently offered under the two semester plan. It

was also concluded that the schedulinv of children into

classroom groups in grades K-6 would pose no major problem

in view of the fact that the K-6 program w,uld be based upon

continuous progression. Both of the above conclusions were

predicated on the assumption that parents would be willing

to accept vacation term assignments resulting from tLeir

declarations of three vacation tetra preferences in June and

that these preferences would serve as a basis of tcheduliq

vacation terms on a 1/6 basis throughout the following sch,

year's six spl:A-trimester terms as a basis for master sci

construction. This point - the willingness of parents to

accept vacation terms at their second or third choice leve,<

in many cases - will be tested later this summer where a sir.

is made of a sample of the school district's residents.

What, then,may be said in conclusion concerning the

educational feasibility of the split-trimester plan? It is

apparent that this study produced no conclusive answer to t'

issue, other than a general feeling that the plan is worth>

of further study. Any other conclusion would have been rat

surprising in view of the brief period of time which was

devoted to this complex issue.

There is, however, another dimension of the split-trf

plan's educational feasibility which was not approached d

during the course of the Study. That dimension relates to
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and demand con ,,iderations in the education professions.

Since the split-trimester plan would involve the ltilizat-

ion of roughly 1/6 fewer professional personnel than would

be required to staff a two semester plan, and since the

plan's implementation would give teachers the option of

nearly year-round employment - and, hence, greater income

for them - the plan could make a contribution to ameliiIrat-

ing the nation's problems as regards the chronic shortage

of professional educational personnel. It could also

enhance the economic status of educational personnel. But,

&gain, these considerations are merely a part of the web

which is the split - trimester plan, and unless feasibility

of the total plan can be demonstrated there is little need

to dwell on individual strands in that complex web.

C. Social Feasibility Findings

Conclusions concerning the social feasibility of the

split-trimester plan cannot be provided until the survey

of the community resident sample has been completed later

this summer. Data concerning that matter will be provided

in an addendum to this document in August. It must be

noted, however, that on June 8 of this year the electorate

of the Ann Arbor School District decisively defeated a set

of referenda which included requested authorisation to bond

for the construction of five elementary school buildings,

a junior high school, and a senior high school. As indi-

cated in the summary of economic feasibility study findings,

the split-trimester plan's implementation could remove the

need for the additional elementary buildings and the junior

high school building, and it would move back the need date

for the high school building by two years. But whether or

not the community will view these economic prospects of the

split-trimester plan cs being of sufficient magnitude to
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offset the changes of life style which inhere in the plan

in the form of ataLgered vacation terms remains to be seen.

Further, it is a near certainty that the undefined nature

of the educational program which would accompany the split-

trimester calendar will tend to balance the plan's economic

advantages in the minds of many Ann Arbor residents. It is,

thcrcfore, probable that the findings resulting iron survey-

ing a sample of community residents will suggest that the

split-trimester is worthy of further study, and that further

study would b-' a prerequisite to any decision relative to

the institution of the split-trimester plan in the Ann Arbor

Public Schools. That hypothesis will be tested next month.
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INSTRUCTIONAL DEPARTMENT REPORTS

Elementary Currie lum

Art

Business Education

English

Foreign Language

Home Ecouomics

Industrial Arts

Mathematics

Music

Physical Education

Science

Social Studies
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REPORT OF EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR COMMITTEE

SUB COMMITTEE 0
ELEMF.NTLRY CURRICULUM

The Committee has reached unanimous agreement cn a philosophic framework for
cosideraticA 3f curricular revision in an extended school year plan. Simply
stated, the Committee endorses the extension of the school year only if it pro-
vides a means by which the quality of the educational experience and not the
quantity is improved.

What constitutes quality education? In the view of the Committee it would
be in the words of A. Whitney Griswold, "an education whose purpose is to expand
to the limit the indtvii'ual's capacity and desire for self-education, for seeking
and finding meaning, truth and enjoyment in everything he does."

Or, as Sidney Hook would define it, it is education whose goal is "learning
for its own sake. And by 'learning for its own salm' I mean for the sake of liv-
ing, for the sake of becoming a full person, of grappling intelligently and
manfully with problems that have confronted mankind since the beginning of time."

While these expressions of the nature of quality education have validity in
the present conventional setting, they tend to be obscured or lost sight of
because of the traditional patterns of teaching and learning which the conven-
tional setting has substituted for the vitality expressed in these ideals. The
essential merit of the extended school year consists of its unsettling effect on
these traditional patterns. To the extent that it undermines these patterns
and, in so doing, necessitates the creation and intruduction of processes which
are supportive of the true aims of education, it will provide a setting in which
innovation and creativity can be brought to bear on helping learners to achieve
their own meaningful goals.

The extended school year is justified, therefore, not by its extension of
tioe, but b) its unscrambl ing of patterned and routine processes, and by the
replacement of these processes with promising alternatives for making education
truly functioning and fulfillin in the lives of learners and teachers.

Implications of proposed changes

A. Degree to which instructional revision and curricular reorganization will
be necessary.

The committee has taken this opportunity to suggest changes in o:ganizatiou and
curricular content which it believes will improve educational opportunities
for children. We have not spent much time translating what now is into the
extended school year design, but rather have attempted to redefine some edu-
cational objectives Ind make suggestions for ,Ilango. The economic feasibility
of our report is affected by this, since curriculum building costs money.
However, r_ feel that rethinking our concepts of educational progress in terms
of the individual pupil, as has been stated in the preface, rather than in
terms of groups or grades is essential to the sun,:essful implementation of
the extended school year design and we are reporting accordingly.
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The following modifications in present program are proposed by the committee:

1. A comprehensive reorganization and enlargement of our present curricular
offerings, providing a definition and reorganization of sequence and
scope in the sill areas and allowing for a vide range of pupil choice in

specific c.ntent. In addition to the development of many short "units"
of study, this conce?t impilos the need for much more specific descriptions
of desired terminal tehaviors and much better means of measuring those
behaviors than we presently have. This is a massive, but a basic tf.sk
and the success or failure of cur proposals hinge upon it.

2. Opportunity for a pupil to enroll at the beginning of each of six terms.
This would require a charge in state legislation, since "fourth Friday"
computations would not be accurate. The clmmittee considered an exception
to this in Kindergarten entrance, but because of the disruption of
family schedules, deemed it not feasible.

3. Provisions for individualized record keeping. We have viewed the poten-
tials of paraprofessional help and computerized record keeping with favor.

4. An individualized pupil counseling program which would assign eo members
of the teaching staff the responsibility for guiding the progress of
several students for a minimum of one year and a maximum of three years.

5. Multi-age grouping at three levels; kindergarten, primary and upper elemerr,
tary. (see structural model).

6. Team teaching, flexible scheduling and continuous progress.

7. Middle school organization (elementary age children being defined as
those now eligible for membership in grades K-5).

8. Self-selection of curricular opportunities by students.

9. Pre-school programs (beginning at least by age four) for areas with high
concentrations of Children from low-income families, and eventually for
all areas in the city.

10. Implications for Student Record Keeping as they relate to the Behavi.oral
and Conceptual Objectives in the Continuous Learning Curriculum in the
Split Trimester Design for extending the school year.

There will be innovations in record keeping -

- Principals, teachers, and students will work cooperatively to devise a
variety of new approaches to record keeping that will meet the needs of
the Continuous Learning Curriculum. Such record forms will contain a
ready assessment of the student's cumulative, sequential development
through each learning level, meet the demands of flexible scheduling,
aid officials in the classification of stuhnts, put emphasis or. specific
tasks, and incluee criteria for identifying students who require
enrichment or remedial experiences.
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- Behavioral end conceptual objectives will be listed in skill areas in a

oequentiel order. These gels will then become instructional steps
which will provide a plan for appraising the students' progress on a
continuous basis.

- Record forms will be made as brief as possible because evaluations
w[11 be made more often taan at present.

- New guidelines will be established for reporting to parents. There will
be modification of the form now in use (such modification is already in
progress), more than one teacher will be evaluating the child, and there
will be more opportunities for parent - teacher conferences than in the

present organization.

- Devices will be available for the reproduction of records.

- A stable systematic scheme for record keeping will be established.

- Teachers as well as students will be asked to use record forms which
they have not used before and to give up some of those which previously
had been held dear to them.

- Them would be opportunities to explore:

Automsted records which would aid in split trimester scheduling
sed reporting

Taping of reports and Tecor4s

Teacher/Studen' made record forts

The reproduction of records on microfilm

Labeled forma for specific occasions

Teacher Implications include?

- Libt.Jration to employ records based upon the needs of the Continuous
Learning Curriculum

- The challenge of devising a wide variety of worthwhile, purposeful
records for tailor -lnade programs or prescriptions and keeping them
up-to-date.

- Opportunities to use the computer for specific tasks.

- Student participation in the development of records which will reflect
growth in attitudes, values and interests.

Implications for Students include:

- Record Keeping as part of the learning process

- The use of records, hopefully individually initiated, which wilk help
students to make choices and give direction in the continuove process
of learning.
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- The use of records for self-evaluation, to help identify strengths and
weaknesses, to %I'd self-esteem, and as c means of achieving prescribed
goals.

- Participation with teachers to ascertain ihe degree to which the
students are achieving the goals they had a part in establishing.

B. Positive and Negative potential of Changes indicated

1. Positive:

a. Individual progress, improved self-concept due to reduction of concept
of failure.

b. Flexible curriculum allowing children choice
c. Opportunity for teacher interest to be acknowledged
d. Learning becomes a source of enjoyment - leading to motivation for

continuance - voluntarily
e. Role of teacher changes to creator of learning environment, resource

person, enunselor.

2. Negative:

a. Difficulty it. rebuilding curriculum
b. Unwillingness or inability of some staff to function in this way.
c. Increased burden in scheduling and record keeping.
d. Difficulty faced by children moving out of the system (not necessarily

into).

e. Loose organization presenting problems in conventional evaluation of
both program and progress

f. Difficulty in involving parents in the redefinition of some educational
goals

C. Projected Staff Needs:

1. The professional staff to pupil ratio is envisioned as remaining about the
same as it is now. For example, in a school of 650 students and 26 teach-
ers, if 1/6 of the children elected to vacation each term, 108 wou11 be
gone, 542 present. Until a different ratio seemed sensible, 21 teachers
would need to be present. The five vacationing teachers could receive
vacation priorities according to family needs, e.g., husband's or child-
ren'', vacations, and such considerations could be Wee. by a computer.

2. Paraprofessional and clerical staff would need to be provided at the
approximate ratio of one paraprofessional for every two professionals.

3. Staffing of instructional media centers would have to be at least doubled.

4. Some teachers might be assigned full time to curriculum development for a
term, allowing the time and concentration necessary for sound revisiot

D. Procedures necessary for scheduling students to implement the Split- Trimester
Design for extending the school year.

1. In the discussion of assumptions on which the committee's proposals are
based, 4* is indicated that enrollment would be allowed at the beginning
of each seven veek petiod insofar as this is consistent with state law.
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2. The continuous learning aad ir,dividualized program proposed by the commit-

tee and illustrated by the structural model is consistent with the above
enrollment procedure.

3. Attached are two plans which illustrate:

a, how a time-block scheme for a school of 650 children divided into
Kindergargen, primary, middle, and upper elementary mighc work out and

b. hew scheduling would be accomplised in a learning center type of
organization

SCHOOL OF 650 CHILDRFN - BLOW OF TIRE

Time Kindergarten Primary IMiddle Upper

9:00 Commun. and

15 Math

30

45 Physical Activity

,0:00

15 Arts

30

45

11:00 Environment

15

30

45

Communication

Physical Activity

Environment

Planning - Counsel-.

ing and Free Choice

Math

Phy.Act.

Phy.Act. Math

Arts

Arts

Counsel

& Plan.

Interest Activity
p.E. I.Music

French Art

sewing, etc.

ELvironment

Choice of Study

Units

Mathematics

6 Planni..g &

Counseling

.....---------

.....---

12:00 -..

Lunch
15 ,P

,---....--

Math

Arts

Communication

Physical Activiey

Free Choice &

Counseling -

Planr,..ng

-.....---=...,
ulch ..

-e........--
30

45 Communication

1:00 & Math

15

30 Physical Activity

45

2:00 Environment

15

30

45 Arts

3:00

15

Commun ication

Environment

Choice of study

Units

,,,-...-.........,

Lunch'
.....-

. r

Arts

Communication
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Learning Centers - Upper Section

120 Children

Time mmunication
D-Rdg.- A de

Environment
F -G-D -E -A de

Math
D -E -Math -Aide

Art
E-F-G-Art-
Music Aide

P.E.6Recess
D -E -F -PG

Aide

Planning
E. Counsel

9:00

15

30

45

10:00

15

30

45

11:00

15

I

1

Aidej,

G

1

Ni.

J
RDG

Aide

\l/

Math

I

Aide

I

.....

I i
.../

Muric
t

..,
.1,

P.E.

/

'....

)

45

12:00

15

30

'45

________-,------

----------

LUNCH ----

1:00

15

30

45

2:C0

151
30

45

3:00

15

30

45

,

G

dg.

Aide

sa

E

1 1

4

1!/

1

1
4,

Vaih

\L \le

1

I

E

Art

1/4id

F.

,

de

Aide

1

1

.../

A de

1

t!
, ;

4 Teachers -- Counsel 3' children
2 hrs. per day - Reading leacher
2 3/4 hr. per day - Mach Teacher
1 3/4 hr. per day - P.F. Teacher
1 1/4 hr. per day - Art Teacher
1 1/4 hr. per day - Music Teacher
1 full time aide
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4. Provision will need to be made for teacher counselling when vacation
period of a teacher guide and students being counselled by him do not

coincide. This is Ln no way an insurmountable difficulty for

a. If a child enters during term A, continues through B and C, vacations
during E, he will benefit from her counsel 4 out of tlis 5 terms

present that year.

b. There is no real handicap here if he has had the attention of the
entire staff working at his learning level (Early El. or Opper El.).
He will relate with any one of them for his needs during his teacher
guide's 7 week absence. No major decisions regarding his progress

will be made while she is gone - only daily work prescriptions and
guided self-evaluations during conference.

c. Primarily, a child's progress is in his own domain. He will evaluate

it in teacher conference but he assumes the responsibility for it.
The teacher is a guide in helping him discover more efficient ways
of proceeding.

5. As experience accumulates, a great deal of observation and research on
how children learn and how one can most efficiently present the material
which it is agreed should be incorporated into the learning process
will be necessary.

6. Uuch self selection from a rich, available environment should be permitted
with no compulsion to direct or measure a child's gains. The amount of
self selection as opposed to the amount of programmed material or lessons
contracted for with teacher assignments will need study.

7. Teacher prescribed learnings must be justified as useful and measurable.
For the rest, the child must be trusted.

8. Until further research on the efficiency of the proposed method becomes
available, it is imperative that all the evidence that arises out of
experience be gathered and communicated to parents in order to promote
confidence in the new program. New understandings on the part of parents

will Le essential for the program's success. This will be a difficult
task, since present research indicates that parents want results but
have little concern about methods.

E. Space and facilities Utilization:

The committee believes it is feasible to consider most full-size present ele-
mentary buildings as suitable for conducting our proposed program with the
following modifications:

1. Installation of air conditioning.

2. Development of learning centers (perhaps Involving some new construction
in some buildings.

3. F vision of more storage faLi1ities for individual students' projects.
V propose that present classrooms be thought of as learning or exper-
i,nce centers, so that a typical "unit" (e.g., upper) in a large school
might contain:
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a gym one or two art rooms 2 science labs

a vocal and instrumental music room 2 math labs
2 - 4 language labs, containing printing material, typewriters, writing

stimuli, books, records, dictionaries, word games, tape recorders, etc.
1 or more quiet reading rooms
1 multi purpose room for large group presentations.

F. Remediation, Enrichment (see I - 1)

G. Positive any 1Tegative Potential: Instructional Staff

The positive potential with regard to instructional staff has been cited
elsewhere. We see two possible problems in staffing:

1. The possible difficulty in staffing at a given time (e.g., summer)

2. The unwillingness of some staff to change their roles and methods
enough to enable them to operate in an individualized school.

H. In-Service Training:

In-service training is a necessary part of the propusel and we believe
some of the most valuable tilining would be to involve as many staff
members as possible in the rebuilding of the curriculum.

Ongoing training and The training of new staff members, once the system
is in operation poses a different sort of problem, since not all staff
will be present at the same time, and we recommend that in-service
training be individualized in much the same way that pupil's programs
are. This implies more record keeping than we now do, more use of self
teaching devices, wider use of elementary consultants. Ideally, we

propose a new position of curriculum consultant (building based), who
would be a non-evaluating 'helper'.

I. Advantages and Disadvantages of Trimester Plan:

The split trimester plan offers numerous advantages:

a. Built in provision for remediation
b. Built in provision for enrichment
c. Variety of options for vacation periods to meet a wider range

of family needs and/or desires.

2. Negative Factors

a. Difficulty of organizing vacation periods -

A computer used city wide should be able to organize every

fam/403 vacations, even with children in 3 separate schools and

teaching parents on a priority set-up. This should be a ser-

vice provided for every family with children enrolled in any

school. Much of the parent acceptance of this program hinges

upon this very facet. Parents generally will not tolerate
further infringements upon family life and opportunities for

togetherness.
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We must be prepared and inform parents of our expectations that this
this system will not work like clockwork the first year or even the
second year. Generations of family habits and attitudes about our
"rights" are not going to change overnight. Everyone must learn to
accede to the needs of others and be a little more flexible in
choosing second and third vacation alternatives. We could be forced
by parent pressure to abandon the entire program in this point alone
if we ..ere not convinced that the advantages would out-weigh the
initial inconveniences and so educate our parents.

b. Need for accepting compromises in beginring of program -

Selling the program will take a sustained, strong, parent preparation
and reassurance period.

In time, new patterns of vacationing can be learned and probably
preferred. At the outset some dissatisfaction is inevitable if a
family, to be together, must choose vacation season it is unaccus-
tomed to.

The first year or two we may have to accept what parents are willing
to give, and staff for the enrollment loads as they appear each term
without imposing controls. These could be projected a year ahead by
parent vacation period reservations at the time of enrollment. The
onus then falls upon the staff to work within this framework in
selecting its own vacations for 2 years or until the pattern begins
to average out year around instead of bunching. We may even be
forced to be understaffed (if legal) at times with personnel gaps
filled by teacher aides until we achieve a smoothly operating
schedule.

J. School Holding Power

Although seldom thought about in elementary school where attendance is
required by law if the curriculum is geared toward relevancy and interest,
school holding power will probably be greater in secondary school.

K. Completion of six levels in five years (relevant to secondary)

Our committee would oppose the speeding up of a child's stay in elemen-
tary school since it seems to negate most of our goals for elementary
education; e.g., it assumes that covering a body of subject matter is
the most important task of education.

SUMARY

The committee realizes that it is proposing a dramatic and massive charge
not only in the current operation, but in the present philosophy and
educational objectives of the elementary school in Ann Arbor. However, as a
committee we are convinced that individualization of instruction holds the
greatest promise for the revitalization of elementary education which is
essential in the '70's, and we view the extended school year as one of the
most potentially feasible means of bringing about this revitalization.
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STRUCTURAL MODEL
KINDERGARTEN

This age group should be separately housed, but adjoining the elementary groups.
Mutual exchange of material and talent could be arranged on a limited basis in-
sofar as such exchange might further the instructional objectives of both groups.

I. Teaching task and philosophy to promote desired child behaviors:

A. Children need opportunities to make choices. They need to learn from
situations that offer 7 g)resentation of objects and experiences from

the real world.

B. Children need to ask and pursue the answers to their own questions. The
children pose the problems; the teacher provides the conditions for
fruitful exploration.

C. Children need opportunities for spontaneous cooperation and collaboration.

D. Children respond to genuine expressions of trust with positive, mature,
productive constructive and enjoyable behavior. Error is not seen as a

behavior to be avoided or concealed. Mistakes should be seer, as helpful

steps to learning rather than a source of anxiety or a yardstick with
which to compare one child against another.

E. The maintenance and growth of a child's self image is of primary impor-
tance. At no time is a child to be humiliated as a means of discipline.
All "discipline" should be the encouragement of self-discipline. Fear

must never be utilized as a -earls of control.

F. Social responsibility is encouraged by a minimum of rules: No destroying
of equipment; no destroying or interfering with the work or play
activities of other children.

G. The kindergarten teacher assumes the role of guide and observer rather
than instructor.

II Classroom Setting and Equipment

A. The kindergarten room itself should have a much larger indoor area than
appear in most kindergarten rooms today.

B. Equipment should be far more stimulating and 1rcative than it is at present.
Consider woodworking, equipment, trampolines, more climbing and swinging
devices, play houses (child size), and sand tables.
Opportunities for independent exploration into reading and math should
be available.

C. Staff Innovations: Boys have a place in the kindergarten. Let's en-
courage male'teachers and expe,qment with some partial-day sex segrega-
tions to permit the full range sf boy activities.

D. Enrollment: When the child attains the age of five, he is permitted to
ent.r at any of the six periods during the six trm span.
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E. The Exceptional Child: It would be possible to keep a child in this en-
vironnent for longer than five terms, since the children will be coming
and going. If in the opinion of all the staff who had observed him, he
was unready for the experience to follow in the Primary School he could
be kept for additional terms. Such a decision could be made in conference
with the principal and parents, and a psychologist if necessary.
Children who enter Kindergarten vary widely in maturity and imposing
responsibility before a child is ready to assume it could create a sense
of failure. This should be a success oriented school. This would not
discriminate against any group. 'Advantaged" children are often less
able to assume responsibility than "disadvantaged" children. A recent
study by Hagstrom and Gardner supi,orts this view. Retention could be for
one term only, two, three, four, but in no case more than five additional
terms. Decision made following each term.

PRIMARY GROUP AND THE UPPER ELEMENTARY GROUP

I. The teaching task should encompass a continuation of the Kindergarten gcall,
emnhasizing:

A. Building the child's confidence in his own ability

B. InCteased facility in the ise of learning resource materials

C. An understanding of the procedures by which he arranges for skill
subject study in cooperation with his teacher-counselor

D. Progress in making wise choices for the uee of his time

E. Achievement an increasing proficiency in skill subjects, measured
by tests and later recall tests.

F. Above all, an enthusiasm for his school experience

The Primary instructional program will probably contain a greater percentage
of skill subject instruction than the Upper El. program. Both however, must
be reduced to justifiable essentials so that enough time is provided for free
choice among a selection of stimulating activities. Thereby the child gains
experience in making wise choices; he will become an increasingly discrimin-
ative selector within a rich environment.

II. Staff

A. Staff Ratio
1. There will be approximately one regular teacher for evc:y 27 children

within the building. In practice however, the distribution will
permit a smaller pupil - teacher ratio in the Primary Group.

2. Special teachers: new ratios will need to be determinded, based upon
total group rather than grade enrollments. These will include Phy.
Education, Ar4:, Vocal Music, Irstrumental Music, French, and Learning
Resource Directors and Instrur.tors.

2. Paraprofessionals. A much increased use of teacher aides is required
by this scheduling. Their chief function will be the maintenance of
equipment and records.
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4. Community volunteers should be encouraged to offer their talents
through participation in the instruction of children and presentations.

5. School Service personnel will continue as currently used.

B. Staff Behaviors

1. Upon enrollment a child will be assigned to a teacher-counselor wh,
will guide him during his entire stay within that group (Primary 01
Upper), a period of Iwo or three years.

2. The teacher-counselor will confer with each of his assigned homeroom
students at least once a week for evaluating and planning continuous
progress. Teachers should be flexible in providing more conference
time for the less confident children.

3. Major decisions regarding any chili should be made by the entire
staff having contact with him.

4. A teacher's day will include working with any one, several, or 100
children at a time, in a variety of contexts.

5. Semi-weekly total staff conferences during school hours will provide
for mutual child and curriculum evaluations and plans.

6. Responsibility for quality instruction and individual teacher im-

provement rests with the entire staff. Regular staff inservice
sessions (probably scheduled during the 8th week of each term) will
promote constant re-evaluation and improvement of teaching techniques
and available learning materials.

7. Teachers can benefit through observing and being obsatved by other
teachers in a mutually supportive, wholesome climate of cooperation
having child well-being as its prime goal. This becomes possible
through scheduling for teacher availability and mobility.

III. Physical Structure

A. The arrangement of the Primary level and Upper level should be similar
and could be separate but adjacent.

B. Both levels will be orgalized as learning centers around a central re-
source center. The former classrooms will beccne learning experience
centers. Ideally each level will contain:

1 large resource center

1 or 2 science laboratories (environment)
1 or 2 math laboratories
1 or 2 language laboratories (communications)
1 or 2 social studies rooms (environment)
1 art room
1 gymnasium
1 vocal music room and instrumental practice room
1 large room for use as an auditorium and for film presentations.

Plays, programs, guest and teacher lectures and demonstra
tions for large groups would occur here.
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C. Halls could be avoided if the learning centers opened directly onto the
central resource center and had their own access to the outdoors.

D. Flexibility will permit the use of these rooms as home rooms for atten-
dance and conferences with students and as quiet reading rooms at
different periods of the day.

IV. Equipment

A. Each child will have a small area for his belongings, perhaps located in
his homeroom.

B. More equipment than we are accustomed to will be out and available for
use at all times in the various laboratories. When the rooms are open a
teacher or an aide will be present to supervise use of equipment. One of
the functions of aides is to assist children in procuring, operating, and
restoring equipment. Children will be carefully trained in the Primary
Group for this responsibility.

C. beside the door of each laboratory a schedule will be posted upon which
teachers or groups of children reserve periods for the use of space or
equipment; rarely for the use of the entire room. These will also serve
as announcements of daily activities occurring in that room which other
students may elect to observe or join during their available periods of
self-selection.

D. If halls exist they should accodate materials within legal space limits.
Bulletin boards the entire length will display completed child projects,
selected and arranged by the children themselves. Announcements of school
activities, panel discussions, films, new additions to equipment, guest
presentations, dramatizations, and coming field trips will appear.

E. A typical math laboratory would include measurement devices such as
gallons, pints, cups, pecks and bushels, meter sticks and yardsticks,
scales, visual aids such as Cuisenaire rods, counting sticks, an abacus,
fractioa pieces, geometric shapes, area and volume and surface area
objects, games and filmstrips among other equipment.
The science laboratory would be equipped with microscopes, pulleys and
weights, light and sound devices, rock collections, animals, plants,
electrical equipment, and every experimental and visual aid the school
system ca:i prcvide.
P typical communcations laboratory would provide equipment for puppet
shows, skits, games, tape recordings, records of poets reading poetry,
listening posts, typewriters and duplicating machines for publications,
areas for panel discussions or skill sessions, role playing props and
programmed kits such as those presently in use.

V. Enrollments and Placement

A. Since the children might enter the Primary or the tipper Elementary Group
following any term, a non-graded, individualized approach becomes
mandatory.

B. Ability pre-tests can be given in skill subject areas to some extent. We

must be careful ncz to waete the child's time or ours in redundancy.
Over a period of observation we ray learn optimum timpls for the presenta-
tion of certain skill subject material, as we note failuee or learning
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difficulties that assume a pattern. Research should be conducted con-
tinually within every school building (using University personnel?) to
increase the efficiency of instruction.

C. Each term skills (need determined by towuter) are offered encompe3sing
a range of difficulty, so that any chiletan commence or 'repeat an ex-
perience. The child in conference with his teacher-counselor will select
study material and group training that he requires. Not all math or
word study skills are sequential, hence this should be logistically
possible. All skills satisfactorily gained are so noted on his permanent
records.

D. Each year the sixth term could be used by some children for remediation,
but no child should be permitted to use it for acceleration.

E. Family vacation arrangements can be assisted by the use of a computer,
especially to accommodate those families who have children in as many as
four schools.

VI. Curriculum

A. Much research needs to be done. What skills might children obtain in-
formally and independently within a rich learning environment and what
skills must be formally acquired through instruction? By what means and
to what extent are concepts measurable? What is the most efficient means
and the optimum time for presenting the material we all agree they should
incorporate into their learning? How do children learn?

B. We must justify teacher prescribed learnings as useful and measurable.

C. Vs must learn to trust the child.

D. In each subject acea we must be aware that we are fostering a dual and
related development within the child:

1. Skills, which are measurable and aome of which are sequential
2. Personality development which we can describe through observation

and for which we can outline behavioral objectives

E. The basic areas of knowledge can be organized under five headings:

1. Mathematics
2. Environment, including science and social studies
3. Communications, including reading, writing, speaking, creative

self-expression, spelling, and foreign languages
4. Creative arts, including graphic arts, music, and dancing.
5. Physical training, including skills and fitness which foster self-

confidence.

F. Continuous progression leaenin3 should not isolate the child from his
peers. He ehedld be spending approximately 40 percent of his time on
individual pursuits and 60 pe':cent engaged in group activities.
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The following is an example of a child in the ?rimary School. His schedule would
be fleAble, so that if he wanted to change mid-week, this would be possible. With
the Primary School there would be many spontaneous and scheduled get togethers so
that a child would also be socializing while learning. The child just entering
his first term in Primary School would be given pre-tests in all areas that
during his terms (pre-testing before other terms also) he would be gaining the
basic skills. Much will be self-selection, but the teacher-counselor would be
very important in making all arras appealing to the child so that his early edu-
cation would be well-balanced.

A typical week would contain these approximate time allottments:

60 minutes

250 minutes
555 minutes

social studies
(environment)

science ( environment)
communications

105 minutes physical activities
30 minutes art

30 minutes music activities
150 minutes math

The child I took (Don) is a six-year old student who is new to the Primary School.
Following the learning center approach with eight teachers, his schedule is:

MONDAY TUESDAY !IEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8:50-9:00
Attendance with A

I)--..---'--)

9:00-9:15 A,small
group beginning sounds
9:15-9:30, filmstrip

____ _ __ 0; _ _____ ` ____ _ _ ______--.
....

,

9:30-9:45 A Story-Story -

time, African folklore
.

____. ____ ___

9:50-10:25, Gym, Pon
elects "gymnastics"
class for one week

____ --------
,4

10:30-11:20,science
B, Don picks 3 1/2
wk. unit on simple
machines

I

LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

1:00-1:30, H Don
eleLus one week
math unit on money

..,
_-____ N

-----7
-..

1:30-2:10, A pic-
ture sequencing pre-
sentation, reading
readiness

%...
.....

?

2:15-2:30, C
Outdoor recess )

-.. .....

2:30-3:00, 3 1/2
wk. pollution unit
lasting 2 d. per wk.

Vocal music
with music tr.

reading. 3:15-
3:30, confer.'
Vnce with A

Art(prii.ting)

with art tr.

\
:15-300,

quiet activity

Movie with
A

...

:'...

43:00-3:30,quiet
,,

3:00-3:30 A
Homeroom. 3:00-3:15
reading, 3:15-3:30,
quiet activity

J
/
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MODEL OF A TYPICAL UPPER ELEMENTARY OR PRIMARY STAFF SCHEDULE

This schedule could be used for one day, one week, or one period of 3 or 4
weeks. Then ready to change, simply shift A to B, B to C, etc.

This schedule assumes 240 children, 8 regular teachers, 4 aides, 4 special
teachers, and one learning resource director.
It allows each regular teacher forty 10-minute conference periods with her assign-
ed children each week; these can be distributed as needed, one per child and addi-
tional conferences for less confident children.
It allows at least two 30 or 45 minute staff conferences per week.

8:50

9:00

9:00
to

12:00

Lunch

1:00

to

3:00

Children arrive and go to their homerooms for attendance and announce-
ments. The homeroom teacher will be there if any child needs further
direction on his day's plan
Children obtain materials from the learning resource center (or other
locations) and go to their assigned station or self-selected activity area.

COMMUNICATIONS
Room 1 Room 2
(Connecting rooms
if possible)

Teacher A and Aide I
share supervision
of both rooms. Teach-
er A or any other
teacher may have sch-
eduled space or
equipment for group
use, for any time span.

COMMUNICATIONS
Room 1 Room 2

Teacher B & Aide IV
superviss as above
Group use will be
scheduled as above

3:00 Teacher A Teacher B
to 4 conferences

3:45 4 conf.

ENVIRONMENT(SCIENCE)
Room 1 Room 2

(Connecting rooms
if possible)

Teacher C and Aide II
share supervision of
both rooms. Teacher
C or any other teach-
er may have scheduled
space or equipment
for group use, invol-
ving any time span.

ENVIRONMENT(SCIENCE)
Room 1 Room 2
TEacher D b Aide I
supervise as above
Group tsse will be

scheduled as above

Teacher C Teacher D
4 conf. 4 conf.

ENVIRONMENT (SOCIAL ST.)
Room 1 Room 2

Teacher E and Aide III
share supervision.
Teacher E or any other
teacher may have sche-
dulzd space or equipment
for use involving any
time span within the
three hour period.

ENVIRONMENT (SOCIAL ST.)
Room 1 Room 2
Teacher F * Aide II
supervise as above
Grow use will be
scheduled as above

Teacher E Teacher F
4 conf. 4 conf.

During this 45 minute period each child returns to his homeroom for a quiet,
uninterrupted reading period while his teacher-counselor has 4 conferences. Aides
work here or in L.R.C. correcting quizzes and comp!eting records, and restoring
equipment.

Teachers B1 DI Fo and H are circulating all morning, beginning in the L.R.C.
and proceeding into all learning centers, helping as needed and observing the
children and other teachers. They may have scheduled their own presentations, or
group work with their own assigned children in any of the centers, but their main
function is to keep in motion ane be available. During the tbree hours they
should have four conferences with their own assigned studerts.
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Teachers A, C, E, and G are circulating from 1:00 to 3:00 and observing. They
also may use 3 portion of this time for their own brief presentations or group
sessions, and they are expected to have 4 conferences with their assigned students.

(During any morning hour, two to four times a week, when approximately half of
) the children are in Gym, Art, Vocal Music, Instrumental, and the L.R.C., the rest

are taken to the auditorium for a presentation supervised by aides, to provide
opportunity for a staff conference.

MATHEMATICS
Room 1 Room 2

Teacher G & Aide IV
share supervision.
Teacher G or any
other teacher may
have scheduled
space or equip-
ment for use, in-
volving any time
span within the
period.

LUNCH

GYM
9:00 - 25 to
30 children

10:00 - 25 to

ART VOCAL MUSIC
Certain Half-hour
classes periods
scheduled. scheduled
Remainder all morning

30 children or time
open for

11:00 25 to self-
30 children selection

MATHEMATICS
Room 1 Room 2
Teacher H and Aide III
supervise as above.

Group use will be
scheduled as above.

Teacher G Teacher H
4 conf. 4 conf.

I'STRUMENTAL
Lessons can
be arranged
only during
a child's

L.R.C.
Approxima-
tely 30
plus child-
ren will

free periods. be using
His commit- it at all
ments to his times.

teacher-
counselor
take priority

The AUDITORIUM will be scheduled for frequent use for
large or small viewing groups and audiences. Films,

child debates, panels, dramatizations, teacher and spe-
cialist demonstrations, and rehearsals could occur. Its
use during two or more weekly periods for maximum capa-
city permits all 8 regular teachers to meet and discuss
child progress and curriculum improvements. The indi-
vidual laboratories are closed during those two weekly
periods since the Aides will be in the auditorium and no
supervision will be available for that short time.
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Age: Nine or Ten

- 18 -

MODEL OF AN UPPER ELEMENTARY CHILD'S DAY

Season: Spring Day: Thursday

This child in the course of his school experience has learned to identify
most of his own educational needs. He has developed effective habits for meeting

) those needs by making purposeful use of his school time. Weekly planning sessions
with the same teacher-counselor over a period of years has helped him identify
reeded skills and select procedures for obtaining them, continually strengthening
his sense of personal responsibility.

At 8:50 he arrives and goes directly to his homeroom, where he will find
his teacher-counselor (for 10 minutes) and his own small cupboard or drawer space
for his belongings. His permanent records may he kept in this room also or in
a central record storage area.

He receives his week's personal plansheet from his teacher-counselor as she
takes attendance. This progress plan he keeps in his possession through the course
of each day until the 3:00 to 3:45 period when he returns to his homeroom. It is
then given to his teacher-counselor so that she may note any additional guidance
he will need before their next regular conference period. This is also the period
when an aide may enter the scores of major quizzes he has completed. A hierarchy
of skills that all children are expected to develop has been agreed upon by the
staff. A score of 85% is considered mastery and this information is entered in
his permanent records and dated by aides. Some children acquire certain skills
naturally in the course of their pursuits within this rich environment, so pre-
tests are always given. Some skills that research has shown to fade are retested
at reasonable intervals for retention of knowledge.

At 9:00 he consults the plan. Today is midway through a term. He has been
working on the techniques of outlining for over a week. A few months ago he com-
pleted the S.R.A. outlining kit, but realized (in conference) that this helped
but did not work any miracles since he was tackling a very sophisticated skill
that many adults find difficult. Two weeks ago he decided he would try again from
a new approach. He would attempt to outline any article he chose at random. His
teacher suggested that encyclopedia articles are pretty streamlined and might be
a good place to start. He agreed, and has in the course of his subsequent reading
been picking up useful incidental information since he naturally turned to subject*
that interested him. His teacher will eventually suggest that he reverse the
procedure by outlining information he desires on a topic, interviewin3 an informed
person, tape recording the interview, and filling in his outline from the tape.

Yesterday he jotted down on his plan that at 10:30 today a panel discussion
will be held by 6 child panelists in the auditorium. They will analyze and compare
the authors' techniques used in "The Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler"
and "Wrinkle in Time," and discuss positive and negative effects upon the reader.
He noticed this announcement on the school bulletin board, an effective medium of
communication. He has read and enjoy:d both books, so he wants to be in the
audience at questioning time to challenge some of their conclusions.

He has four commitments today: gym at 9:30 and a clarinet lesson at 1:00
along with two group sessions. He likes this new school tremendously because
somebody realized boys (and girls) derive self-confidence from a secure awareness
of their physical ability, so physical fitness merits more time than it did in
former years. While he is in gym the 8 regular teacher-counselors will convene
for one of their two weekly meetings to evaluate and plan.
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He was assigned to a spontaneously formed science exploration group when he

and several others demonstrated a curiosity about the need for oil and the pro-
cedures for obtaining oil following a general discussion of concern over the
increasing pollution caused by under water oil leaks and tanker leaks. They are
expected to cover geology, geography, technology, classification of products,
economy, the responsibility of industry and the government for human welfare, and
methods of arriving at considered predictions, among other learnings. They might
have formed this group voluntarily since they are accustomed to working in groups
on common interests, but a teacher overhearing them, who knew two of them parti-
cularly needed classification and organization skills, made sure of it. Groups
of this type usually evolve naturally and last as long as the purpose requires
them to last. These children must work out their own assignment of tasks and
meeting times, so they have agreed to meet in the Learning Resource Center at
9:00 to plan.

He was also assigned to an Environment study group covering issues preceding,
during, and following the Civil War. Environment study groups attempt to acquaint
the child with his heritage in a manner he can apply meaningfully today. This

unit will continue for a three week period. The framework is determined by the
staff, but the exact direction it will assume depends upon the specific curiosity
and needs of the group. He looks forward to his participation in it. He regards

it as an opportunity to follow the leads of his curiosity; he already knows some-
thing about the Civil War. Required study is not a threat. There is no compe-

tition for grades, rather a sharing of responsibility. Educators no longer believe

answering an eddless series of questions constitutes a learning experience. The

participants themselves learn to ask valid questions.

He wants to tape and replay his spelling quiz today, he brought some pond
water to see if it contains parameaum (he is very excited about this), he is
working cn an oversize painting that requires many sessions in the art room which
he is anxious to finish in time for the art show coming up, he wants to play a
few games of Equations in prepar?tion for a school tournament if he can find some-
one free to join him, and he has . real interest in his programmed math lessons.
He is currently learning about equivalent fractions. He finds this easy. The

rapidity with which he proceeds restores his confidence following the minor
difficulty he experienced with long division recently. Some programmed materials
are used, but they are not over-used, and their use is intermingled with a var-
iety of learning materials and techniques.

Obviously he has more uses for his time than he has time. He is accustomed

to dealing with this situation. He has learned to trust himself (the teachers
also trust his inner direction) to make wise decisions. In the past, when his
decisions were not wise, he was allowed to pursue them on the rationale that we
can learn from failure. Failure is a positive experience.

He goes first to the Learning Resource Center, meets with the Oil Study
Committee, and in 20 minutes they have decided on tasks and a possible hall bulle-
tin board display, followed by a drbate on the responsibility of private industry
vs. the government for cleaning up oil polluted waters, as culminating activities.
They estimate their goals will require two to three weeks of preparation.

He has ten minutes left, just enough time for taping tnd replaying his on
spelling test. He will score it himself later and mark the score on his week's

plan. Only major periodic tests are scored by aides.

At 9:30 he has a good workout in gym. Today it was co-ed, as it sometimes
is whcn fitness is the goal rather than skills.

Jo
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At 10:30 he attends the panel discussion in the auditorium which lasts 20
minutes and includes a spirited follow-up audience discussion. Now he has a 46
minute block of time, enough, he decides, to get a fair amount done on his out-
lining tasks. He could do it in a communications lavoratory or in the L.R.C.
Two of the labs are being used for ncisy activities; role-playing in one ael
typing and duplicating a newspaper in the other, but he finds a quiet one and sets
to work. He may ask help of any other child or the teacher on duty in the room if
he feels he needs it.

At 11:30 he goes home for lunch, carrying his enthusiasms with him. His
parents are pleased.

At 1:00 he returns for his clarinet lesson.

He checked the Science lab. as he passed by hthis morning, but all micro-
scopes apraared to be in use. Learning labs are usually busy, because skill
assignments are generally followed by group work to expand the gains, and con-
versely, groups spontaneously formed often lead to skill training as needed skills
are recognized by the participants. Now it is 1:30 and he just has to see his
pond ...,ater under a microscope. He finds one free and attractsaa small crowd.
They decide to use the bioscope for large screen viewing. After identification
(to be che(ked) a etscussion of dtgestionaand reproduction evolves. The teacher
observing knows enthusiasm runs high fcr this sort of learning. She decides not
to interfere, just see where it leads. There will be many more opportunities for
directed learning from pond life in the months ahead. It is S.,rin.

At 2:00 he joins the group beginnin3 the Civil War Unit. Somehow it does
not meet his expectations. He is not exactly sure why he is disappointed or
what can be done about it, but he decides to discuss this concern with his teacher-
counselor during his conference this afternoon. He knows he is committed to re-
main in the group for the duration. It is therefore essential to him (and everyone
involved) that it be a positive experience.

It is now 2:30 and he knows he cannot finish his painting, play Equations,
and work his programmed math assignments in the time remaining before 3:00. He

must make a choice and does. He chooses the painting. He promises himself he
will do extra math tomorrow. He goes to the art room. Two or three children are
working, there unsupervised. He knows how to get materials, clean up and put them
back, and he has proven his responsibility many times la the past, so merits
independent use of this room. Less responsible children (there are few of them)
are assigned to use the art room during teacher-supervised periods. He makes

satisfying progress.

At 3:00 he goes to his homeroom taking his week's schedule with him, filed
in with his uses of today's time, and a library book. His teacher has eight
conferences scheduled today. She sees each of her assigned children once a week
at least. If he were not scheduled to see her today he would stay briefly after
school or catch her circulating during the day, to resolve any immediate concerns.

5

Everyone reads quietly while cceferences go on. His book choice, by the
way, is a new book that was mentioned in the audience discussion this morning
following the panel. This Learning Resource Center is well sepplied with
multiple copies of the books in demand, so little frunrction occurs. Book.:, are

usually there when ,:anted.
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In conference, he and his teacher-counselor discuss wh :f: might have been
amiss in the Civil Mar study group and what might be done aliout it. She makes a
mental note to see the teacher in charge awl explore the problems and solutio:is.
All teachers are cooperative in improving learning. Teachin& is not a competitive
enterprise.

At 3:45 he goes home after a very satisfying day. His self -image has grown
along with his ability.

* Four of the teacher's conferences occur during the 3:00 to 3:45 'eriod, the
ocher four at her convenience during the day. Conferences usually 'ast 10
minutes.

Record keeping and reporting tg_parents

A. Much of this will need to be revised, simplified, made more specific and
useful. Records should portray C!. child's total academic development and
current status in a manner which is easily recorded and easily retrieve:J.

B. The use of Paraprofessionals (aides) to correct quizzes ai:d enter infornation
upon records will free teachers to teach.
Computers also have their place in reocrd keeping.

C. The child is involved in his progress. He assumes responsibility for his ed-
ucation. lie will correct many of hLs own papers, using answer sheets, and his
records should be shared with him during conferences.

D. The same records will be continuously maintained through the Kindergarten,
Primary and Upper Elementary levels.

E. Parents need to be involved in their child's education. Reports to parents
shoul be more useful as a means of communication and accurate portrayal of
the child than they are at present.

Parent and Teacher Acceptance of the program

A. An extensive and sustained program will be necessary to re-educate parents
and teachers as to what are valid goals for education today.

B. Scheduling must avoid disruption of family patterns. Parents will not toler-
ate further inroads upon their opportunities for family activities.

C. Teachers dill need extensive preparation for new attitudes and techniques.

D. The program will have the best chance of success it it is instituted
gradually over a period of years, probably beginning with the Kindergarten
level.

5J
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ART DEPARTMENT
March, 1970

Feasibility Study

I. The degree to which instructional revision and curricula reorganization will
be necessary to implement the Split. Tri-mester Design for extending
the school year.

A.

We envision that the plan would simplify and given urgency and depth
to our present curricula in the following ways:

1. We will make courses more specific in content
a. Drawing
b. Graphics d. Fabrics
c. Ceramics e. Photography, etc.

2. As a consequence courses would have depth within a limited area of
study.

3. Each unit would constitute a complete unit and hold 1/4 credit for
the seven week study.

B. Positive and negative potential of changes indicated above

Positive --
1. Because each offering would be concentrated within a field intensiv:

research and understanding would result.
2. The shortness of the time (i.e. 7 weeks) would sustain initial

enthusiasm and interest.
3. It would enable teachers to select (hopefully) within his strongest

field.

4. Organization of only our media would simplify the teachers burden.
5. Cutting of cost of equipped room or area, with specific media as

opposed to multi-media.
6. With only one media teachers handling and responsible for that

equipment, less damage and loss results.
7. We would emphasize he aesthetic values through one media and not

rely upon materials as a gimick.

Negative --
1. Lack of choice and conflicting interests for course offerings.
2. Possibility of boredom with one media (if taught un-imaginatively).

3. Possible limitations on what can be offered as a result of staff
availability, resulting from majority of staff vacationing during
one one-half term.

C. Projected staff needs necessary to implement the Split-trimester DeJign
for extending the school year.

1. More staff woad be necessary in order to give the freedom of
electing what and when to teach within reason and with a spirit of
cooperation but not subversivr

2. A fund usable as renumeration for visiting artists, professionals,
etc. would have to be allocated.
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II. The procedures necessary for scheduling students to impDement the
Split-Trimester Design for extending the school year.

Registration procedure on the lines of Universities could be compared, i.e.;
sign up for 1/2 course hour.

Registration day and location would be established, - courscs c fered
would have limited enrollment.

Homeroom personnel and counciling staff would council and advise students,
regarding major/minor areas, - prior to registration.

In essence this proposal is a pre-scheduled course offering, as opposed
to scheduling, rescheduling according to need. At present several weeks
are expended, causing inbalanced classes, and a very slow beginning to
a semester.

III. Degree to which space and facility utilization will be necessary and
required to implement the Split-Trimester Design for extending the
school year.

Space and facilities would not be greatly affected, possibly more room
space would be available because the students would be studying through-
out the year.

Auditorium or large hall space would be necessary for enrichment programs,
i.e., lecture film, etc.

Assuming that many subject areas would desire to use these facilities,
early planning would be necessitated.

IV. The degr(3 to which effective remediation or enrichment, on continuous
progression would be feasible within the Split-Trimester Design as
compared to a conventional school year design.

Enrichment:

In the two eemester system, routine tends to stultify -- the organization
of field trip/museums, etc.

The ore week breaks would enable faculty to plan for visiting °peckers,
etc., in the foreseeable term.

Suggested Area- of Consideration:

a. Travel and exhibits d. Art and the environment
b. Service to community e. Visiting lecterers
c. Art in nature (related to Conservation, Ecology, life and art

in harmony with nature)

Introduce and create understanding of the art related fields, i.e.,

Communication (Art as a Universal. Communication transcending languages
Architecture cultural barriers)
Landscaping architecture Gmhice
City Planning Fashion
Industrial Design Product Design

It would be desiroaa to inviAeicvaftsmen, tradesmen, professionals
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Time Module Suggestion:

Modules of 40 and 80 minutes to encompass laboratory work and theory.

1 week: 40 -single mod.
80 -lab mod.

[Ti T W ] Th F

40 80
1

1 80 80

Mon. and Tues -- Demonstration, lecture;
iTod. and Thurs., -- Lab sessions (studio)
Fri. -- Enrichment, or lab. day

Continuous Progression:

Beginning Courses - would be pre-requisites, i.e., basic design, composition, etc:
Courses following would be to study in depth previously introduced elected
areas.

Students would be working towards self-growth as opposed to competitive
placement.

V. As Applicable to Junior High School

Junior High School - 3 - 7 week Units in Jtnior High School
3 - 7 week units in Senior High School

Pre-requisite - 1st courses.

Introduction areas to be covered out of the five offerings.

1. Graphics - printmaking
2. 3D (ceramics and sculpturing)
3. Painting and drawing

4. Non-lab courses
a. Art concepts
b. Creative problom solving d. Environmental problems
c. Art history e. Camnunity work

5. Crafts - (weaving, etc., fabrics, decoupage)

The reasons for mcking these requirements are as follows:

1. It is tvortant in this technological age to provide an education in

aesthetics
2. As a re-ult of increased awareness of ones historical background and

present environment, an understanding of todays problems, is gained.

3. The inherent necessity and desire in each student to create in a
lab situation an art, product.

4. The small unit facilitates study in depth in specific area.

Total offehmg
Photography
Art Concepts
Graphics
Painting and drawing

Jewelry
Humanities
Crafts
Basic design

82
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A. The degree to which instructional revision and curricular reorganization
will be necessary to implement the split-trimester design for extending
the :school year.

Junior High Art Curriculum

1.. Each tri-wester or unit offered in the area of art will be a
separate unit that is not sequential.

a. Each unit will deal with a specific area in art and will have a
specific title.

b. Tho units may be taken in any sequence with the exception of
Unit I - Design, . rich will be required for 7th graders before
they go on to other units.

c. A student may elect a unit of art each tri-mester if he desires
or he may choose from elective fields after the required
introductory course in art.

d. The art committee does not feel that student enrollment in art
will greatly decrease. On the contrary, many students will be
attracted to the more specific subject areas. In the long run,
we feel enrollment will remain about the same if not increase
slightly.

e. 7th grade curriulum sample

Unit I Design
Unit II Printmaking and Painting
Unit III 3 Dimensional Projects
Unit IV Ceramics
Unit V Fabrics and Weaving

f. At this time, all of these areas are being taught in the
curriculum but in most cases not in concentrated periods of
time. The new trimester plan would mean a restructuring of
time alloted to these specific areas.

g. Not all units listed will be offered in ever tri-meeter but
there will be a sufficient choice to intereo-, students.

h. The use of alternate day scheduling in art will be eliminated..

i. 8th and 9th grade art offerings will continue to be elective
with students choosing an art unit each tri-mester if he desires

VI. Positive and Negative factors related to Instruction Staff within a Split
Tri4fester plan as compared to the conventional School year plan

Staff -- Instructional
Positive Aspects:
A. In brief, mental and physical health, duo to frequent breaks between

the seven week periods of intensive work

B. Shorter units and more iniediately attainable goals

C. The shorter units allow teachers fresh stertt, more cften, which would
maintain the original enthusiasm
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D. Opportunity to take University courses at all times of the year.

E. Availability to undertake travel at times other than high season.

Negative Aspects:

A. There is a pos3ibility that _preosures could be brought to bear by
department heads and faculty, to accept less desirable assignments.
This actually happens to some extent (under the two semester system)
according to seniority, i.e., This would also affect choice of vacation.

B. With shorter units -- establishing a working rarport with students
will have to ba accomplished quickly.

VII. Positive and Negative factors related to Staff-In-Service training and
development within the Split Tri-Mester Design as compared with that found
in the conventional school year design.

A. The relevance and usefulness of the present in-service training days
should be critically studied.

B. The content and quality of presentation can be professionalized.

C. The calendar could still accommodate these days - but recognition of
their time purpose must be an obvious feature of their inclusion in
the calendar.

F.N. It seems obvious that faculty, at present, enjoy the change from a
week in week out routine but if those days provide (serve) little
more than a change -- then they should be discontinued until such
time as variety is part of the normal schoo] week, and an expertly
presented, relevant and interesting program of events organized
for each in-service day.

Assuming that the content and quality of these days is improved,
how would it fit into the 6 1/2 term plan -- so that each teacher
would have equal opportunities to participate in the programmes.

VIII. Positive and Negative factors related to students witnin a Split Trimester
plan of instruction to that of the conventional school year design

A. Positive factors in both high school and junior high school.

1. Psychological factors
a. Frequent breaks would tend to make the school year less

monotonous with more opportunity for vacation and travel.
b. The shorter term of 36 days could h .'lp students to retain their

enthusiasm in the subject matter.
c. A less intensive pace could be adopted by students who would

not work well under pressure or on the other hand would enable
enthusiastic students to work at a faster rate.

d. A student could graduate earlier if he wishes
e. In the present system frustrations and feelings of failures

become evident after many weeks. A shorter period of time may
help to change this.

f. Students could register for specific course and hours.
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2. Economic factors pertaining mainly to high school level:
a. Part-time jobs could be taken on a year sound basis
b. Greater job opportunities would be available at off-peak

times of year
c. C.O.T. could offer job-course programsthat would be more

relevant.

3. Recreational factors:
a. Recreational activities and sports could IDundertaken at the

applicable and desired time of year.

B. Negative factors:

1. Group stability could be undermined by changing groups more often
during the year.

2. Some students need time to gather momentum which under the short
unit could cause frustration and terminate possible effort. HowevL.

this is a relatively rare occurance.

IX. The Possible Effect on School holding power as a result of the Split
Tri- Mester design.

The possible lack of Zducational Continuity

A. We feel that this :system would have more holding power -- due to no
extended periods of time away from study, e.g., (12 weeks in summer)

B. The short one-half term units would to some extent, eliminate boree'm
and sameness.

C. Students would be able to have greatly diversifying plans which are
relevant to their future.

Sandwich courses set up with industry would enhance and make
meaningful pre-apprenticeship programs.

D. Possibility of graduating in three instead of four years is an
attraction to students who desire independence.

X. The degree to which it would be possible to complete six levels of Secondal:
School instruction in not ovor five split tri-:nester years at a level of
educational quality which will be at least equal to the level attained is
six conventional school years.

Edu:ational Quality 9 (would it be jeopardized)

Assuming that 1/4 credit is granted for

7 wee) -3

14 weeks 1/2 credit

(Tri-Mester) 14 as opposed to 18 (2 semesters)

4 weeks shy of time now available

Is it possible to equate time scent with quality
Solution: Make graduation more than 17i credits to retain same time factor,

or ?llocate credit on the basis of Credit Hours.
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SUMMARY

Art courses do not need to adhere to sequential formats, as

may be necessary in other courses of study, e.g., Math.

The very nature of art deals with change and adapting to new ideas,

and so consequently art courses lend themselves to accommoeating the

Split-Tri-Mester Design for extending the school year, as a result of its

inbult flexibility.
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Business Education Evaluation
of

Feasibility Study

March 9, 1970

1. Curriculum Revisions

Skill subjects would have to be revised according to performance goals.
Averages would have to be determined on the new time limits, and courses
could be setup on this basis looking at the entire curriculum rather
than grade levels.

Other subjects would be broken into units containing multiples such as
four weeks with objectives set for this shorter span of

2. Staff

A general increase in staff is seen necessary; either addition 10%
in numbers or an increase in pay of 10% for staff to teach the longer
period of time. More non-professionals could be used to supervise
the typing room whin used outside of regular class time.

3. Scheduling

Families would need to do more long range planning to be able to take
course in sequence when they are offered.
In some cases, such as typing, two trimester periods say IA and TB would
profit from the use of his new personal skill.
There may be a danger of small classes such as shorthand surviving because
of the additional scheduling problems.

4. Space and Facilities

Present facilities should be adequate; in fact, we may see more of
equipment than now.
Air conditioning would definitely have to be a necessity.
At present, we don't need bus facilities for the summer session. This
would be an added cost under the trimester plan.

5. Continuous Progression, Enrichment, and Remedial Instruction

This area is the advantage we see that the trimester plan has over our
present arrangement. The shorter time span (36 days) means less time loss
if student is having difficulty. Gn the other hand, it provides fo,. more
rapid advancement for the student who is doing well.

6. Folding Power

This area is difficult to determine, and we arc only cuossing here; but
the department seemed to feel that we would hay, fewer dropouts r.ith

the trimester plan.
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7. InService Training

This plan could be a disadvantage with additional problems in
no coinciding with the University of Michian Schedule.
On the other hand, care could have additional free time with the
week between trimesters to schedule in-service training.

8. Completion of Six Levels in Five Years

This would be possible, but we questioned how Triny students would
take advantage of this. Also, if the students finish early
employers hesitate on hiring graduates who are young because of
the fear they may be immature.

9. Other Findings

This new approach may help the Business Department through
increasing their enrollment because of the possibilities of
increasing the electives the college preparatory students now
have.

We al4 felt that the c-,st factor was the largest hurdle anyone
would have to overcome if they ever wanted to put the trimester
plan into effect in Ann Arbor.

The Business Department was evenly divided for and against the
trimester plan. No vote was taken, but I am assuming this from
their reactions. I was impressed with the departmentcos willingness
to be open minded in discussing the plan.
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Rep3rt for English Department on Split Tri-?fester

The English Department of the Ann Arbor Secondarl Schools have discussed
the feasibility of an extended school year made up of six 36 day segments with
vacations between these and a four weak summer break. Its discussions concerned
four main aspects of the proposal: Advantages, DisadvantagLe, Total School
Year Programming Programs, Design of a single course to show a pattern
of how such a program might work.

Advantages:

1. Students and teachers both need more frequent "rests+, fr)m the routine of
school studies. Fatigue in learners and teachers is becoming a real
problem in modern education.

2. School round use of plant is an obvious advantage which might or might
not be economical cf building investment.

3. Students who wish to graduate earlier could so and proceed to
university studies or job seeking more quickly.

L. Interest level of students might be easier to keep high if units hare of
short duration, subjects changed quickly, or concentrated study on one
matter like composition were sustained at a high level of intensity for
short periods of time.

5. It would be possible to offer a quite diverse English program with con-
siderable course variety: what were previously units in longer courses
could become entire course& and a greater variety of such offerings
inw.luded with less effort for each course design.

6. Conceivably, such a plan could lend itself to more extensive kinds of
experiment with time modules: for example, students could study only two
subjects in one 36 day segment, English and physics, and the number of
'ours in the day could be cut up so as to offer lecture hours, laL hours,
field trip hours, tutorial time, etc., with less disturbance to a student's
total schedule. It could even include supervised study i.i sm&11 rooms or
independent -turfy projects brought to completion in a short concentrated
time span. , student could take math and physics in semester IA, English
and American History in semester 13, math and physics again in IIA and so
on. Manipulation of the time segments might be productive of good learning

7. Staff members could specialize in their teaching strengths. For exanple,
good teachers of language could teach two or three sections of a language
course in each of five semesters because they want to.

8. Marks for these smaller time segments cou.3 be more reflective of a
student's diverse talents and performance. For example, a student who
dislikes poetry and may refuse to study it well could get a bad mark in
that unit of work, but be a good etudent of the novel, or language and
compostion and got good marks in that work. Thus, instead of one mark of C-
for if weeks, he might have one mark of D and one of A, and teachers could
tell where his strengths and attainments were.

9. Staff members could have longer times away from their :ork by taking off
semester IIIB, the four weeks in August, and semester IA it the following
year, all wIth pay, to spend a total of 18 weeks in university study or
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completion of dissertation or travel or whatever. Probably such a time
span would coincide with university terms somewhere if of that length.

Disadvantages

1. Administrative problems of staff assignment, maintaining class sizes, and
securing equal student enrollments in any period of time would to
horrendous. If, for example, all the English teachers decided they
wat,-,d to work Semester MB and have the fall term off, and only one
quarter of the student body came to school in the summer, staff would
have to be sent home with consequent problems in teacher morale, por-
tionment of salaries, etc. Money and computer time are needed
to make our program fit such a pattern.

2. If students hod to change teachers in such a plan every 3C) class days, it
could produce real problems for both teachers and Audents. In lapge
high schools students already express a sense of dislocation, of lazking
identity with teachers, and teachers realize the need for longer times
with students to get better insights into their gmwth and needs.

3. It is extremely unlikely that the vacation schedules of families will
permit lots of winter vacations. The majority of people still work in
plants and institutions which use summer months for retooling and forced
vacations or workers, or in settings which do not permit winter vacations.
Winter vacations are common to retired poop1, to professionals like
doctors, or business men. To ensure 1/6 of the population would be out
each trimester would probably require some sort of coercion on the part
of the school system.

4. Early graduation for many students is not desirable and nothing in the plan
could really deter the student who is determined to go to school all six
semesters. Many of these students cannot stand the strain of steady schro1
attendance and cannot adjust well to university environments when they
are very young.

5. Any courses which are sequential in nature will be hard to divide and
re-structure.

6. In-class instruction time ;rill be reduced; for example, if two such
semesters equal one current semester and receive a half credit, they only
constitute 14 weeks of instruction compared to the current :8, that means
deletions of materials now taught.

7. There is no evidence to prove that daily instruction will be improved.
What happens in the classroom between the teacher, the subject and the
kids may be precisely as effective or ineffective in 36 day bites as
in 18 week bites.

8. Mere may be a real loss of sequence and relationship, that is, the idea
of English as being made up of related aspects of literature, language,
speech, ccmposition, etc., may be artificially destroyed by reducing
semester length. You cannot profitably study the novel for example, and
do much more in 36 days than the novel with some composition work.
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Students tend t,o close their minds to the relationships already in the
curriculwo and do not bring live knowledge, for example, from history tc,
English class , This time division could produce greater and
greater fragmen,ation of naturally related subjects.

9. What courses to offer at what times will cause a serious scheduling
problem for a department. Suppose, for example, that all sophomores
must take two introductory English courses; and those courses now at 18
weeks each would require 4 of the 36 day segments, would each be taken
in sequence; how menv times should it be offered to ensure that students
can all get both t'.rms in?

10. Educational problems in English tend to be deep problems of motivation,
methodology reform, etc., and manipalation of time segments does not seem
likely to produce any solutions to these matters. If we are to have
educational innovation, perhaps the money and attention of the establish-
ment should go to attacking these intrinsic problems and not to gearing
up for a superficial structural change in time modules.

11. Air conditioning might be essential to learning efficiency in July.

Requirements for tho Sophomore Progrm

1. Students must take two semesters of 123 in sequence and two of 124 in
sequence an.:. must take one seven week course in language study, 129.

2. That accounts for five terms by since 123 and 124 must each be taken in
sequential twc-semester bites, 129 need only be offered sPmester IIA and
semesters 117A ev.-.d B.

3. Possible S:h::dule

IA Dnglish 323 a and 124 a

IB English 123 a and 124 a and 123 b and 124 b

IIA English 123a and 123b and 12ka and 124 b and 129

IIB English 123 b and 124 a and 124 b

IIIA English 123 b and 124 b and 129

III8 English I. and 124 b and 129

4. Possible student schedules

IA 123 1 IA Vacation IA 124 a

IB Vacation In 124 a IB 124b

IIA 123b IIA 124 b IIA 129

IIB 124 a IIB 123 a IIB 123 n

IIIA 124 b IIIA 124 a IIIA i23 6

IIIB 129 1IIB 129 III8 Vacation

71 (and so on)
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Requirements 'or Humanities, American Culture or Advanced Placement Ceurses

Sequential Cou.76es for Accelerated and Advanccd Placement English,
American Culture, ule Humanities. These must be offered in the following
overlap pattern to permit students access to all semesters for vacation or
simply required that students choosing these programs must be in attendance
Semesters IA through IIIA only. Note that that is a kind of rigidity is no
greater than we now have but no more flexible than we now have.

IA American Culture 111,

IB American Culture 111,
and English 189, 190

'IA American Culture 112,
English 190, 191

IIB American Culture 113,
English 191, 192

IIIA American Culture 114,

Humanities 245,

112, Humanities

113, Humanities

114, Humanities

Humanities 248,

IIIB Nothing required but can choose other

gten Grade Block for Upper Classmen

Engl.-1.5h 185, and English 189

245, 246, English 185, 186,

246, 247, English 186, 187,

247, 248, English 187, 188,

English 188, English 192

electives.

IA 105, 107, 109, 113, 125, 127, 135, 137, 140

IB 105, 107, 109, 113, 125, 127, 13f), 137, 140 and

106, 108, 114, 126, 128, 138, 140, 143

IIA 106, 109, 114, 126, 128, 138, 140, 143

All of these are now 18 week courses. They would therefore have to be
either sequential, that is split into 106 a and b or new course number created
to offer an equal range of electives for each semester.

IIB 106 b and 108 b, 114 b, 126 b, 128 b, 138 b, 140 b, 143 b, and so on.

These courses include such offering as as Media, Journalism, American
Genre Study in Poetry and Drama, American Masterpiecev, Modern Readings, etc.

Two alternatives exist here:

1. Design a series of 36 day courses in poetry, drama, etc., and end each
unit with a mark or

2. Divide current offering into units of two 36 day segments in sequence and
devise EIM numbers for these which would not confuse students and teachers.
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It ie probably easier for schools with little diversity in English course.
offerings to plan such a schedule than for us because we offer about 28
effevent English courses all of which must be subdivided or made
sequential.

Re-Design of a Single Course, English 125 - Genre Study in American Poetry
and Drama

1. Such a course is now offered to first semester juniors on a college
preparatory study pattern and will be offered hereafter in an open block
to any juniors and seniors who want such a course and who can manage the
work in it.

2. Its objectives are rather easy to state:

A. It aims to present the basic elements of poetry as they can be
described and differentiated from other literary forms in an ascending
order of difficulty, with not undue emphasis on techniques, and by
using a great variety of American poems for lessons. A student for
example, shottld come to understand that poetry generally has some of
the following chara-teristics:

1) It has more deliberately comrived rhythms than prose does.

2) It is generally more figurative, less ii;-,eral than prose is.

3) It is generally more imagistic, more .trial, more sensuous
than prose is.

4) It often is more compressed in language, more economical and
requires closer and fuller reading than prose does.

Poems can be dramatic, that is, they have speakers, situations,
occurrences, points of view toward experiences and subjects.

5)

6) Poems can come in a variety of traditional forms, for example,
and ode is different from a sonnet in certain waye. When poem's

are created to fit a particult-r traiition, e.g., the Italian
sonnet, ycu can describe quite fully all the "trickin the poet
used to make his piece assume the form it assumes.

7) Poems may frequently have scrambled grammar or rhstorical
flourishes which poets use to cause attention to a line or a
image. In that sens, "difficult" poetry requires translation.

8) Poetry is not required to be beautiful or moralistic or whatever.
Each poem is an experience in iteelf which can be read, penetrated,
felt, talked about, criticized, repeated, returned to, accepted
or rejected. A reader of poetry tries to fit his mind and his
experience exactly to the poetic cues 'Ae is given and when he
succeeds will have a very clone approximation to the experience
which the post wanted fog him.

9) Poetry is a necessary art, not an embellishment or ornament.
There are experiences which only poetry can reveal; there are
subjects which require poetic reatment to find out their essence.
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10) American poetry is a full, expanding genre with many fine poets
in many different generations so that learning to read Poe,
Frost, Whitman, Sandburg, Dickenson, Stevens, Roethke, etc., are
all further developments in the genral art of being a good
reader of poetry.

3. Now, a oimilar set of descriptive observations could be written about
drama.

3. The course includes composition instruction and assignmenta, about eight
themes a semester, with instruction in type, subject, correction by the
teacLer, and personal and class critique.

4. To re-cast this course in a seven week unit would obviously suggest that
two semesters be created, one for poetry and composition, and one for
drama and composition. Texts for poetry might be Sound and Sense and
any good colleotion of Ameriran poetry with considerable numbers of poems
black poets. fhe same purposes in the course described above, the assign-
ments, the paper topics could all be as they are now.

5. Generally, the composition would include the following experiences:

a. Writing some fo..4try themselves in order to appreciate the demands
the poet faces

b. Writi g some analytical papers on particular poems to test how well
they ,,re reading

c. Writing some critiques of poems or co,Iparative studies of two poems
or two poets the students have read in some depth

d. Writing a paper which is a take-off nn an experience in a poem to see
if it could be better h'ndled in prose or if the discussion has
generated enough excitement so that students want to write further on
an idea raised in a poem.

Essentially, this entire pattern, is merely a transferred series of
units or ideas from a now existing course.
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Some summary remarks are in order:

Tiro different questions are really confused when a system is asked to
consider the feasibility of an extended school year,'and the answc 's to the
two questions are different. First, is it feasible to design an ,ducational
program in the school which will use a time plan like split tri-wester? The
answer is clearly, "yes", it if feasible to consider problems of staffing,
school attendance, program re-design, and to create a pattern of school atten-
dance like the split trimester. But the second question, more implied than
stated is, is it educationally superior to the current school year designs and
the programs which have arisen in that structure? The answer, is clearly, "non,
if the system studying the proposition must absolutely discover and predict asd
prove clear advantages to the education of children. Our considerations of
the proposal nave led us to conclude th,t it has certai "charming" prospects
and does indeed engender ideas and thoughts about educational re-design. But
such consideration also shows that any sanguine predictions that the basic edu-
cational problems in English will evaporate because of such changes would bs
unwarranted. The basic problems in English education are, how to:

1. Teach people to real more efficiently

2. Teach people to write and speak with greater precision, fluency and
grace

3. Teash people to read a great variety of literature from many cultures
and centuries with appropriate skills

4. Teach people insights into their language's hist:,:cy and form

5. Teach people to manipulate that language mechanically Idth a least
minimal literacy

6. To produce in children a level of literacy, a taste for literature, ari
an affection for literature which will grow in thalr entire liven

/al of these problems have been inherent in the teat' -ing of English for
hundreds of years, and despite the changes in books, mothc,ds, time arrangements,
teacher education, we cannot say confidently that any cf them have been solved.
We can point to advances here or there: the papertack revolution, the modern
grammar movement, the Advanced Placement programs, the team teaching Humanities,
American Studies kinds of courses. The general literacy of the population is
clearly and provally better than it was 70 years ago. But we cannot promise
that the tri-rooster causes us to see colutions to any of these basic issues. If

we do promise, it will be another of those educational prophet-like acts which
we will live to regret. This report balances advantages against disadvantages
and says that it is feasible to mount a tri-master, extendel school year in this
district in the English departments, but that ouch a plan has many problems in
it Ind wi)% not improve English instruction in any precisely predictable way.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEASIBIITY STUDY

I. A. Necessary Curricular Reorganization

Degree of Curricular Reorganization Needed

7th 8th 9th 10th 11th lth
Modern
Languages extensive extensive extensive .extensive: considerable, moderate

Latin exten3ive 1 extensive moderate f moderate}

The study of foreign languages is characterized by a necessarily
sequential development of language skills in its early and middle
phases, followed by a period that:permits further study to take any of
innumerable directions. The split-trimester plan, therefore, poses
no serious difficulty for the advanced level of foreign language study.
Students could enter and leave during any one of the six split-
trimesters with the only result being that they had studied 5 out of
a possible 6 units on literature, with any combination of 5 being
equivalent to one year of our present work.

Unfortunately, the results would be very different at the beginning
and intermediate levels. Since the work is so Nery sequential and
cumulative, the "rovolVing door" aspen, of the split-trimester
system which has son, students leaving and some returning at six
points in the school year, maims it relatively impossible to teach
languages in the traditional way. The only way to keep both the
split-tirmester system and the traditional pedagogy would be to start
new section on each of the six starting dates. This would result in
such small class sizes as to be econc. ically impossible.

If the traditional approahc, together with the materials used to
teach it, are to be rejected, what could take its place in the split-
trimester system? It would have to be programmed learning materials
designed for individual study, with the teacher assuming the position
of consultant. There would have to be a battery of evaluative
devices that indicated when a student vms ready to advance to the
next level of skill acquisition.

Such a system could not be introduced until materials had been
produced to support it and teachers had been retrained to work with
students on an individual basis instead of in clasnes.

B. Positive and Negative Potential

The positive potential of the split-trimester proposal for foreign
languages lies mainly in those areas which affect the school system
as a whole; i.e., broader possibilities for vacation time, greater
use of school buildings, increased chances for more education or
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early graduation, etc. In addition, the individualized study aspect
makes for greater flexibility in scheduling and greater accommodation
to individual differences among students in rate of learning.

The negative potential seams far greater than the positive. To fit
language learning into the splittrimester plan would involve
scrapping a system that works for the majority of students enrolled
and replacing it with a system that has not been successfully tested
with secondary students and for which materials are not yet available.
There is no evidInce to lead us to expect that such a system wculd
have a good chance of success even if the materials were available.
Before embarking on such a venture it would be wise to attempt to
teach a small number of students who wish to study an exotic language
not offerod as a regular part of our curriculum, employing programmed
materials, and individual study. If it proved successful for this
pilot group, then we might consider expanding it to include our
regular program.

C. Projected Staff Needs

Teachers would have to be re-trained to work in an entirely different
way at the beginning and intermediate levels. Assiuning that adequate
individual-study materials are not commercially available, it would
be necessary to hire teachers to write them, and very likely train
them how to write these laterials.

D. Scheduling Students

Students would be assigned materials on the basis of evaluative devices
that measured their level of proficiency. As they progressed through
various steps, they ,could be given different materials.

Students at the advaced levels would meet teachers in ;he traditional
classroom setting, scheduled in the traditional way.

E. Space and Facilities Utilization

Individual study of programmed materials could most effectively be
carried on in sett'..ngs other than that of the traditional classroom.
It would therefore be necessary to architecturally alter much of the
present classroom area, converting it into individual study carrel
area with small offices for student and teacher consultation.

F. Remediation, Enrichment, and Continuous Progression

The individualing of the educational process would theoretically
increase the opportunities for remediation, enrichamt, and
continuou., progression. This potential for improvement over the
traditional system can not be realized, however, unless experience
proves that most students will actually learn the basic skills of
foreign languages under an individualized study system.
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G. Instructional Staff

It may be assumed that many staff member will enjoy the opportunity
to have a work and vacation schedule different from the present one.
It is not as easy to assume, however, that they will welcome with
equal enthusiasm the entirely different program of instruction ,I13ch
will have them acting as consultEnts rather than teachers. It is dlso
not possible to say with certainty that teachers will enjoy working
with programmed materials in 21ace of the traditional textbook.

H. In-service Training and Develorment

The opportunities for in-service training would automatically be
increased since there would be an increased flexibility of teacher
time as a concomitant of individualized study. It is well that this
situation would result since it is safe to assume that teachers would
require considerable retraining to successfully make the switch from
traditional teaching to acting as a consultant to students learning
by individual study. It is also possible that some teacher time may
need to be devoted to the production of materials which will replace
the traditional textbooks.

I. Students

Many students, like many teachers, will welcome the increased flexibil
which is inherent in the split-semester plan. Many students will
profit from the increased potential for remediation, expanded education,
or early graduation.

However attractive these features may be, there is still the critical
unanswered question of whether or not students, in general will accept
the idea of individual study and make it work. It is very possible
that some students will do extremely well at this type of work, but
it is also likely that many students may not ba sufficiently mature to
work without the almost constant presence of a teacher.

Another unknown quantity is how students, and teachers, will react to
the reduced amount of personal contact that would result from
individualized study. Although it is true that individual teacher-
student contacts would be increased, the socializing influence provided
by the classroom situation, with constant interaction between different
pubpils and the pupils and the teacher, would be greatly diminished.

J. It may be assumed that the holding power of the school system under
the split-trimester system would vary and be directly related to the
individual studentls acceptance of the plan. Those who fglt
Iturned-off" would be more likely to drop. It is likely that the more
able and mature students who stay until graduation under the present
system would also be those most likely to stay under split-trimester
plan. The Immature and poorly motivated students are those most likely
not to be able to handle the freedom, flexibility, and responsibility
inherent in individual study required for foreign languages under
the split-trimester.
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K. Educational Level

For those students who can work well in an indivial study setting
it is likely t'lat some might attain a level of ilthciency greater
than that which is possible under the :resent s;,rstem. This would
be due to the increased potential for continuous progression ard
extended education inherent in the split- trt'ncster The
opposite would be true, unfortunately, for those students who require
the prodding of a teacher to do the necessary uor, but who can not
adequately handle individual study.

II. Summaiv

The main stumbling block to applying the splittrimest.er plan to foreign
languege study lies in the fact thzt the basic and interin :diate level
concepts are so sequential in nature, that it would t, LApo5sible to have
student leaving and entering during any and all of thc, six possible
vacations Urals. They would be hopelessly lost ,1-,r;r: they re-entered, after
an extended vacation, a class which had been moving nlon!;. Equally
impossible woulu be attempting to have beginning oections for each level
at each of the six "starting points" since this wouJd reslt in class
sires s...) small as to be prohibitively expensive. The only way seen to
teLch he basic and intermediate levels in the split-trimester format is
to turn to individualized instruction ghrough programmed materials. The
students would work on an individual continuous progression plan with
the teachers now serving as consultants and wraluators. The advanced
courses, primarily literature classes, are not necesatily sequential in
nature and could be divided into six independent units to be taken in any
order. These advanced classes could be taught in the traditional classroom
setting.

Given the fact that individual study programs of the type needed do tv,t
exist and that we have no hard evidence to suggest that most students will
in fact learn under such a system, it seems foolhardy to even considel-
instituting such a program for foreign languages in the near future.

3/17/70
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PEN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Home Economics Department

TRI-PESTER FEASIBILITY STUDY

The .ollrwing report is the reaction of the Ann Arbor Home Economics

teachers to the trimeste.' feasibility proposal. The suggested format for

group reporting, written by Alex Nelson, is the guideline used to present the

home economist's reactions. There are various poi.ts in Mr. Nel3ccn's

suggested format that relate to the total scho61 system and inoirectly to 4..he

home economics program. This report will only reply to those points which deal

directly with the home economics curriculum.

The present home economics curriculum would need to be extensively

revised to fit into the seven week time periods of the split fxi-mester system.

The revisions that could occur for the junior and senior high program are

illustrated in the following diagrams and discussion.

JUNIOR HIGH

A. CURRICULUM:

Seventh Grade

Sliblect Time Period Offered

Clothing IA -- IIA IIIA IIIB

Foods IB IIA IIB IIIA

Family Life IA IB IID IIIB

gghth Grade

Subject Time Period Offered

Clothing IA -- IIA IIIA IIIB

Foods IB IIA IIB IIIA

Personal Development IA IB IIB IIIB
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JUNIOR HIGH (continued)

A. Curriculum (Continued)

Ninth Grade

Subject Time Period Offered

Foods:

Intro to Basic Skills

Family Convenience Meals.

Clothing:

Intro to Basic Skills

SportsWcax

IA -- IIA IIIA

IB 7IB IIIB

IA IB IIB IND

Each of the above courses would need to be offered
twice each seven weeks 11.sted. A third offering
would dapenu on student's schedules and teacher's
vacations.

B. Staff:

AccJrdirr to the above course schedule, each cPlendar unit would
contain approxiLlately twelve class periods. With en eight period
time schedule the devisior of teachers per classes might be as follows:

Department Chairman Four classes
Teacher Five classes
Ore -hell teacher Two-three classes

C. Students:

The curriculum change would make available more course choices and
more time periods for the courses. A disadvantage might be the
limited student-teache contact available in a seven week time span.

D. Facilities:

The rooms and equipment required would depend on the schedules of
the students and teachers. It would probably be necessary to air
condition the foods laboratories if they are to be used in the
summer months.
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SENIOR HIGH

A. Curriculum:

3

The curriculum outlined lists thirty-seven different classes,
not including the commercial foods program.

Foods Classes
Introduction to Foods-

Basic Skills (pre-
requisite to all other
foods classes and also
offered in 9th grade)

Convenience Cookery (also
offered in 9th grade)

Family Meals

Bakinp
Meat Cc, .ary

Foreirn Foods
Outdoor Cookin

(3 summer units only)

Entertaining
Experimental Foods

Vote: This program does
not include separate
classes for boys, cr
the commercial foods
propvm.

Clothing Classes

*Introduction to Clothing-
Ba3ic Skills (pre
requisite to all other
classes, also offered
in 9th prsde)

Sportswear (also offered
in 9th grade)

Family Clothing
Alterations and Repair

Textiles
Flat Pattern Design

Dressmaking
Tailoring
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Child Development & Family Life
Human Development
Personal Development

Infant. Care

*Fr.mily Health and Safety

*The Young Child
Family Resources

*Child Guidance Techniques
*Children's Play Activities

Play School Experience
(Off-campus work experience,
rbove *prerequisites needed)

Laws that affect the Family
Women in the Modern World

Mote: Social Studies Dept.
presently offers a
Family Living Classes.

Hcme and Furnishings Classes

*Design Principles
(Prerequisite to other classes)

Housing
Home Furnishings

Equipment in the lame
Hine Science

Home Manrpement
Consumer Decisions

Home :urnishing Techniques
Home Arts and Crafts
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SEVIOR HIGH (Coutinued)

8. Staff:

If thu school day is 6 class hours, and each teacher has 5 clvsses -

6 rooms and 7/ teachers would be needed if all
37 classes were offered each calendar unit.

31 rooms and 4 teachers would be needed if pairs of
classes were alte-,Tated. Each class wol)ld be offered
3 out of 6 times, with prerequisites offered all
6 times.

3 rooms and 3 teachers would be needed if classes
1;ere groped in t'irees, each class offered 2 out of
the 6 times plus prerequisites offered each time.

ltiple section- (f any class would require more teachers and more
clasr, space.

More teachers would be needed if each teacher planned to take one
calendar unit off or an e:\tendeu vacat.on period.

Some classes lend themselves to flexible time scheduling. For
example: laboratory classes meeting for 2 class periods during
each day.

Teachers might be teaching 5 different, yet related, classes
during each day.

C. Students:

Revised curriculum provides a wide variety of subject concepts
for the students. Each area of study requires one prerequisite
and then the student can brarTh off into P variety of course
offerin7s.

D. Facilities:

As mentioned under staff requirements, multiple sections of any
class would require more class space. There would also be s need
for more books and specialized instructional material for the
variety of courses, and film, would need to be ordered more often during,
the year.

The main positive and negative toctors of the split tri-wester
sys..n4 and its effects on the Ann Arbor Home Economics Program
will bt. the summery of this report.
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Positive Factors:

1. Any change gives an opportunity to evaluate and perhaps improve
present curriculum.

P. There would be a change to offer more variety in curriculum.

5. The seven week period would focus on limited concepts so depth in
subject matter could be achieved.

I. The program should reach a greater number of students because more
courses are offered and t..ey are offered more frequently.

5. fhe week between each tri-mester provides the teacher with needed
time for planning and evaluation.

Negative Factors:

1. The commercial food program at Pioneer High School would need to
require the student to take approximately three consecutive
calendar units.

2. The food labo-atories would be very uncomfortable in the summer
months without air corditioniny.

3. Modular or some form of fle>ible scheduling is needed to assist
the advanced laboratories courses in completing projects within
a seven week time period.

t. Scheduling of teachers will not comply with the current AAEA
policy of only three class preparations.

Report submitted by He Economics Tri-Hester Study Committee

Sylvia Evans, Chairmar.
Roberts Neff
Joan Varderterr



INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT

March 1970

Report on the Extended School Year Feasibility Study

If we were to take a straw vote; those in the department who favor the
split trimP.eter plan voting yes those against the plan voting no, we wowd pro-
bably have a tie vote. There would 'co no clear cut statement that indicated
the department collectively was in favor of the plan or agAinet the plan.

This is, I think, because we did not try to "sell" the plan, nor did we
try to scuttle it. No one knows enough about the merits or mechanics of the
plan to do either effectively. The statements from department members either for
or against the plan are likewise based to a large extent on a lack of knowledge
or information.

Those of us who would like to try the split-trimester plan would do so
because:

1. The idea of trying mething really new has a certain appeal. Our
present system "works" because we have had it around so long that we
have either gotten rid of the bugs in it or have become immune to them.

2. The short rejuvenation period between periods is a positive considera-
tion.

3. There might; be more room for electives thus increasing course
offerings.

4. Groas-grading would be more acceptable under this plan.

5. As our department moves into conceptual teaching, this plan is
more suitable since the natural break would help to define objectives.

6. It would be possible to offer a number of short term courses in
single skill areas such as blueprint reading, shop math surveying,
basic electricity, auto electricity, trouble shirting, custodial
training, wood refinishing, upholstering; as well as
shorter refresher, remedial, or supportive courses in such areas.

7. It would, in theory, provide fuller utilization of building and
facilities and cut down on present crowded conditions.

8. The 4th semester could include courses in selected areas for
independent study and research. This could also be the place for the
so-called enrichment courses not necessarily designed to promote
concepts of industry tArts & Crafts, etc.).
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Those who do not favor the plan or at least do not bubble over with
enthusiam offer the following points and/or questions.

1. 7he shorter terms would require a complete reorganization of courses.

2. What would happen to teachers who plan to go to school during their
time off and no ether teacher wac available to teach the subjects that
are quite specialized.

3. It would be difficult to schedule Cooperative Occupational Training
Related Instruction classes which would have a meaningful time and
sequence i-elationship with students off campus work training programs.

4. It would appear that students would have a difficult time scheduling a
sequence of courses in a particular field unless all course offerings
would be offered each term.

5. Would the instructional budget increase with increased use of
industrial arts facilities?

6. Thee would be more resistance to change once the department program
was established.

Projected Staff needs necessary to implement the plan.

additional teachers
additional teachers
additional teachers
additional teacher
additional teachers
additional teachers

Scarlett 1 1/3

Forsythe 1 1/3
Slauson 1 1/3
Tappan 1
Huron 2
Pioneer 3

There will need to be additional staff to cover the city chairman
duties and the vocational director's duties through the 4th semester.
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INTRODUCTION

The committee found that, although the goals sought were ultimately those of
beat meeting the .italvidualized needs of students, the discussions seemed to
dwell upon four main categories. These categories were:

1. lurriculum and instruction
2. individualization of student programs
3. Staffing needs (including inservice training and staff

involvement in research and curricular revision.)
4. Facilities (including plant, suppplies, and equipment.)

As might be expected, problems and solutions did not nicely fit these
categories and most were interwoven throughout all four of the'above.
However, each of these headings facilitated a summary of the committee
members' opinions concerning (a) problems to be met in the event that a
school system planned to change to a split trimester program, (b) positive
factors which could accrue from a change to a split trimester program and
(c) negativo factors which could accrue from such a change.

The main portion of this report deals with these summaries. The
committee then submits its opinion concerning the feasibility of the
split trimester program as it pertains to the mathematics curriculum
in Ann Arbor. Finally, the report itself is summarized by observations
about priorities in implementing such a change and about the needs of
education independent of the vehicle (in this case, a new school
calendar) which seems to focus attention upon those needs.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

The committee examined the existiAg 74-84-94-(335-335)-(325-326)-(343-344)
sequence available to many Ann Arbor mathematics students. The purpose
of the study was to ascertain the :nits now included (in at least one
sample sequence), to reflect upon the amount of spiraling currently
being provided, and to detect unwanted gaps or overlapping in the studentsr
program. The members then attempted to build these units into courses of
study which could be accommodated in 36 and /or 72 day sessions. It

became evident quite early that the unavoidable sequential nature of much
of mathematics would dictate that pre-requisites and co-requisites be
denoted for many courses.

It was also quite evident that raw problems from the other three
categories all met at this same point and needed answers; simultaneously .
Much time was, therefore, devoted to curriculum with the thought that
answers needed to be forthcoming if, most important, individual student
needs were to be satisfied.

It was felt that one of the most important goals to be gaineu in any
extended year program, and in particular the split trimester program, would
be that of flexibility. The committesOs attempts to provide this
flexibility in a sample mathematics offering brought about some related

problems. The members felt that students would have be aff^rded
more than one entry point into sequential courses during a calondar year
in order to provide a great deal of flexibility. If this is koptlin mind
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CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION (continued)

and, desirable or not, one wishes to attempt to spread enrollment nearly
equally throughout the six split sessions, a proliferation of courses
results. It was recognized that some compromise would be in order and
that it would not be reasonable for a student to expect complete
flexibility. One partial solution was that of giving attention to
structuring several non-sequential courses of 36 day or 72 days lengths
that would meet the needs of mathematics majors and the needs of non-majors.
It WP5 observed that a school system might expect the problems cited here to
be more acute during any phase-in period of one or two years.

Experience indicated that curriculum problems were monumental. Dr. GarlarC
stressed the need for adequate time (say two years) to prepare for a change
if ona were to be implemented. Further, he stated that provision for
continued curriculum study and revision would be imperative.

The committee felt that early attention needs to oe given to replacing
or modifying the Carnegie unit concept for it hampers effective course
revision and is very restrictive in the area of planning individual programs.

Positive Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Curriculum and Instruction

1. It would force an in depth study and a subsequent revision of the
mathematics curriculum.

2. It would provide for a more economical use of time in that some of
the spiraling (not needed in equal amounts by all students) could
be reduced.

Legative Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Curriculum and InstrAction

It was recognized that att,,',ion to the goals set forth in course
lescriptions was important l_ut there was a concern about stiffling
creativity (teacher and student) if courses were not p]arned with
this in mind.

2. There is a possible problem in achieving continuity within a
discipline.

3. There was a concern about the proliferation of courses. It, was noted

that same of the problem would be solved by students crossing class
lines to take courses when appropriate for them. However, other
courses to meet the needs of students :A differing mathematics
abilities were deemed necessary--just as is now the case. Thur, one
le still faced with many course offerings, in each term, if
all students are to be served.

4. The Ann Arbor system would need the assurance that requirements of
the State Department of Education would be waived for a sufficiently
long period to complete an evaluation. If this were not to be
the case one might be faced with at least two rather trying periods
of transition within a short period of time.
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INDIVIDUALIZATION OF STUDENT PROGRAMS

The need was cited, especially under the split trimester grogram, for
extensive individual stadent records to be kept by departments. The
individual teacher and the department would need to assume a greater role in
counseling the student than they now assume. It was felt that this was
important and should be effective since changes in the students' programs
could occur several times during the year. Further, the teacher who
should know his own students' performances best, would be more effective
as a counselor than would someone without that first hand information.

Positive Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Individualization of Student Programs

1. A student would be able to leave a mathematics course, in which he
was not successful, after a short period of time.

2. A student who failed a course or who wished to discontinue a course
for any reason could get back into a desired sequence without a
long delay.

3. Students might be more willing to "risk" new experiences in courses
of short duration than if they were obligated for one r,emester or
one year.

4. More offerings should be available that would enable students to meet
their needs and desires. (Note: possible many courses of short
duration in five 36-day sessions as opporsed to ; or 10 courses
available in two semesters.)

5. The student would be afforded an opportunity to explore in other
disciplines if he makes use of the extended calendar and does not
choose to use it as a vehicle for early graduation.

6. The student would be able to plan periods for va,mtion and work
experience without terminating his school career. The extended year
could make it more feasible for him to be a part time student and
gain related job experiences.

7. Courses of in depth study that are non-sequential in nature are
possible as are remedial courses ir, arithmetic and algebra. Such
courses could be scheduled to be concurrent with the student's
needs in another discipline and he would not be obligated to take
a 90 day long course to meet a fairly restricted need.

Negative Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Individualization ot_amdent Programs

1. There could be a problem in maintaining continuity for acme
disciplines and for acme individual student's program because
of courses of very short duration.

2. It was felt that early gradllation should definitely be a possibility
for any truly individualized program but there was a concern expressed
that many who would choose that option would not be well advised to
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to do so, (Doubtless, the key is a well planned program for each
individual and early graduation is only facet of such a program.)

3. Students and teachers need part of each session to become acquainted.
If the several re-schedulings during the year involved many changes
of teachers, this could be detrimental.

4. Each student might be called upon to record extended plans in
interest of making it possible to determine projected Enrollments- -
not an unreasonable request. However, some of his desired flexibility
may be lost.

STAFFING NEEDS

The committee noted that a great degree of staff involvement would be the
key for planning, selling, and maintaing any new program. The necessary
involvement of as many staff members as possible in curriculum revision
would pay dividends, but with even a normal turnover of teachers, an
effective inservico program was doomed imperative for success of a split
trimester plan.

Positive Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Staffing

1. Classroom teachers in the Mathematics Department would become more
effective in helping sLudents plan their individual mathematics
programs. The personal involvement here would also be an asset.

2. Teachers could be aasigned mini-courses (36 d?yo) in their spec!al
interest areas. This might negate a tendency on the part of same
teachers who may devote unwarranted extra time to their favorite
topics.

3. Dr. Gar/and.bited the benefits evident in those departments at his
laboratory school where innovative teachers had created new courses
of 36 day durations.

4. The staff would be employed on a 12 month basis with new options
arising for the teacher's continuing education since his free time
would not always be in the summer.

Negative Factors Which Could Accrue
InTte Area of Staffing

1. Planning time and inservice programs are imperative for the curriculum
revisions which are dictated. However, at this date, those items
have not been completely resolved in teacher contract negotiatiols.

2. During a phase in pericd and possibly even in established programs
teacher utilization woald be dependent upon enrollments. There was a
concern expressed about belatedly finding out if one were to be teaching
during a given session and also what courses he would be teaching.
Thia would be linked to contracted programs on the pert of students.
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3, Teachers would have a shorter period to became acquainted
with students and, without a considerable effort in scheduling,
may meet several completely new groups per year.

4. The possible proliferation in mathematics courses might require
more preparations per teacher than is now the case. This is
tempered by the fact that these might really be portions of
extended courses he is now teaching--but on a given day he could
have more preparations than would be desirable.

5. Employment on a 12 months basis could prevent fulfillment of other
plans by individual staff members.

FACILITIES

The committe felt that Ann Arbor was sure to continue to face crowded
school situations. To the extent that a split trimester program would
make it possible for spreading the enrollment over the entire year, the
situation might be alleviatcd somewhat. However, it was thought that
the growth rate is such that this would be partially negated and 'any
split trimester program would be faced with crowded conditions. In view
of the previously cited proliferation of courses, this would pose a
problem.

The committee's study of the 374-344 soquence served to underscore a
problem that would likely arise concerning textbooks. Course revisions
would, no doubt, make most existing textbooks not as effective as would
be desired. It was suggested that multiple textbooks be utilized in some
courses. If this were to bs the case it would seem quite necessary to
examine Ann Arbor's policy concerning textbcok purchases.

Positive Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Facilities

1. The physical plant would be at least partially utilized for 216 dayo
rather than 180 days.

2. Mathematics supplies and equipment for speclal courses would possibly
be shared in fewer rooms during a given session.

Negative Factors Which Could Accrue
In The Area of Facilities

1. There right be an aeJed cost if the multiple text plan were

to be implemented.

2. Air conditioning might need to be considered in order to make some
rooms and possibly entire buildings, comfortable during the summer
months.

FEASIBILITY

The conaittee indicated that it felt that'implamentItion 6f a split
trimester program in the Ann Arbor system would be possible from the
stand,dint of the mathematics program.
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SUIDVF.1

After statin7 the above, the committee felt that the following observations
were needed. One can, no doubt, agree that many of the previously listed
"positive fa:tor5 which could accrue" would be quite desirable outcomes.
However, one need ask to what extent would the split trimester program
merely be a vehicle for forcing those gains which might really have been
brought about by (1) providing for adequate and continuing curriculum
revision, (2) individualizing student programs, (3) developing a really
new school day regardless of a 180 or 216 day calendar, (4) providing a
more extensive summer school program, (5) revising graduation requirements
(linked to Ca.rnegie units, course evaluation, etc.), (6) revising present
attendance policies, and (7) providing adequate teacher inservice programs.
If one concluded that many of the gaina attributed to a split trimester
program would, in fact, be made possible only by one or more of the
seven items (and others) listed above, then ane needs to ask if the
added variables introduced by such a split trimester are worth the extra
problems they would cause in the transitional period.

The group expressed some concern, over seemingly incompatible information
in the literature provided for the study. In some instances one is
aisured that the existing grades of 7-12 could be accomplished in five
fears. In other instances one is informed that the split trimester program
afford a greater degree of flexibility and the student may receive a much
broader education. It seemed to this committee that the latter was the
more defensible of the two and that early graduation (except in a few
cases) was not to be desired. Again, where considerable attention is
given to the physical plant, the split trimester program is impled to
provide for economic savings. Other writers recognize that broader
education possibilities which could be made possible ty such a program
would bring many increased costs. The committee 1-aped that those /otter
costs would not be t determining factors in implementing such a program.

Finally, it was recognized that some of the points included in thie study
might not be thought to be mathematical in natuca but it was hoped that
ths emissions proeerly belonged among those point considered by the
other active committees.

Compiled by

Dale Larson
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ANN ARBOtt PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Music Department

EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR FEASIBILITY STUDY
Music Department, Ann Arbcr Public Schools

A. Instructional revision and curricular reorganization necessitated by
adoption of Split-Trimester design.

Most of the curricular reorganization could probably be managed rather
easily, However, one big question remains. With five split trimesters
required, what would happen to large performing groups wherein accretion
of spirit and maturation of the total grp1p are now seen as valuable
aspects of the present program?

B. Positive and negative changes potential in atcve

If student were allowed or required to attenc; all six tri-mesters, with
enrichment rather than acceleration the goal, the possibilities in
expanded electives would be enormous. At the high school level, such
courses as conducting, composition, playing (and constructing?) ancient
instruments might find a place.

C. Projected staff need to implement

Additional courses mentioned above would require additional staff. Also,
ii five of six terms were to be required and were to result in the
dissolution of large performing groups, an obvious increased need for
staff would ensue to serve the same students in smaller groupings.

D. Student scheduling procedures necessary

To preserve large groups, it might be necessary to prescribe a certain
attendance pattern for all students participating in a specific group.
This requirement, then, might conflict with seential offerings in other
curricular areas or with attendance requirements of siblings.

E. Space and facilities necessary

If large groups wet;) to be dissolved, the many small voups thus
generated would require additional rehearsal space.

F. Prcspects for effective eemediation, enrichment, or continuous progression

Depending upon choices made, any of the three might be realized.

G. Positive and negative factors related to instructional staff

Members of our staff who have teen involved in considering the split-
trimester have generally been protective of the present program and have
been defensive toward the possible changes necessitated by the proposed
program.
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EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR FEASIBILITY STUN
Music Department, Ann Arbor Public Schcols

F. Positive and negative factors related to staff in-service training
and Levelopment.

(1') I. Positive and negative implications for students

Scattered vacation idea is considered a great boon. Enrichment made
possible by year-round attendance is seen as highly desired by stv_:ents.

J. Possible effect on school holding power with sp: triLester

Trough acceleration a student would have completed more levels of
schooling by any particular chronological ace; dropouts would be more
highly educated if they were to leave at the seine age as a student with
nine month schooling.

K. Completion of six levels in five years without curtailing quality

Year-round attendance would obviously be required to attain a saving
of one year in five without losss of quality under the proposed time
allotments.

OTHER

George Thomas should be contacted to find out which schools with music
programs comparable to ours are on extended year designs. Such schools
should then be contacted for their evaluation of the impact of the
extendld school year specifically on their large musical groups.

Feter Johnson
Secretary pro tem
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To: Dr. Sniderman

From: E. Harney

Re: Extended School Year and Physical Education

Date: March 9, 1970

I. Elementary

L. Positive implications-

1, More extensive outdoor programs.
2. Swimming for elementary children.

3. More flexibility. Child could move at on rate of speed
'n various activities with less interruption in progression.

4. Wider use of facilities.

B. Negative implications-

1. Possible conflicts with recreation department programs.
2. Staff availability.

II. Junior High School

Positive implications-

1. Wider use of facilities indoo:s and out.
2. More activities could be provided with more continuous progression.
3. Could decrease class sizes.

B. Negative implications-

1. There might be difficulty in scheduling interscholastics unless
all junior high schools were consistent in their programs.

2. Conflicts with recreation programs.
3. Staff availability.

III. Senior High School

A. Positive implications-

1. Greater individualization of instruction to meet the needs and
interests of students.

2. Smaller class sizes
3. Greater utilization of facilities and talents of staff.

4. Greater emphasis on lifetime sports.
5. More continuous progression.
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Extended School Year and Physical Education
3/9h0

B. Negative implications-

1. Interscholastic sports could be affected unless all schools
in a particular league were on the same schedule or athletes
chose the trimester in which their sport occurred.

2. Scheduling of facilities would need to be carefully arranged.
3. Conflicts with recreation programs.
4. Staff availability.

IV Surmary-

A. Positiv? implications-

1. Class size could be reduced.
2. Facilities could be used more extensively.
3. A wider range of activities coulA be offered.
4. The staff talents might be more _ully utilized.
5. There could be more continuous skills progression.
6. Stvdents could more readily retain a measure of fitness.

B. Negative implications-

1. There could be conflicts in scheduling facilities with other
groups, such as the Recreation Department.

2. It might be difficult for families with several children
to arrange vacations.

3. Varsity athletics might overload certain tri-mesters.
4. Teachers might have difficulty in arranging time for graduate

studies.
5. It could be difficult to properly maintain facilities.
6. Some tri-mesters might be more attractive which could cause

a lack of staff availability.

Committee Members:

Elementary - Donna Kauder
Junior High - Dean Bodley
Senior High - Helen Connolly, John Nordlinger
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March, 1970

ABSTRACT

of the

Report from the

Science Department's ESY Instructional Feasibility Committee

The science instructional feasibility committee chose to
divide its report into five sections, and each section analyzes
a different aspect of science instruction. The five sections
are: (1) the science curriculum, (2) the space and utilities
utilization in science, (3) the science student, (4) the science
teacher, and (5) methods of science instruction.

The feasibility was studied for adopting each of our two-
semester courses to five or six thirty-six day units and each
of our one-semester courses to two or three thirty-six day units.
Each unit was to be as indenendent as possible of the other
units, and the student could elect the units in any sequence to
build his course. However, it was found that sequence within a
course could not be eliminated entirely for most courses, but
it could be substantially red.-..ed. Only our Introductory Physical
Science (I.P.S.) course would have to be followed throughout in
sequence, and it presented the only major problem. The committee
concluded that it is feasible to offer a science program which
operates the entire year with all sessions being of equal value.

The prime curricular concern of the science teachers involves
the idea that establishing independence among different areas
within a course to facilitate scheduling might require undesir-
able concessions. The students would have a less uniform back-
ground. Some material might be duplicated several times. Major
concept connections between different units within a course would
be difficult to establish.

Most of the advantages that occur from the split-trimester
schedule would be gained by the students, and it is this that
should make the spilt- trimester schedule desirable. The student
could get a science major earlier, take more total science
courses, find more science courses options to match his interests,
do remedial work more quickly, and take part in cooperative
science-work experience.

The science teachers would find the twelve month contract
possibility very desirable, but a surprisingly large number of
Ann Arbor science teachers expressed the desire to do further
study at nearby colleges or participatt in N.S.F. supported pro-
grams, and -any noted that the split-trimestIr schedule does not
permit this.

The science teacher would find that he has more reporting of
final grredes to complete, more difficulty in learning about his
students, and more frequent inventorying and ordering activities.
The teacher might need to mcintain communication with students
who werenot in school about science projects, national testing,
and science fairs. This would demand extra time. Furthermore,
care would be required so that the teacher didn't have the equiva-
lent of too many daily preparations. Overall, the split-trimester
schedule appears less desirable to the teacher than to the stu-
dent. 98
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the space and facilities in science could be used more
effectively in Ann Arbor under the split-trimester schedule.
Rooms would be used less due to smaller enrollments. Less
equipment might be required in some courses. Both of these
factors should involve less cost. Outdoor facilities could be
used more effectively. The major proglen might involve being
able to store equipment within a classroom for short periods of
time.

Individualizing instruction to a moderate extent should be
more feasible for teachers under the split-trimester schedule.
Laboratory-oriented classes should also function more effectively
under this schedule in Ann Arbor.

Many of the advantages which Ann Arbor would find in the
split-trimester schedule might not apply in a smaller system.
Optional units or exploratory courses could not be offered due
to small enrollments. A science teacher might more likely have
the equivalent of many preparations. Certain teachers would have
to work the entire year without choice in order to offer a curri-
culum of equal value in each of the six sessions.

The science instructional feasibility committee concluded
that changing to the split-trimester schedule would not guarantee
an improvement in science instruction in the Ann Arbor Public
Schools. Most science teachers stated that Increased individual-
ization of instruction would be the most effective direction to
move to improve the quality of science instruction, and that
reducing class sizes would be the most direct way of meeting this
goal. Class sizes can be reduced in any schedule, but the cost
goes up. However, the schedule appears feasible in all the areas
considered, and enough advantages seem to be present to recommend
further study.
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Implications of Split-Trimester for Social Studies

March 1970

I. Instructional revision made possible by this plan of
organization

A. It would permit the development of a variety of courses
each cnvering a more restricted or specialized body of
content. We already have a sizable number of one semes-
ter courses. This system would offer the possibility of
division of such courses For example, a course such as
Social Problems might be substituted for three or four
separate courses each dealing with a single topic. The
same might be true of Community r4namics, Current History,
Family Living, International Relations, Modern Living,
Negro History, World Geography, World Problems, and
Asian Studies. The ninth grade social studies could be
handled in the same way so long as a one-half of student
elections were in courses that would satisfy the state
requirements.

A word of caution should be injected here. If we were
to redesign courses as suggested above, the school system
should be ready to make a sizable commitment of personnel
time to the study of overall pattern of course offerings
and then to course development. Without this, we could
end up with a bodge podge of courses, poorly designed,
with serious omissions and/or overlap. Selection and
provision of materials would be another sizable under-
taking.

The split-trimester could provide the possibility in the
teaching of American history in both 8th and 11th grades
of offering a series of seven-weak study units, any five
of which would constitute a year's study. These might be
developed in one of two ways. A series of topical
courses such as, the labor movement in the United States,
U. S. foreign policy, etc. The other would be to estab-
lish a series of courses each dealing with a period of
history and selecting certain aspects of the period to
he studied in some depth. A topical, or non-chronolog-
ical organization of history would permit better use of
teacher strengths, but too extensive a fractioning of the
student body into a variety of courses could increase the
number of teacher preparations.

A host of questions ire raised by either of these two
organizations for teaching history whicn would take con-
siderable study to resolve. Among these questions are:

1. Isn't it necessary before studying . ertain selected
topics or engaging in an in-depth study of selected
aspects of a period for a student to have a pretty
firm grasp of the chronology of events and the great
variety of aspects of history? Even if we were to
retain In eighth grade a chronological survey course,
are all eleventh grade students ready for more spe- cp."
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cialized in-deoth study? Is the whole apnroach too
sophisticated?

2. If we go to a topical approach or post-holing how
are topics or events to be studied selected? What
is left out and what is highlighted? What would be
the criteria for selection?

3. How do we obtain materials suitable for secondary
school students other than the traditional ones
designed especially for their use.

These are very difficult questions upon which there
is no general agreement. They would have to be
answered in terms which would be acceptable to
teachers, students and parents before we restruc-
tured our American history offerings. The alter-
native would be simply to re-slice our current
offerings into five parts.

B. A second advantage to divising a variety of short
courses under the split-trimester is that it would
discourage and, in fact, would eliminate the use of
textbooks. We would have to use paperbacks, locate
other kinds of materials or devise our own.

C. A variety of short courses would permit students to
elect on an interest basis. It is possible that student
interest would be enhanced by this process.

D. Short courses devotc:d to limited areas of content would
permit teacher specialization and greater depth of con-
centration.

II. Cautions and sone possible disadvantages of re-structuring
the instructional program under the split-trimester organi-
zation

A. Re-structuring the program so that a greater variety
courses could be offered might have advantages at

certain age levels. Would this be equally suitable at
all levels? The Unified Studies program has been de-
signed to reduce the number of teacher contacts a
seventh grader has and to give him a continuing identi-
fication with a teacher and a group of students.
Currently plans are under consideration by several
junior highs by which the program might be revamped so
that there would be even greater identification for
seventh and eighth graders with a limited number of
students and teachers. This seems to be a sound
approach. If students were to be re-scheduled every
seven weeks, it would be a move in the opposite direc-
tion. At this point it seems probable that the solit-
trimester has nothing to offer to social studies at
this grade level. Change should be of another sort.
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B. At those levels where it might be feasible to offer
varieties of short courses, we need to consider whether
the contact between student and teacher is long enough.
The number of students with whom a teacher would have
contact in the course of a year could be in the range
of 600 to 700. They couldn't know the students. t!ould
not the student-teacher relationship become solely a
matter of presenting and absorbing a body of content in
a very impersonal setting. Teacher follow - through with
a student would be imuossible,

C. The greater teacher specialization if there were a great
variety of short courses may or may not be a real possi-
bility. The greater the number of courses offered the
greater the extent of fractioning the student body.
Teacher specialization could occur in courses which have
greater drawing power, because we would have a large
number of sections. A teacher in one of these courses
would have a small number of preparations an' repeat the
course from term to term. If it should work out that we
had a host of single sections of a great variety of
courses, it could be that a teacher might be faced with
three or four preparations. Some limitation on the number
of department offerings would probably have to be imposed.
It is presently possible to limit the number of teacher
preparations largely because of the fact that we have some
required courses which insures multiple sections.

If we were to retain our American history course as a

required course taught chronologically but divided into
five time periods, some teachers might be able to
specialize in two or three periods of history, but all
teachers could not. (See chart below)

Sept. liov. Jan. March May July

A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 t

B-1 8-2 8-3 B-4 B-5

C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 0-5

D-1 D-2 0-3 D-5

E-1 E-2 E-3 P-4 E-5

F-1 F-2 F-3 F-4. F-5
.._

The above chart represents a chronological propram in
American history. The capital letters A through F each
represents a sixth of the student population any one of
which would be on vacation during a term. The columns
represent the six terms, five of which a student would
be required to attend. The numbers represent courses of
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study: 1 might be the cohlial period; 2 might be the
Revolutionary era. Thus, in November 4/6 of the student
body would be studying the Revolutionary era, while 1/6
would be on the colonial period and 1/6 would be on
vacation. At no time in the year would more than two
historical periods be taught simultaneously.

If we were to decide that we didn't want to teach history
in chronological order or if we were to teach topical
courses which did not have to fall in some chronology, then
we might be able to provide for teacher specialization.

D. It would be a mistake to think that a student would have
absolutely free choice of elections among all of the
departments each term. Some balance among departments from
term to term would have to be established. Social studies
might, under a laissez faire election system, have so many
students electing courses during one term that we couldn't
staff the programs. At another term Science and Math
might have heavy electiols and social studies have few,
so that we would have to require that some teachers would
vacation during light periods of election.

To control the situation we would have to have a firm
commitment from each student by July or August of each
year of his total elections for the year. The six ensuing
terms would have to be scheduled in advance so that the
elections term by term would match staff, the staff and
students would know in advance when they could count on
vacation and each stAent would know that he could get into
the courses he had elected and not be barred from them
either by lack of staff or building space.

E. Another restriction which would have to be imposed if we
were to adopt a system of extensive electives would be
that related to minimum class size. If we had many elec-
tives and a sizable number of them were at the current
minimum of fifteen students we would soon run out of space
to house the classes. It is likely that we would have to
go to a minimum of 24 student elections to establish a
class. Such a restriction would also prevent extensive
additions to staff.

F. A number of students will be absent for as much as a week
each year either because of illness or family vacations.
A week's absence from an eighteen week course is not
particularly damaging, it is far more serious for a student
to miss a week from a seven-week course.

G. A social studies program made up primarily of short elec-
thve courses is appealing in that it would permit a stuuent
to tailor his program to his current interests. Whether
the totality of the courses that any student should choose
to elect would result in a reasonable, comprehensive educa-
tion in the social studies is open to question. Experience
might well show that required courses developed in some
sort of sequence with some limited number of electives
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w.)uld produce a better total education. If this were the
case, we 4ould be back where we started in that this is
what we now have in our senior high schools. The only
difference would be shorter courses and possibly, Oere-
fore, some greater variety.

Summary

1. Is a split-trimester system feasible? It would Present no
problems where course content or structure are concerned.

2. Would it make for change? It could bring about change or it
could result only in re-slicing our present courses in a
different way. Whether new courses would be developed and a
new structure of offerings were to result would depend upon
how much time and money the school district was willing to
expend to work through problems and to re-design courses.

3. Would it result in a better education for children? It is
possible, but it is difficult at this time to predict. Only
a try-out to see what students would actually elect would
determine this.

4 Would it save space and, therefore, building costs? It coulr4,
if minimum class size were established and if a sixth cf the
families would take vacations each term. If a significently
smaller number of students than this were on vacation each
term, the school would be faced with offering a total progr,
in the summer term for a relatively small number of students
(For example, a school with 1500 students might have an aver
of 50 students per tern absent from September through June.
This would be a total of 250 students to whom the school wot '

be obligated to offer a full array of courses, the same var
offered for 1450 students in other terms, in the summer terra
This would result in our being required to operate a large
number of small classes. With 50 students on vacation each
term you could save two rooms; we might find that saving wipf
out by uneconomical summer terms.

S. Would the plan provide the opportunity for greater teacher
specialization? This possibility is not inherent in the oft.
It could be built in Ly having a sizable number of required
courses; provisions for non-sequential segments of required
courses (history as an example) and by limiting short elect,
courses to those with the greatest drawing power.

6. Would it give students completely free choice of electives?
Probably not, if we are not to expand building facilities al,
staff. We would probably have to set minimum class sizes
which would result in the elimination of courses that attrac
relatively few students. The advantages of single section
elections would have to be weighed against the increased
of teacher preparations. Again, only a try-out will prove
whether this system would eventuate in a larger choice for
students than we now have.

Leonard Hoag
Coordinator for Social Studies
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Class Scheduling Feasibility Study Report

Scheduling of students into classes under the split-

trimester plan would be operated under a process which would

be vastly more complex than the process which is employed

in scheduling students into classes under the two semester

plan. But since students, teachers, and parents woull have

to assume far greater involvement in the split-trimester

scheduling process, the human resources devoted to scheduling

would be substantially greater under the former plan than

under the latter plan.

The heavier involvement of parents in the split-

trimester scheduling process is suggested by the fact that

parents would play the critical role in determining their

children's vacation terms. It IX assumed that this process

would operate by requesting parents to submit to the schools

declarations of vacation term preference for the coming school

ytdr in June of each year. Since these declarations would

contain three optional vacation term selections, it is assumed

that this base would provide the necessary data on which.to

balance enrollments at schools during the following year at

the 5/6 level, with 1/6 of all students on vacation during

each term. In brief, through the foregoing process a master

attendance schedule would be developed by school officials.

The scheduling of students into classes would be accomplished

after the master attendance schedule had been established.
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It is the feeling of this ccmmittee that the scheduling

of children into classes in grades K-6 under the split-

trimester plan would pose no significant prcblems, since

instruction at the grade levels would be organized in terms

of continuous progression.

The scheduling of students into grades 7-12 would,

however, present problems of a complex nature due to the

curricular diversity inherent in the split-trimester design.

This design Nould feature a large number of course options

at each secondary school grade level - a far greater number

than presently exists. The kinds of challengeu to scheduling

which would result would be similar to the challenges encountered

by schools which employ a curricular design featuring flexible

modular scheduling. Schools of this type have resolved the

scheduling challenges by having students and teachers partici-

pate in the scheduling proses- to a far greater degree than is

necessary under a more traditional approach.

Resolution of many of the secondary school class scheduling

issues would be facilitated by the development of an annual

Master Schedule which would be produced prior to the beginning

of each school year. This plan would involve students, in

cooperation with their teachers, parents, and counselors, in

the construction of a tentative annual schedule following the

establishment of individual vacation terms for the coming year.

This annual schedule, in turn, could be modified during the

-2-
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following year in accoruance wiai individual needs of students

as such needs emerged in students' instructional progress,

since the split-trimester plan would present six logical

points during a school year at which times students might

make educational program changes as compared with the two

change points which are available 1.1 the traditional two

semester school year.

The above selective planning and feedback process for

individual students would also facilitate the advanced sched-

uling of students into singleton courses (i.e. courses which,

due to low demand, could be offered only during two or three

of the six instructional terms each year), since singletons

could be scheduled with flexibility in response to students'

needs and interests during the course of the six split-trimester

terms.

The mechanical flexibility yhich computer assistance

brings to scheduling in combination with necessarily heavy

involvement of students and teachers in the scheduling process

are felt to provide the means to resolve anticipated split-

trimester scheduling complexities, while, simultaneously,

permitting secondary school students to select educational

experiences which might be more closely congruent with their

educational needs and interests than is possible under a two

semester plan. This, of course, assumes that the variety of

courses which would be required to implement the split-trimester

-3-
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plan were in place - information on this point is reflected

in the report by the Instmctional Feasibility Study Committee.

Finally, it is the recommendation of the Class Scheduling

Feasibility Study Committee that the specific scheduling

procedures which would be employed to implement the split-

trimester plan be developed at a pilot school, or a set of

pilot schools, prior to extending the pro,:edures to a system-

wide basis.

In response to the genrral question which this committee

was charged to assess (namely: Is the split-trimester plan

feasible from a scheduling perspective?) the following con-

clusions pertain:

1. Although the process of split-trimester scheduling

would be far more complex than the two semester scheduling pro-

cess, it is felt that both attendance schedules and class

schedules could be developed effectively.

2. From an administrative perspective, scheduling under

the split-trimester plan would be more costly to execute, more

time consuming, and less predictable than is scheduling under

the two semester plan. But there is a high probability that

the results of the split-trimester scheduling process could be

substantially more effective than are the results of the two

semester scheduling process.

4-
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Economic Feasibilitz Study Committee Report

Assessing the eeono:de feasibility of the split-

trimester plan involves consideratiLn of both short-run

and long-run variables from a comparative perspective fea-

turing anticipated differential costs under the split-trimester

plan as compared to the two semester plan.

The primary condition which would lead to cost variance

between the two plays of school operation, assuming equated

teacher pupil ratio under both plans, resides in the assump-

tion that under the split-trimester plan 1/6 of the student

population would be on vacation throughout the school year,

whereas all students are in attendance throughout the school

year under the two semester plan. But offsetting the space

and staff utilization factors which would result from the

abseme of 1/6 of the student population under the split-

trimester plan is the fact that school would be in operation

1/6 longer under this plan than under the present plan (216

days as opposed to 180 days).

A. Short-Run Economic Considerations:

Applying the above considerations to the eIonomic

implications of the split-trimester plan in the short-run

leads this Committee to the conclusion that total school

operational costs would be higher under the split-trimester

plan than under the two semester plan. First, total salary

costs would be higher under the split-trimester plan than

under the two semester plan, for although the split-trimester

plan requires fewer personnel to staff it than are required
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under the two semester plan, the longer employment period

which the former plan features would require greater total

payroll costs than would be required under the present plan.

Three general categories of personnel must be borne in mind

in the above comparative analysis, namely:

1. Classroom teachers: total salaries of this group

would be roughly the same under both plans.

2. Year-round personnel (Central administrators,

secondary school administrators, part of the clerical staff,

and all of the custodial and maintenance staffs): total

salaries of personnel in this category, although theoretically

equal under both plans, would probably be slightly higher

under the split-trimester plan than under the two semester

plan.

3. Non-classroom teachers and other non-year-round

personnel (elementary school principals, coordinators, the

Pupil Personnel Services staff, and all operational staff

other than year-round clerical and maintenance personnel):

total v+ayroll costs of personnel in this category would be

roughly 1/6 higher under the split-trimester plan than under

the two semester plan.

In addition to the above short-run cost clement,., it

s apparent that the split-trimester plan would also involve

greater cost inputs than are required under the two semester

plan in the areas of utilities and school bus operation. In

conclusion, it is felt that short-run total school operational

costs would be roughly 4% higher than the total costs which

are involved in the operation of the two semester program.

-2-
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Still it is to be realized that this level of incremental

increase would support school operation for roughly 17% longer

each year than is the case under the two semester plan.

Finally, in the analysis of the probable short-run

cost performance yielded by the split-trimester plan, con-

version costs must be taken into account. Conversion costs

may be defined as those costs which would be involved in

convertfng the school program from the two semester plan to

the split-trimester plan, since if the split-trimester plan

is educationally feasible it must feature an instructional

program which holds major promise of producing greater ed-

ucational opportunity for children than is being produced

by the two semester plan. It would not be possible to simply

segment the contents of the present K-12 curriculum in terms

of the annual ,,eries of the thirty-six day split-trimester

instructional units, consequently, major curriculum revision

would have to be accomplished, involving heavy attention to

in-service staff training, in order to create a viable split-

trimester instructional program. The Instructional Feasibility

Study Committee suggests that roughly $250,000 would have to

be invested in the above task over a two year intensive planning

and development period. Further, there are rather strong

feelings that pre-conditions to implementation of the split-

trimester calendar plan include the installation of air

conditioning and more learning resources facilities in all

buildings. The estimated cost of installing central air

conditioning in all buildings is roughly $8,omp00, tot no

estimates have been made concerning the cost of added learning

-3-
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resource facilities, since the extent of the need for those

facilities would be an outcome of the curriculum revision

process. But at this stage the above capital outlay coats

tre considered optional.

B. Lone -Ruri Considerations:

Turning now to the long-run scene, it is felt that the

split- trimester plan would yield significant savings in com-

parison to the anticipated long-run cos,`, performance of the

two semester plan. These savings would emanate from the fact

that the split-trimester plan would reduce the scale of new

classroom construction significantly during the coming ten

years by virtue of its ability to create a 1/6 expansion

in the capacity of the school system's existing physical

facilities. Data contained in the attached table provide

the basis for the above conclusion.

The student enrollment forecasts in the table were

supplied by the Office of the Superintendent. The table

illustrates that whereas five elementary buildings, one

junior high school building, and one senior high school

building will be needed under the two semester plan during

this decade, that under the split-trimester plan only the

senior high school would be needed during this decade. Further,

the "need date" for the senior high school could be shifted

from September, 1973 unler the two semester plan to roughly

September, 1975 under the split-trimester plan. Using present

cost figures, the cost of the five elementary buildings ou'd

be $7.5 millions, and the cost of the junior high school would

be $5 millions.
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Assuming that the above six schools would not be needed

under the split-trimester plan, savings in construction

costs would be at least $12.5 millions -- and this is a

conservative estimate in view of the upward spiralling

nature of construction costs. Not building the six schools

would also imply not having to pay the bonded interest on

this $12.5 millions capital sum -- and that interest, at

current rates extended over thirty years, would amount to

roughly $13.5 millions. Total savings resulting from not

having to construct the six buildings would, thus, amount

to roughly $26 millions over thirty years. And that total

does not include the costs of acquiring the six sites and the

revenue losses which would be incurred by taking the sites

off the tax rolls.

Turning now to operational savings which would result

from not constructing the six buildings, it must be borne

in mind that most of the personnel who would have been assigned

to the six new buildings under the two semester plan would

remain at existing buildings under the split-trimester plan.

There would, however, be some staff salary savings resulting

from not operating the six buildings, since the six additional

principals, six additional head custodians, and the six

secretaries to the principals would not be needed -- although

it is probable that these elements would not be pure savings,

since added custodial, clerical, and administrative personnel

would probably be needed at existing buildings when those

buildings began to approach capacity under the inlit-trimester

plan. 114
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Finally, not constructing the six new schools would

generate operational savings in the form of added utilities

charges, added insurance charges, added building repair charges,

etc. which would not be incurred. But, again, part of those

savings would be offset by increased operational charges

which would be incurred at existing buildings, as pointed out

in the discussion of short -rur. considerations.

C. Conclusions:

1. The committee feels that major savings could

result from the implementation of the split-trimester plan.

The magnitude of those savings, however, is a function of

total economic conditions in the school district. This

renders the establishment of a definitive amount impossible

to accomplish.

2. Major elements of economic feasibility inhere in

the split-trimester plan, and this committee suggests that

further study be conducted along the lines of defining the

total feasibility of the split-trimester plan.

3. The split-trimester plan is not to be viewed as

a vehicle for reducing class sizes, since reductions in class

sizes would negate possibilities of generating economic ad-

vantage under this plan. The same may be said concerning

prospects of altering the vacation term from a mandatory to

an optional basis.

4. Realization of the above categories of savings

is contingent on several other factors, including the following:

(a) that the State Aid Formula would be altered to authorize

six pupil accounting dates, (b) that State school law would

115
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supp0A the legality of scheduling children's vacation terms

through the type of parental declaration process which the

split-trimester plan features, (c) that the premises of the

master contract negotiation process would be structured by

pure proration considerations, and (d) that student population

growth trends would operate essentially as predicted.

5. Even assuming realization of substantial savings

under the split-trimester plan, the anticipated level of

required school support in this district will not fall below

present levels. School support requirements will continue

to increase but, perhaps, less dramatically under the split-

trimester plan than under the two semester plan.
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The purpose of this brochure is to acquaint you
with a survey being conducted locally on thc4 Split-
Trimester Plan for an Extended School Year. Ann
Arbor is one of six communities currently funded by
the Michigan Department of Education to partici-
pate in a survey to assess community feelings and
the feasibility of such a year-round schL.31 plan. You
a re being asked to participate in this survey. An
opinionnaire will be seat to you so that you might
give your reactions to such a plan. The results of the
survey will he analyzed and submitted to the Michi-
gan Department of Education this summer.

An extended period of planning and involving pub-
lic discussion with students, teacMrs, and parents
would precede implementation of any such plan.
However, since this plan is exploratory, vve would
like to provide you with its basic ideas and purposes,
so that you may think about it prior to your partici-
pation in this initial survey.

The reason for consideration of this extended
school year plan is that it is felt it would provide
a sound program which contains long-range econom-
ic advantages. Initial expenses to implement the
program would be offset in the long-range view
through a reduction in the number of classroo.ns
needed because Only five sixths of the student popu
lation would be in school at any given time.

Here is how it would work. The school year would
be divided into three units, or trimesters, with each
unit then divided into two parts. This would provide
six terms of 36 instructional days each for a total
of 216 class days each year.

A summer vacation for all students during the
month of August is included in the plan. In addi-
tion to this each student would be required to be
on vacation one term each year. Therefore. each
student in grades 1{12 would attend fire out of the
six terms for a total of 180 class days each year.
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The following calendar shows how the year would
be divided:
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5 a'r-12111

This calendar shows the three trimestes and the six
splits of the Split-Trimester Plan for extending the
school year. The green represents the two splits for
each of the Crst and third trimesters, and the brown
represents the two splits of the second trimester.
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The white represents vacation days and holidays.

This is what the calendar would look like should
this plan he put into Effect during the 1972-73 se' ',,

year.
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I .) Questions and Answers
1. How are vacation periods determined for each

student?
Parents would specify three choices for each
school child, and the school would then assign
the vacation period from these preferences.

2. Will it be possible for all the children in each
family unit to have simultaneous vacation per-
iods?
Yes, every effort would be made to honer family
vacation choices.

3. Will state aid still 5e available for transportation,
cafeteria facilities, etc., under this plan?
Yes.

Or

4 Mill this plan affect grading, length of classes
Ind school day, work-study programs and class
size?
No.

* *

5. Can students elect to go to all six terms instead
of the revired five, and graduate early?
No. Any economic advantages would be lost by
having more than five-sixths of the school popu-
lation in school at one time.

6. What are the economic disadvantages of this
plan?
The short term added costs include that of revis-
ing the school curricula, and first two to three
years of operation; the installation of air condi-
tioning, the addition of equipped learning re-
source centers; and increased total salaries. Un-
der this plan the instructional staff would be re-
duced by one sixth. The total staff would be

freded for at test 225 days each year instead
of the present 19.

1. What is the major economic advantage of this
plan?
Since only five-sixths of the student body would
be going to school at any one time, some of the
existing school facilities would become available
for future growth of student population. Since
the school district will have growing room within
its existing facilities, the need for new school
construction should be reduced.

*

8. If the Split-Trimester Plan should be approved,
will it be implemented immediately?
Nol Should the State Legislature select this plan
over the other plans also under study, it is ex-
pected that at least two years of curriculum plan-
ning involving students, teachers, parents, and
counselors would precede implementation.

9. Would there be more course options under this
plan?
This design would feature a large number of
course options at each secondary school grade
levela far greater number than presently exists.
The student will also be able to changr courses
at five logical points during a scho, i year at
which times students might make educational
program changes as compared with the two
change points which are available in the present
two-semester school year.

*

10. What if a student fails a course or is absent due
to extended illness?
Tho student could readily make up the course by
scheduling the same course the following term.

11. If the results of the forthcoming opinionnaires
show that tile majority of Ann Arbor school dis-
trict parents favor the Split-Trimester Plan, does
this mean that it will go into effect?
No! This plan is lust one of six under considera-
tion by the Michigan State legislature.
It would not die: relief for current building and
program needs.
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Profe:;sional Personnel Insert
-Implications of the Split-Trimester Plan-

1. Since the Split-Trimester plan calls for school operation on a
system -wide basis for 216 class days annually, would individual
professional staff members have the option of accepting either
a 5/6 or 6/6 annual contract?

Yes, since many professional staff members are also parents of
Ann Arbor school children, and one of the features of the plan
is to give parents vacation options.

2. Would professional personnel be able to pursue study for advanced
degrees under this plan?

Yes, since professional staff would have the option of selecting
either a five term or a six term assignment. Although such an
option would be difficult to apply by 12 months professional
personnel (i.e. secondary principals, etc.), the issue would be
no mor.7 difficult undcr the six term plan than f.t is under the
preset . two semester plan.

3. After reviewing the instructional pros and cons of this plan,
there appears to be no strong consensus on either side of the
issue - why is that?

The plan is a new one and requires thoughtful study by our total
staff before meaningful consensus can be reached. Most of the
staff members who have studied the plan see significant instruct-
ional promise in it. Still, everyone involved in the study rec-
ognizes the need for at least a two-year intensive planning period
to precede implementation if the plan is determined to be feasible
by the Michigan Department of Education and the Ann Arbor Board of
Education at the conclusion of this study period.

4. Why is the Michigan Department of Education interested in studying
different approaches to extended school year programming?

The Department and 'ne Legislature are searching for ways to in-
crease educational opportunity under designs which are economically
feasible. The study grants are intended to provide data on that issue.

5. Why can't children be given the option of attending school for all
six terms under the Split-Trimester plan?

The economic basis of the plan is predicated on a pattern of more
intensive use of facilities which frees a portion of our capacity for
future pupil population growth. If attendance for all six terms were
an option to students, the plan would have nothing to recommend it
from an economic perspective. Also, The plan involves the cqnversion
of some surplus capacity to learning resource centers at all schools
in order to implement the general instructional plan - consequently,
we would not haye sufficient space to accommodate a six term en-
rollment option.

6. Isn't a need for more student counselling inherent in this plan?

Yes, but it does not follow that more full-time counsellors would
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be required to implement this plan than arc requiree to implement
our present plIn - since the six term plan would involve classroom
teachers heavily in functior,a1 counselling regarding future courses
which individual children should take. This feature is built into
the plan's continuous progression approac% at the elementary school
level, and it is also a feature of the plan's secondary school
curriculum which would involve a large array of 7-week courses.

7. Isn't it true that the number of our existing specialized equipment
classrooms (i.e. typing rooms, industrial arts rooms, science labs,
etc.) are too few to accommodate all of the students who would wish
to take such courses under the six term plan?

If this is true for the six term plan, it is even more :rue of our
present plan. But by reducing the duration of courses from the
present 18 weeks to 7 weeks, it follows that more students would be
able to elect courses in these areas than is presently the case.

8. Since teachers would have students in a course for only seven weeks,
would this not be a. barrier to individualizing instruction?

Not necessarily, since (1) elementary students' programs would be
based upon continuous progression throughout the year, and (2)
secondary students' programs would feature a high degree of self-
selection within a framewoir which could give teachers multiple ex-
po:Aire to the same children during the course of a school year.

9. Wouldn't this plan reduce the scope of our present varsity sports
program at the high school level?

Not necessarily, since (1) it is felt that athletes would be able
to compete in varsity sports even during their vacation terms, if
they were otherwise eligible, and (2) it is assumed that a number of
Michigan high schools will ultimately operate extended school year
plans, and these schools could schedule competitions with us during
the summer phase of the calendar year.

10. The plan refers to "independent study" options - what is the
nature of this concept?

Independent study provisions have emerged recently at many schools as
a reaction to existent programs which focus almost exclusively on
students in dependent study settings. The emphasis on dependent study
in classroom settings has made it nearly impossible to enable students
to engage in self-paced, independent study in school outside of the
classroom situation. To encourage independent study in school set-
tings, it is necessary to provide learning resource centers in all
schools and to arrange students' schedules in ways which enable them
to work in these settings during a part of each school week. In this
sense, independent study would supplement and enrich the study which
would occur in regular classrooms.

-Note: Other ramifications of the plan are reflected in the Synopsis of
the Split-Trimester Design, a document which is available at all
building principals' offices.
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School Operational Personnel Insert

-Implications of the Split-Trimester Plan-

1. How would vacation options for operational personnel be
handled under this plan?

Personnel whose schedules are linked to the periods when school
is in session (i.e. bus drivers, cafeteria workers, and many
clerical personnel) could choose one of the six Split-Trimester
terms as their vacation period or they could opt to work during
all terms. In either case they would doclare their intent be-
fore the start of the school year so that vacation could be
scheduled and wages (in terms of total hours to be worked)
could be determined.

Staff members who are already on year-round work schedules with
built-in vacation periods (i.e. custodial, central maintenance,
and many clerical personnel) would receive vacations in much the
same way under the Split-Trimester plan as under the present
two-semester plan.

2. How would work shift assignmants for custodial and central
maintenance personnel be handled?

Presently much of the major cleaning and repair work at our
buildings is scheduled from June 15 - September 1 when school is
not in session. Under the new plan it would be scheduled more
evenly across the calendar year, reserving the Christmas and
August vacation periods for intensive cleaning and major repair
work. For that reason the need for moving night shift custodians
to the day shift would be limited to the Christmas and August
"down periods" under the new plan.

3. Wouldn't more relief personnel be needed under the proposed
plan than under the present one?

Yes, because up to one-sixth of the personnel would be on
vacation during each of the six Split-Trimester terms.

4. Would cafeteria operations be changed under the Split-Trimester
plar°

Our hot lunch program would operate for 216 days annually under
the proposed plan instead of the present 180. Although 1/6 fewer
students would be using the cafeterias during any given school
term, the additional 36 days would yield more use from our invest-
ment in cafeteria equipment and facilities.
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S. How would the transportation program be affected?

The transportation program would also be expanded from the
present 180 days to 216 days. Although the lengthened period
would increase bus operational and maintenance costs, includ-
ing the probable addition of more mechanics, it would yield
more utilization from our heavy investment in transportation
equipment. Buses tend to rust out more frequently than they
wear out, so more intense use of buses can be economical.

The bus drivers' daily schedules would probably be the same
under the proposed plan as they are at present. It has not
been determined whether the smaller number of students would
lead to changing bus runs, nor has there been a decision about
air-conditioning our buses under this plan.

6. Are there provisions to study the Split-Trimester Plan further
before it would be adopted?

Yes. At least two years of planning by parent:-, teachers,
students and school officials would precede the implementation
of this plan. We are alrely engaged in a feasibility study now
and won't move on to implementation planning unless the Michigan
Department of Education and the Ann Arbor Board of Education are
convinced that the plan is educationally, socially and economi-
cally feasible.
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Student Insert
-Implications of the Split-Trimester Plan-

1. What is the main advantage to students of the Split-Trimester
Plan?

The main advantage for students is the opportunity which the plan
offers for more flexible and more individualized learning. For
children in grades K-6, it would allow students to move ahead
without interruption. For students in grades 7-12, it would
provide many short duration courses which students could elect
largely on a self-selection basis. Under the Split-Trimester
Plan these shorter duration courses would also feature indepen-
dent study options for all students.

2. What would be the purpose of the learning resource centers?

These would be learning laboratories in which independent study
would take place at each student's own self-paced rate. These
learning resource centers would not be classrooms, since they
would probably be staffed by technicians rather than by teachers.
The centers would support classroom activity like the way libraries
support classroom activity, except they would contain mote elec-
tronic gear than is found in libraries. The centers would probably
replace study halls in grades 7-12.

3. Why would students not be given the option to attend all six
terms under this plan?

One of the key purposes of the plan is to free some classroom space
within the framework of existing school facilities. This could be
assured only by requiring each student to be on vacation for one
of the six terms each year. Part of the 1/6 school capacity which
would be crested by this vacation plan would be used for learning
resource centers needed to support continuous progression and inde-
pendent study. The rest of the released capacity would become
availatle space to house future student population growth. The
savings which would result from the existence of surplus capacity,
in turn, would probably pay the costs of installing the learning
resource centers and of air conditioning all of our schools. Those
things could not be done if six-term attendance was allowed.

4. Would this plan meet the needs of both highly able and less able
students?

This is the central part of the total plan.
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S. Would not the plan have negative effects on high school varsity
athletic programs in view of the required vacation of students
for one of the six terms each year?

Not necessarily, since it is felt that athletes would be able to
participate in varsity sports even during their vacation terms,
if they were otherwise eligible to participate. Further, by the
time we were on a Split-Trimester calendar, other school districts
in this region would also be on extended school year calendars,
and we would be able to schedule varsity competitions with them
in baseball, track, tennis, and golf during the summer season.

6. Many Ann Arbor students transfer into or out of this school system
during each school year. How would such transfers be handled?

In much the same way that transfers are handled now. Incoming
transfer students would be placed in our program on the basis of
records from their last schools, and we would send our records to
receiving school systems in the case of outgoing transfer students.

7. Would the plan have negative effects on the admission of our
graduates into colleges?

No, since college admission is based on a combination of college
placement testing and examination of student transcripts. Both of
those processes would be provided for under the Split-Trimester plan.

8. If the results of this study show that the plan is feasible, would
further planning be carried out before the plan was put into
operation?

Yes. If the Michigan Department of Education and the Ann Arbor
Board of Education felt that the plan was educationally, socially,
economically feasible, at least two-years of intense planning
would have to precede initiation of the Split-Trimester plan.
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OFFICE OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT

1210 WELLS STREET
ANN ARMOR. witcmicra.14

4 6 1 0 4

TELEPHONE 455-7711

ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
W. SCOTT WESTERMAN. JR. SUPERINTENDENT
A N N A R B O R M I C H I G A N

To Ann Arbor Public Schools
Professional Staff Completing
the Attached Opinionaire:

May 12, 1970

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED.

The Ann Arbor Public School District is one of six
school systems in Michigan which have received study grants
from the Michigan Department of Education to study the
feasibility of an extended school year calendar. The study
proposal of Ann Arbor Public Schools included the provision
to survey professional staff opinion about the Split-Trimestei
Calendar before submitting the final report to Lansing.

An important question is, "How does the professional
staff of Ann Arbor Public Schools feel about the proposed
Split-Trimester Calendar in terms of the present school cal-
endar?" An opinionaire has been designed to secure Answers
to this question. All members of the Ana Arbor Schools
professional staff have been asked to respond to the ques-
tions in this instrument.

The opinionaire can be answered quickly. In most
cases, you can check the answer that tells how you feel.
If you do not feel informed enough about one or more items
to indicate a choice, please check the blank preceding the
statement, "I need more information to make a choice."

Do not put your name on the opinionaire. Your
answers and the answers of all other professional staff
will be treated as confidential.

16111-p
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Sincerdly yours,

W. Scott Westerman, :Jr.
Superintendent



ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PROFESSIONAL STAFF OPINIONNAIRE

I. In my teaching assignment course content could be organized
and taught more meaningfully under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

2. In my opinion I could better be assigned course offerings which
would be more closely in line with my professional strengths and
interests under:

1) The Present School Calendai

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

3. In my opinion instructional goals for students and teachers would
become more immediately attainable under:

1) The Present. School Calendar

2) the Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (NG difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

4. In my opinicn the calendar which results in greater diversity of
;;cadent ability and interest in the typical classroom is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) 1 need more information to make a choice.

In my opinimn elementary and secondary teachers whr> support the
concept of continuous progression ..4ould prefer:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The SplitTrimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between th..: e.alendars)

4) I need more information 4.o make a choice.
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G. In my opinion teachers who prefer to reduce the amount of repc-
titien of course content from the lower grades to upper grades
would choose:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more informatioa to make a choice.

7. In my :lpinion the calendar which encourages individualized in-
structional methods to function more effectively i3:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split- Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make choice.

S. In my opinion the calendar which functions better to eliminate cr
redut,:e the amount of forgetting following vacation periods is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) 1 need more information to make a choice,

9. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to use special-
ized classroom areas such as: labs, shops, *typing rooms, etc.
more efficiently and effectively is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) hither Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

IC). In my opinicn there would be less teacher fatigue under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) hither Calendar (No cdfference hctween the calendars)

4) I need more info:mr..tion to make a choice.
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In my opinion the understandings, skills, and attitudes which are
emphasized in my teaching would be easier to implement under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) _ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4).._ I need more information to make a choice.

12. In ny opinion the calendar which functions better to help me to
pursue an advanced college degree program is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

13. In my opinion my work loaLl would be greater under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendarL)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

i4. In my opinion students have a broader choice of course offerings
under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar.

3) Either Calendar (!so difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

15. In my opinion the calendar which provides the potential for a
greater amount of stability in student group membership is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2)_ Tha Split-Trimester Calendar

3). Either Calendar (No difference between the. calendars)

4) I need morn information to maze a choice.

16. In my opinion the need for counseling of students is greater under:

1) The Present School Calendar

The Split - Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (So difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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17. In my opinion student interests and tee:s as regards having access
to a variety of curriculum opportunities would be met more
effectively under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice,

18. In my opinion students who fail a course could make up the work
with less difficulty to them under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

l9. In opinion the frequency with which students change courses
and teachers would work out better under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

20. In my opinion students would experienc.1 less failure under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split- Trimester Calendar

31 Either Calendar (No difference between the ca;endars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

21. In my opinion the C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would work out
better fo, students under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2)___ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

22. In my opinion course offerings could be offered at varying levels
of depth and difficulty for the bright and average students more
effectively under:

I)... The Present School Calendar

2) The Split - Trimester Calendar'

3) Either .'alendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more infermation to make a choic.:.
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23. In my opinion the calendar that would better meet the needs of
students with learning problems would be:

1) Present School Calendar

2)^ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

24. In my opinion the calendar that could provide more effectively
for student independent study is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

25. In my opinion the calendar that makes better provision for re-
cesses and vacations to improve student motivation is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

26. In my opinion transfer students moving into the school system
would find it easier to work out a satisfactory schedule under:

1) Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) need more information to make a choice.

27. In my opinion the calendar which would provide the fewer number
of scheduling difficulties for administrators and teachers is:

1) Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to mike a choice.
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2S. In my opinion the calendar which creates a greater need for
installing air-conditioning in school buildings is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

29. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for student:,
to make wiser curriculum choices is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice,

30. In my opinion community recreation programs such as sports, drama,
and music would function better under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

31. In my opinion students transferring out of the school system would
probably find it easier to fit into another school system under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

32. In .ay opinion students who have been ill for several weeks would
find it easier to make up school work if the school were operating
under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need 'aore information to make a choice.
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33. In my opinion the calendar that opens up greater opportunities
for using the summer months to make environmental education
(conservation) more effective is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

34. In my opinion the calendar which provides the greater opportunity
for students to work full-time during their vacation periods is:

I) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

3S. In my opinion sequential subject matter such as foreign languages
or mathematics could he better taught under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

36. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for the teachers
to become better informed about a student's abilities and interests
is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

37 In my opinion students who are planning to attend colhs:e would
have fewer difficulties under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2),_ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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38. in my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a
more effective interscholastic athletic program is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

39. In my opinion. the calendar which makes it possible to provide a
more effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatic, etc.
program is

1) The Present School Calendar

2) Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

40. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a
nore effective extra curricular activities program (other than
athletics) is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

41. In my opinion the calendar which provides better for the
evaluation of student work is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) 1 need more information to make a choice.

42. In my opinion the calendar which enables teachers to provide p.

more effective atmosphere for learning is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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43. i period of two or more years should be dev)ted to planning for
a smooth transition from the present calendar to a SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR if the latter is adopted.

1) I agree with this statement

2)___ I disagree with this statement

3) need more information to make a choice.

44. Any decision to change from the present sr,hool calendar to a SPLIT-
TRIMESTER CALENDAR should reflect the informed opinions of such
groups as citizens, parents, educators, and students following an
extensive public info:f.mation program.

1) I agree with this statement

2) J disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice.

45. A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are affect-
ed:by a revised school calendar should precede a decision by the
sc;..00l board to adopt a new calendar.

I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statement

3) 1 raced more information to make a choice.

46. An extensive in-service education program for all school employees
should precede the introduction of a new school calendar that in-
corporates major changes such as found in the SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR.

1) I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statement

3) 1 need more information to make a choice.

47. The implementation of the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR should not be
attempted until all schools in Ann Arbor Public Schools are air-
conditioned.

1) I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice.

48. If the school board were to adopt the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR,
what would be your preference as regards the number of terms you
would like to teach each year?

1) I would probably want to teach S out of 6 terms

2) I would prefer the right to teach all six terms if I

So
-

desired

3) I have no preference as regards the number of terms I

would teach.
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49. On the basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are
taken into consideration, my own personal preferenci, is for Ann
Arbor Public Schools to operate -ander:

1) School Calendar

2) Split-Trimester Calendar

3) No preference.

50. If the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school /ear,
when would you have chosen to take your vacation if you could have
selected from any one of the six terms?

1) September 5 - October 24

2) October 27 - December 19

3) January 2 - February 20

4) February 23 - April 13

5) April 17 - June 6

6). June 11 - July 31

7) I would prefer not to take a vacation during a term

51.

when the schools are in session.

Check the item which best describes your current assignment in the
Ann krbor Public Schools.

1) Elementary assignment (teachers, counselors, librarians)

2) High assignment (teachers, counselors, librarians)

3) Senior High assignment (teachers, counselors, librarians)

4) Elementary administrator

5) Junior High administrator

6} High administrator

7) Central Office administrator

8) Other

52. that is your sex?

1) Male

2) Female
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TCLIPHONS 11110-7711

ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
W. SCOTT WETERMAN, JR.
A N N ARBOR

To Ann Arbor Public Schools
Operational Staff Completing
the Attached Questionnaire:

OPERIN TEN p! T

M I C H I G

May 12, 1970

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED.

The Ann Arbor Public School District is one of six
school systems in Michigar which have received study grant,
from the Michigan Department of Education to study the
feasibility of an extended school year calendar. The study
proposal of Ann Arbor Public Schools included the provision
to survey operational staff opinion about the Split-Trimester
Calendar before submitting the final report to Lansing.

An important question is, "How does the operational
staff of Ann Arbor Public Schools feel about the proposed
Iplit-Trimester Calendar in terms of the present school cal-
endar?" An opinionaire has been designed to secure answers
to this question. All members of the Ann Arbor Public
Schools operational staff have been asked to respond to the
questions in this instrument.

The opinionaire can be answered quickly. IL most
cases, you can check the answer that tells how you f :el.
If you do not feel informed enough about one or more items
to indicate a choice, please check the blank preceding the
statement, "I need more information to make a choice."

Do not put your name on tho opinionaire. Your
answers and the answers of all other operational staff
will be treated as confidential.
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Superintendent



ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OPERATIONAL STAFF OPINIONNAIRE

1. In my opinion, the school calendar that would be more helpful
in attracting qualified employees in my line of work to the
Ann Arbor School District is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

2. In my opinion, the school calendar that would satisy me more as
regards the number of hours that I would work during the year is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The iplit-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

3. In my cpinion, the school 2alendar that would work out better
for me as regards my annual vacation schedule is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

4. In my opinion, the number of employees in my job category needed
by the An Arbor School System would be higher under:

1). The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (?o difference between the calendars)

.4) I deed more information to make a choice.

S. Two or more years of planning time should be authorized to help
make a smooth transition from the present school calendar to a
new one soeh as the SPL1T-TRIMESTER CALENPAR.

1) I agree with this statement

2) 1 disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice.
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6. All school buildings should be air conditioned if a ne calendar
such as the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR were adopted which provides
year-round school operation.

1) I agree wit;. this statemnnt

2) I disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice.

7. Aftor taking all factors under consiieration, the calendar that
I would prfFer to be employed under is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

B. My present assignment in the Ann Arbor Public School System would
fell under the following work classitAzation.

1) Transportation employee

2) Food service employee

3) Secreta7ial and clerical employee

4)__ Buildings and grounds employee

.5) Other

9. My sex is:

1) Male

2) Female
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ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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A N N A R B O R M I C AH I G AN

To Ann Arbor Public Schools
Students Conpleting the
Attached Opinionalre:

YOUR HELP IS MELDED.

May 12, 1970

The An Arbor Fublic School Diitret is oae of tix
school systems in Michigan which have received study grants
from the Michigan Department of Education to study the
feasibility of an extended school year calendar. The study
proposal of Ann Arbor Public Schuo2s included the provision
to survey stuc opinion about the Split-Trimester Calendar
before submitt-6 the final report to Lansitg.

An important question is, "How do students of Ann
Arbor Public Schools feel about the proposed Split-Trimester
Calendar in terms of the present school calendar?" An
opinionaire has been designed to secure answers to this
question. A randomly selectee' sample of students in grades
nine through twelve at each secondary school has beet asked
to respond to the questions in this instrument.

The opinionaire can se answered quickly. In most
cases, you can check the Inswer that tells how you feel.
If you do not feel informed enough tbaut one or more items
to indicate a cLoice, please check the blank preceding the
statement, "I need more infcrmation to make a choice."

Do not put your name on the opinionaire. Your
answers and the answers of all W:her students will be
treated as confidential.

ISW-s
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ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
STUDENT OPINIONNA/RE

1. In my opinion if I could choose between the present semester
calendar courses as opposed to the sever week courses under the
Split-Trimester Calendar, I prefer:

1) The Present School Calendar

2).. The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

2. _In my opinion the school calendar which provides greater
flexibility is:

The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

Either Calendar (No difference betwoor the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

3. In my opinion students who would prefer the scheduling of the
school day to be more flexible would prefer:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

4. In my opinion the calendai which my parents would prefer in terms
of vacations for children in the family is:

1) The Present School Calerder

2) The Split-Trimester Cclendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

I aeed more information to make a choice.

S. My interests and needs, concerning variety in curriculum oppor-
tunities, wculd be met Lore effectively under:

1)_ The Present School Calendar

2) The SpIit-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)____ I need more information to make a choice
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6. In my opinion secondary students who fail a course could make
up the work with less difficulty to them under:

1) The Present School Calendnr

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

7. In uy opinion th^ frequency with which I change courses and
tea:hers would work ou1 best under:

1) Tho Present Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calerdar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make R choice

8. In my opinion I would experience less failure under:

1) The Present School Calendar

7) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

9. In my opinion the C.O.T.(Work-Study) Programs would work out
better for ml under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calerar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

10. In my opinion course offerings could be offered at varying levels
of depth and difficulty for the bright and average students more
effectively under:

1) The Present Calendar

2)_ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)_ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)
4) need MCVJ -information to make a choice
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II. In my c;pinion the calendar that would better meet the needs of
students with learning problems would be

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calenda:!.

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information tc nake a choice

12. In my opinion the calendar that could provide more effectively
:7or student independent study is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2). The Split-Trimester CaIendaz

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to sake a choice

13. in my opinion the .,E.lendar that makes better provision for
recesses and vacations to improve student motivation is:

1) Th, Present School Calendar

) The Splii- Trimester Calendar

3)_ Either Calendar (io difference: between the calendars)

4) I need more inforr.lation to nake a choice.

1.4 In my opinion transfer students moving into the school systeL,
would find it easier to work out a satisfactory schedule under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No differen..le between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

15. in my opinion the calendar which creatin a greater need for
installing air-conditioning in school buildings is:

1) Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to Take a choice

16. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for me to
make wiser curriculum choices is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to mak3 a choice
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17. In my opinion community recreation programs such as spurts,
drama, and music would function better under:

11. _The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information tc make a choice

18. In my opinion students transferring out of the school system
would probably find it easier to fit into another school system
under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more inZormatior to make a choice

19. In my opinion students who have been ill for several weeks would
find it easier to make up school work if the school were operat-
ing under:

The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calenfiar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

20. In my opinion the calendar that opens up greater opportunities
for using the summer months to make environmental education
(conservation) more effective is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

7) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

21. In any opinion the calendar which provides the greater opportun-
ity for ma to work full-time during my vacation periods is:

1) The Present School 0.1endar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice
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2k. In my opinion sequential subject matter such as foreign languages
or mathematics would be more effectively taught under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)_ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

23. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for the
teachers to become better informed about my abilities and
interests is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I nee.' more information to make a choi,e

24. In my opinion students who are planning to attend college would
have fewer enrollment difficulties under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) i need more information to make a choice

25. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a
more effective interschclastic athletic program is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split - Trimester Calendar

3) Either. Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

26. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide A
more effective instrumental milsic, vocal music, dramatic, etc.
program is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice
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27. In my opinion thy, calendar which makes it possible to provide a
more effective extra curricular activities program (other than
athletics) is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between he caleldars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

28. In my opinion the calendar which provides better for the evalu-
ation of ry progress is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

29. In my opinion the calendar which enables teachers to provide 8
more effective atmosphere for learning is

1) The Pre3ent School Calendar

2) Split - Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice

30. A period of two or more years should be devoted to planning for
a smooth transition from the present calendar to a SPLIT-fRI-
MESrER CALENDAR if the latter is adopted.

1) 1 agree with this statement

2) 1 disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice

31. kly decision to change from the present school calendar to a
SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR should reflect the informed opinions
of such groups ay citizens, parents, educators, and students
following en extensive public information program.

1) I agree with this statement

2)... I disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice
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32. A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are affect-
ed by a revised school calendar should precede a decision by the
school board to adopt a new calendar.

1) I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statw.ent

3) I need more information to make a choice

33. An extensive in-service education program for all school employ-
ees should precede the introduction of a new school calendar
that incorporates major changes such as found in the SPLIT-

.

TRIMESTER CALENDAR.

I) I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statement

3) I need more information to make a choice

34. The implementation of the SPLIT TRIMESTER CALENDAR .hould not be
attempted until all schools in the Ann Arbor School District are
air-conditioned.

1) I agree with this statement

2) I disagree with this statement

3)_ I need more information to make a choica

35. If the school board were to adopt the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR,
what would be your preference as regards the number of terms you
would like to attend each year?

1) I would probably want to attend 5 out of 6 terms

2) I would prefer the right to attend all six terms if
I so desired

3) I have no preference as regards the number of terms
I would attend

36. On the basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are
taken into consideration, my own personal preference is for the
Ann Arbor Public School System to operate under:

1) Present School Calendar

2) Split-Trimester Calendar

3) No preference
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37. .f the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CAL2NDAR had been in effect this school
year, when would you have chosen to take your vacation if you
could have selected from any one of the six terms?

l) September 5 - October 24

2) October 27 - December 19

3) January 2 - February 20

4) February 23 - April 13

5) April 17 - June 6

6)_ June 11 - July 31

38. Check the item which best describes your vade level in t le
Ann Arbor Public Schools.

1) Grade 9

2) Grade 10

3) Grade 11

4) Grade i2

39. What is ynur sex?

1) Male

2) Female
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AN OPINIONAIRE SURVEY W.' STAFF AND STUDENT OPINIONS

ABOUT THE SPLIT-TRIMESILE SCHOOL CALENDAR

IN THE ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Bureau of School Services The University of Michigan

June, 1970
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ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AN OPINIONAIRE SURVEY OF STAFF AND STUDENT OTTNIONS
ABOUT THE SPLIT-TRIMESTER SCHOOL CALENDAR

Introduction

This report presents an analysis of three opinionaires which were
administered to the professional staff, operational staff, and a randomly
selected sample of students in grades nine to twelve in Ann Arbor Public
Schools.

The opinionaire survey of staff and student opin on was undertaken
to determine their attitudes and opinions about the Split-Trimester School
Calendar.

The University of Michigan Bureau of School Services followed the
same procedure in developing the opinionaires for each group. First, a
representative group of educators, operational personnel, and students
were given descriptive material about the Split - Trimester School Calendar.
Second, after each group had had an opportunity to study these materials,
they met with representatives of the Ann Arbor Palle Schools and the
Survey Team to clarify their understanding of the proposed school calendar
and to provide the basic ideas from which the opinionaires were prepared.
Third, following meetings with each group, the Survey Team formulated
opinionaires for the professional staff, operational staff, and students.
These opinionaires were administered to each group during the week of
May 11: 1970.

The Survey Team wishes to emphasize that the responses to opinionaire
questions are expressions of opinions and nothing more, althovgh the results
of the opinionaires may serve as guidelines for school leaders as they con-
tinue to explore the feasibility of an extended school year calendar. It

is possible, also, that opinionaire results may identify areas in which
the school board and/or administration will decide to conduct additional
research at a later time.

The remainder of this report contains the following four sections:
Descriptions of the Samples of the Groups which were Surveyed; Gen.,,.13
Comparative Tables on Selected Items of the Three Opinionaires; Ct -risons

of Professional Staff and Student Opinions; end Opinions of th- SJ
Instructional Staff, and Operational Staff Regarding the
Ceendar as Comrred with the Present Calendar.
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PART I

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SAMPLE POPULATIONS OF THE THREE GROUPS
WHICH WERE SURVEYED IN THE ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Professional Staff

The Professional Staff Opinionaire was distributed to the total popu-
lation of 1,408 teachers, counselors, librarians, and administrators
employed by the Ann Arbor .Public. Schools. An item analysis was completed
on 795 or 56% cf the ,pinionaixes which were returned by the staff. The
responses to each question were examined in terms of the total population
and ten subgroups (e.;., elementary teaching assignment, central office
administrators, and the sex of respondents were three categories used in
the analysis.). The actual number and percentage of Professional Staff
personnel in the ten subgroups are found in Appendix A, Analytical Tables
51 and 52.

Operational Staff

The Operational Staff Opinionaire was distributed to all 546 operational
staff employees of the Ann Arbor Public Schools. No hundred fifty-six or
47% of the opinionaires were returned by operational staff personnel. The
total population, sex, and five job classifications were the basis for an
item analysis of the opinionaire questions. A complete description, in
terms of number and percentage, of the operational staff is presented it
Appendix B, Analytical Tables 8 and 9.

Students

The Student Ooinionaire was distributed to a randomly selected sample
of students in grades nine to twelve. The sample of 1,280 students was
selected by homerooms. In each case, the homeroom was randomly chosen and
all students in that particular class were requested to complete the opin-
ionaire. The actual sample represented 370 ninth grade students from the
four junior high schools, 410 students in grades ten to twelve at Huron
High School, and 500 students in gredes ten to twelve at Pioneer High School.
Students returned 1060 or 83% of the opiniooaires. An item analysis was
used to analyze the student responses to the pinionaire questions. The

total population, grade level, and ';ex served as the basis for the item
analysis. Appendix C, Analytical .bles 38 and 39 contain a complete descrip-
tion of the student sample.
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PART Ii

COMPARATIVE TABLES WHICH PRESENT THE VIEWS OF STUDENTS,
PROFESSIONAL STAFF, AND OPERATIONAL STAFF ON THREE
IMPORTANT CONCERNs RELATIVE TO TWO SCHOOL CALENDARS

This section presents group responses to three questions which were
addressed to the professional staff, operational staff, and students.
The comparative tables present each group's opinions regarding these
three concerns.

1. The first question was: Should two or mon. of planning
time be authorized to insure a smooth transition from the present
school calendar to a new one such as the Split-Trimester Calendar?

2. The 'econd question was: Should all school buildings be air-
conditioned if a new calendar such as the Split-Trimester Calendar
were adopted which provides for year-round school operation?

3. The third question was : After considering all known factors,
did each group prefer -,:he Present School Calendar, the Split-
Trimester Calendar, or was either calendar equally acceptable?

The responses of the professional staff, operational staff, and students
to the above-mentioned questions are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Immediately following each table are brief interpretive statements about
that table.

Comparative Tables Which Present the Views
of Students, Professional Staff, and
Operational Staff on Inree Important Concerns
Relative to Two School Calendars

The percentages of responses in Tables 1-3 do not equal 100% because
respondents who did not answer the question, who failed to identify them-
selves accoAing to job classification or grade level, or who checked
more than one answer were nt identified in the tabulations.
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Table 1

Should a period of two or more years be devoted to planning for
a smooth transition from the present calendar to a Split-Trimester
Calendar?

Classification Agee Disagree
Need More
information

Number of
Respondents

Total Professional Staff 7% 25% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 68% 6% 25% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 60% 13% 26% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 61% 6% 34% 107
4. Administrators 85% 2% 10% 41

5. Others 77% 8% 15% 26

Total Operational Staff 66% 13% 17% 256

1. Transportation 47% 28% 19% 36
2. Food Service 90% 2% 8% 48

3. Secretarial 69% 9% 21% 96
4. Bldg. & Grounds 64% 15% 15% 59

Total Students 55% 15% 25% 1060

1. Grade 9 576 16% 26% 342
2. Grade 10 56% 18% 23% 261

3. Grade 11 63% 33% 22% 216
4. Grade 12 53% 14% 31% 173

Responses to Question #43 on the Professional Staff Opinimaire;
Question #5 On the Operational Staff Opinionaire; ana Question #30
On the Student Opinionaire provide the data for Table 1.

With a single exception, a clear majority of all respondents believed
that a period of two or more years should be devoted to planning
before implementing the Split-Trimester Calendar. However, it is
significant that 25% of the total: professional staff, 17% of the
operational staff, and 25% of'the students needed more information
before they would,iither agree or disagree with this question.
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Table 2

Should all school buildings be air-conditioned if a ww calendar
such as the Split-Trimester Calendar was adopted which provides
year-round school operation?

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

77%

80%

79%
71%

59%
69%

12%

1C4
13%
12%
32%
23%

10%

10%
6%

17%
10%
8%

795

441

168
107
41

26

Total Operational Staff

1. Transportatior
( t.2. Food Service
' 3. Secretarial

4. Bldg. & Grounds

75%

64%
90%
88%
63%

13%

19%
8%
4%

27%

8%

14%
2%
8%

7%

256

"..16

48

96

59

Total Students

1. Grade 9
2. Grade 10
3. Grade 11
4. Grade 12

62%

68%
61%
64%
65%

19%

17%
25%
18%
20%

13%

14%
10%
12%
13%

1060

342
261
21b

173

Responses to Question #47 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire
Question #6 on the Operational Staff Opinionaire; and Question #54
on the Student Opinionaire proville the data for Table 2.

Over 60% of all respondents except the administrators (59%) believed
that all school buildings should be air - conditioned before adopting
the Split-Trimester Calendar. It is interesting to note that students
and administrators were the least concerned about air conditioning
buildings before beginning year-round school operation.
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Table 3

On the basis of present knowledge and after all knorn factors
are taken into consideration, which scho:N1 calendar should
Irt Arbor Public Schools operate under?

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar No Preference

Number of
Respondents

Total Professional StLfi'

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrators
5. Others

52%

58%
45%

50%
39%
58%

29%

25%

37%
35%
37%
27%

13%

13%
15%
8%

24%
8%

795

441
),68

167
41

26

Total Operational Staff

1. Transportation
2. Flood Servic4F.s

3. Secretarial
4. Bldg. & Grounds

52%

31%
63%
54%
56%

16%

56%
10%

9%
8%

21%

11%
23%
22
25%

256

36

48

96

59

Total Students

1. Grade 9
2. Grade 10
3. Grade 11
h. Grade 12

62%

27%
69%
65%
54%

18%

18%
17%
16%

27%

12%

13%
10%
14%

13%

1060

342
261
216

173

Ri2sponses to Question 449 on the Professional Staff Opinio!..aire; Question
#7 on the Operational Staff Opinionaire; and Question #36 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for Table 3.

More than one-half (50%) of all respondents except junior high yersormel
(45%), administratore (39%), and transportation employees (31%) favor the
present school calendar after considering all known factors. The trans-
portation employees comnrise the only group in .hich more than one-hal: (56%
in this case) prefer the Split-Trimester Calendar.
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PART III

COMPARISONS OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF AND STUDENT OPINIONS
AS TO THE RELATIVE MERITS OF TWO SCHOOL CALEIWARS

ON SELECTED ISSUES

Twenty-nine questions common to the professional' staff and student opin-
ionaires are used in the comparison of both groups' opinion:;. Tables 4 to 32,
which follow, present the responses of the professional staff and students. The
responses of the professional staff are presented in terms of total professional
staff, elementary assignr-Jnt (teacher, counselor, librarian), junior high assign-
ment, senior high assigmment, administrative staff, and others.

Student responses to each question are not divided into subgroups in '.eables
4 to 32'because an anal.isis of the answers according to grade level and sex in-
dicated that most responses in these categories were not significantly diffe-ent
from the total student sample.

The percentages in Tables 4 to 32 do not equal 100% beca,(se respondents who
did not answer a particular question or who did not provide he correct demo-
graphic data about themselves are omitted from these tables.

Tabular Summaries Follow

A summary of the survey team's conclusions about the data in Tables 4
through 32 is presented immediately following Table 32. Tables 4 through 32
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Table 4

Students who fail a course could make up the work with
less difficulty to them under:

Classificativ:
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4 Administmtive Staff
5: Others

13%

13%
16%
15%
2%

8%

56%

53%
59%
58%
71%
73%

12%

12%
12%
11%

5%
12%

18%

21%
13%
15%
17%
8%

795

441

168
107
41

26

Total Students 31% 45% 7% 15% 1060

Question #18 cn the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #6 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 5

The frequency with which students change courses and teachers
would work out better under:

Classification

Present
Calendar

Split-Tri. Either Need More
Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. 'elementary Assignment

2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

25%

23%
29%
28%
24%

23%

34%

27%
48%

39%
34%
42%

9%

11%
4%

6%

15%
0%

29%

37%
16%
23%
22%

31%

795

441

168

107
41

26

Total Students 4596 27% 10% 15% 1060

Question #19 on the Proiessicnal Staff Opinionaire and Question #7 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 6

Students would experience less failure under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

18%

18%
16%
24%
10%
8%

24%

22%

29%
2196

34%

35'

26%

29%
26%
19%
32%

39%

30%

29%
29%

35%
22%

35%

795

441

168
1G(
41

26

Total Students 43% 19% 22% 14% 1060

Question i20 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire rnd Question 8 n the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 7

The C. O. T. (Work-Study) Program would wor:'. out better
for students under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need Mora
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 18% 24% 11% 1-4% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 1696 23% 11% 47% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 19% 24% 7% 49% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 28% 21% 174 33% 107
4. Administrative Staff 15% 27% 244 32% 41

5. Others 23% 4296 12% 1946 26

:111 Students 43% 1596 12% 27% 1060

Question 01 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question i9 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for tido table.
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Table 8

Courses could be offered at varying levels of depth and
difficulty for the bright and average students more
effectively under:

Present Split -Try. Either Need More
Classificaticir. Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 19% 34% 2:4 25% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 18% 27% 26% 28% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 21% 42% 16% 21% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 24% 40% 14% 21% 107
4. Administrative Staff 10% 51% 17% 20% 41

5. Others 12% 50% 15% 19% 26

Total Students 34% 32% 13% 19% 1050

Question #22 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #10 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table_2

The calendar that would better neet the needs of students
with learning problems would be:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Spltt-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Humber

Total Professional Staff 22% 30% 25% 22% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 25% 22% 28% 24% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 18% 37% 26% 19% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 21% 39% 16% 2+% 107
4. Administrative Staff 10% 51% 29% 7% 1,,

5. Others 19% 27% 19% 27%
"% .....- -)

Total Students 39% 27% 13% 19% 1060

Question #23 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #11 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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The calendar that could provide more effectively for
student independent study is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 15% 25% 18% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 17% 34% 27% 20% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 14% 43% 25% 18% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 17% 47% 21% 14% 107
4. Administrative Staff 5% 61% 24% 7% 41

5. Others 8% 50% 19% 15% 26

Total Students 32% 33% 16% 15% 1060

Question #24 on the Professional Staff (aoinionaire ana Question #12 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 11

The calendar that makes better provision for recesses and
vacations to improve student motivation is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 36% 36% 8% 18% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 39% 31% 9% 21% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 31% 46% 8% 15% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 34% 38% 6% 21% 107

a"
Administrative Staff

i Others
24%
42%

59%
31%

2%

8%
7%
8%

41

26

Total Students 52% 29% 7% 9% 1060

Question #25 on the Professional Staff Opinionair^ and Question #13 on tne Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 12

Transfer students moving into the school system would
find it easier to work out a satislactory schedule under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

49%

53%
43%

50%

39%
50%

27%

23%

39%
22%

37%
27%

8%

9%
7%
3%

12%
8%

15%

15%
11%
24%
10%
8%

795

441
168
l07
41

26

Total Students 61% 19% 7% LI% 1060

Question #26 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #14 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 13

The calendar which creates a greeter need for installing
air conditioning in school buildings is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

2%

2%
4%
1%

91%

91%
90%
86%

95;1.,

100%

3%

3%
4%

5%
2%
-

3%

2%
2%

7%
-

795

441

168
107
43 ,

Total Students 13% 70% 7% 6% 1060

Question #28 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #15 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 14

The calendar which makes it possible for students to
make wiser curriculum choices is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 18% 27% 25% 28% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 16% 24% 24% 34% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 19% 34% 26% 21% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 27% 28% 19% 23% 107

4. Administrative Staff 12% 29% 37% 20% 41

5. Others 19% 35% 35% 8% 26

Total Students h2% 20% L9% 17% 1060

Question #29 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Questi( .#i6 en the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 15

Community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and
music would Auction better under:

present Split-Tri. ElUler Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 48% 13% 17% 19% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 48% 13% 18% 3 'ft 441
2. Junior High Assignment 47% 14% 20% 18% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 49% 13% 14% 22% 107
4. Administrative Staff 51% 12% 15% 20% 41

1) 5. Others 62% 12% 12% 15% 26

Total Students 70% 8% 9% lo% 1060

Question #30 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #17 on the Studerr,..
Opinionaire provide the data lor this table.
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Table 16

Students transferring out of the school system would
probably find it easier to fit into another school
system under;

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrutive Staff
5. Others

76%

77%
74%
77%
71%
88%

4%

4%
4%

3%
7%
-

7%

8%

7%
6%

154
-

11%

10%

14%
12%

5%
8%

795
441

168
107
41
26

Total Students 73% 9% 6% 10% 1060

Question #31 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #18 on the Student
Cpinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 17

Students who have teen ill for several weeks would
find it easier to make up school work if the schools
were operating uLder:

Classification
Pies,mt
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Totes. Professional Staff

1. Elementary ksigrzent
2. Junior High Assignmen,;
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

27%

24%
34%
39%

17%
19%

42%

41%
42%

35%
61%

58%

15%

17%
11%
10%
15%
12%

14%

17%
12%
15%
5%
8%

795

441

168
lcri.

41 -

1 )
-;

Total Students 31% 41% 11% 13% 1060

Question #32 on the Professional Sta.1 Opinionaire and Question #19 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 18

The calendar that opens up greater opport unities for
using the summer months to make environmental education
(cons, Nation) more effective is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri,
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2, Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff

5. Others

21%

22%
Y22p

16%

15%
19%

57%

5'..4

58%

59%
66%
62%

8%

8%

7%
7%
5%

15%

13%

13%

11%
16%
12%

795

441

168
107
41
26

Total Students 36% 42% 6% 13% 1060

Question #33 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #20 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 19

The calendar which provides the greeter opportunity for
students to work full-time during their vacation period is:

Present Split-Tri. Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 57% 22% 8% 11% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 61% 19% 9% 11% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 54% 24% e% 13% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 535: 33% 4% 7% 107

Administrative Staff 46% 32% 10% 12% 41

II Others 58% 23% 4% 15% 26

Total Students 66% 14% 8% 9% 1060

.Zqestion #34 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #21 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 20

Sequential subject matter such as foreign languages or
mathematics could be better taught under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information uttal Number

Total Professional Staff' 35% 16% 23% 24% 755

1. Elementary Assignment 35% 14% 25% 26% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 36% 21% 20% 23% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 43% 16% 12% 24% 107
4. Administrative Staff 22% 15% 37% 27% 41

5. Others 31% 19% 31% 15% 26

Total Students 50% 15% 19% 13% 1060

Question #35 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #22 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 21

The calendar which makes it possible for the teachers
to becoms better inforLA about a student's abilities
and interests is:

Classi'ication
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Huml.

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

46%

45%
52%
49%

'i2%

35%

12%

10%
15%
13%
20%

23%

27%

30%
23%
21%

37%
27%

13%

15%
10%

13%
)2%
12%

795

441

168
loq
41 )

26 ---9

Total Students 56% 12% 17% 12% 1C:3

Question #36 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #23 on the Student
Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 22

Students who are planning to attend college would
have fwer enrollment difficulties under:

Present Split-Tri. Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 39% 12% 27% 20% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 38% 10% 27% 24% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 38% 17% 29% 15% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 40% 11% 24% 21% 107
4. Administrative Staff 39% 10% 39% 12% 41
5. Others 54% 19% 23% - 26

Total Students 53% 11% 14% 19% 1060

Question #37 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #24 on the
Student Opinionaire providr' the data for this table.

Table 23

The :.:alendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective interscholastic athletic program is:

Present Split-Tri. Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

59% 6% 12% 22% 795

57% 5% 124 24% 441

61% 8% 14% 17% 168
60% 7% 13% 20% 107
63% 15% 22% 41

81% 4% - 15% 26

65% 10% 11% 1296 1060

Question ;38 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #25 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 24

The calendar which makes it possible to 2rovide a more
effective instrumental music, veal music, dramatics, etc.
program is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

41%

37%
50%

39%
49%
46%

11%

11%
12%
10%

5%
12%

24%

27%
17%
21%
24%

19%

24%

24%
20%
28%
22%
23%

795

441
168
107
41

26

Total Students 55%. 11% 18% 14% 1060

Question #39 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question 70 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table-

The calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective extra-curricular activities program (other than
-.thletics) is:

Present Si1it -Tri. Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff 35% 16% 26% 229; 795

1. Elementary Assignment 33% 15% 26% 24% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 43% 16% 21% ^.0% 168,
3. Senior High Assignment 36% 19% 29% 16% l )
4. Administrative Staff 32% 22% 39% 7% 4..--'
5. Others 38% 12% 27% 23% 26

Total Stulents 52% 14% 16% 156 1060

Question #40 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question i27 the

Student Opinionaire prov4le the iltaifor this table.
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Table 26

The calendar which provides better for the evaluation
of student work is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staf'
5. Others

31%

33%
30%
31%
24%

31%

18%

15%
24%
24%
22%
19%

34%

32%
33%
33%
51%

35%

15%

17%
13%
12%
2%

12%

795

441

168
107

41

26

Total Students 50% 17% 14% 16% 1060

kluestio: #41 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question i28 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 27

The calendar which enables teachers to provide a more
effective atmosphere for learning is:

Classificatio,,
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
,% Others

32%

35%
29%
30%
22%

31%

20%

14%
28%
27%
34%
15%

32%

33%
33%
24%
34%
42%

14%

15%
1G%
18%
10%
8%

795

441

168
10T
41

26

Total Students 48% 20% 15% 14% 1060

Question #42 or. the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #29 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the dFitt for this table.
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Table 28

Any decision to change from the present school calendar
to a Split-Trimester Calendar should reflect the in-
formed opinions of such groups as citizens, parents,
educators, and students following an extensive public
information program.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Inioiaition Total Number

Total Professional Staff 94% 1% 3% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 95% 1% 4% 441
2. Junior High Assignment 95% 2% 2% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 93% 3% 4% 107
4. Administrative Staff 100% 41

5. Others 100% 26

Total Students 76% 8% 12% 1060

Question #41i on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #31 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table

A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are
affected by a revised school calendar should precede a de-
cision by the school board to adopt a new calendar.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment

. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

91%

90%
95%
13..%

98%
96%

3%

2%

3%
6%
2%
4%

5%

6%
2%

7%

795

441

168 ] )

107
41

26

Total Students 61Vi 14% 20% 1060

.uestion #45 on the Professional 4t0f$ Opinionaire and Question #32 on the
Studen Qpinionaire provide the data for this table.
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Table 30

An extensive in-service education program for ell school
employees should precede the introduction of a new school
calendar that incorporates major changes such as found in
the Split-Trimester Calendar.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information Total Number

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment
3. Senior High Assignment
4. Administrative Staff
5. Others

83%

85%
82%

75%
98%
96%

5%

4%

5%
9%

4%

10%

10%
11%
16%
2%

795

441
168
107
41

26

Total Students 53% 12% 30% 1060

Question 446 on the Professional Stair Opinionaire and Question #33 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for this table.

Table 31

If the school board were to adopt the Split-Trimester
Calendar, what would be your preference as regards the
number c-!* terns you would like to teach or attend each
year?

Classification
Teach or Attend
5 out of 6 Terms

Teach or Attend
All 6 Terms No Preference

Total
Number

4

i

Total Professional Staff

1. Elementary Assignment
2. Junior High Assignment

t ne. Senior High Assignment
l %A. Administrative Staff

5. Others

66%

71%
65%

58%

51%
62%

21%

19%
26%
22%

. 20%

19%

6%

5%

3%
8%

7%
12%

795

441

168
107
41

26

Total Students 434 24% 23% 1060

Question #48 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #35 on the
Student Opinionaire provide the data for12 this table.
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Table 32

If the Split-Trimester Calendar had been in effect this
school year when would you have chosen to take your
vacation if you could have selected from any one of the
six terms?

Classification
Sept.5
Oct.24

Oct.27
Dec.19

Jan.2
Feb.20

Feb.23
Apr.13

Apr.17
June 6

June 11
July 31

Not Take
Vacation

Tot.

Num.

Total Professional Staff 7% 2% 11% 5% 5% 53% 10% 795

1. Elementary Assignment 6% 2% 12% 5% 5% 58% 6% 441

2. Junior High Assignment 12% 2% 7% 4% 5% 51% 13% 168
3. Senior High Assignment 6% 3% 15% 4% 3% 46% 16% 107
4. Administrative Staff 5% 12% 7% 5% 41% 20% 41

5. Others 4% 4% 8% 8% 4% 58% 12% 26

Total Students 3% 2% 5% 2% 6% 69% 1060

Question #50 on the Professional Staff Opinionaire and Question #37 on the
Student Opinionsire provide the data for this table.
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Summary of Data from Tables 4 through 32 Fefording Comparisons of Students
and Professimal Staff Opinions as to the Relative Merits of Two School
Calendars on Selected Issues

Tables 4 through 32 present both professional staff and student responses
to questions which were common to both opinionaires. The following lists indi-
cate the items on which there was agreement between both groups and also items
which brought forth student responses which differed from those of the profes-
sional staff.

1. Responses from Professional Staff and Students Which Favored the Pres-
ent Calendar Over the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. Transfer students moving into the school system would find it
easier to work out a satisfactory schedule. (Table 12)

b. Community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and music
would function better. (Table 15)

c. Students transferring out of the school system would find it eas-
ier to fit into another school system. (Table 16)

d. Students would have a greater opportunity to obtain full-t
during their vacation periods. ( Table 19)

e. Sequential subject matter such as foreign language or MEC
could be better taught. (Table 20)

f. Teachers could become better informed about a student's Co:
and interests. ( Table 21)

g. Students planning to attend college would have fewer enro'
difficulties. (Table 22)

h. A more effective interscholastic athletic program would br
(Table 23)

i. A more effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatic:
program would be possible. (Table 24)

j. A more effective extra-curricular activities program (otl. r
athletics) would be possible. (Table 25)

k. Better evaluation of student work is provided for. (Tab3

1. h more effective atmosphere for learning can be provided
(Table 27)

2. Responses from the Professional Staff and Students Which ievo
alit-Trimester Calendar Over the Present Calendar.

a. Enables students who fail a course to make up the work wi.

difficulty. (Table 4)
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b. Creates the greater need for installing air conditioning in school
buildings. (Table ].3)

c. Enables students who have been ill for several weeks to make up
school work more easily. (Table 17)

d. Provides greater opportunities for using the summer months to make
environmental education (conservation) more effective. (Table 18)

3. Responses Which Showed Students Preferring the Present Calendar and
the Professional Staff Selecting the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. The frequency with which students change courses and teachers would
work out better. (Table 5)

b. C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would work out better for students.
(Table 7)

c. Offerings could be taught at varying levels of depth and diffi-
culty for the bright and average students more effectively.
(Table 8)

d. The needs of students with learning problems would be better met.
(Table 9)

e. Makes it possible for students to make wiser curriculum choices.
(Table 14)

4. Response Which Showed Students to be Almost Evenly Divided and Which
Showed the Professional Staff to Prefer the Split-Trimester Calendar.

Provides more effectively for student independent study. (Table 10)

5. Responses Which Showed Professional Staff Almost Evenly Divided and
Which Showed the Students to Prefer the Present Calendar.

a. Students would experience less failure. (Table 6)

b. Makes better provision for recesses and vacations to improve stu-
dent motivation. (Table 11)

6. Proposed Steps Needed Before Implementation of the Split-Trimester
Calendar According to Yost of the Professional Staff and Students.

a. Any decision to change should reflect the informed opiLions of
ouch groups as citizens, parents, educators, and students follow-
ing an extensive public information program. (Table 28)

b. A survey of community opinion of all major groups affected by a
revised school calendar should precede the decision to adopt a
new calendar. (Table 29)

c. M extensive in-serviO0 education program for all school employees
should precede the introduction of a new school calendar. (Table 30)
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T. Professional Staff and Student Preferences for Number of Terms They

Would Like to Teach or Attend and Preferred Vacation Periods.

a. A majority of both the professional staff and stlidonts would pre-
fer to teach or attend 5 out of 6 terms each school year. (Table 31)

b. The June 11 - July 31 vacation period was selected by a najority of

both groups. (Table 32)
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PAY' IV

OPINIONS OF STUDENTS, PROFESSIONAL STAFF, AND OPERAIIONAL STAFF
REGARDING THE SPLIT - TRIMESTER CALENDAR AS COMPARED

WITH THE PRESENT CALENDAR ON SELECTED ISSUFS

This analysis of the ,ariouo groups' opinions about the Split-Tri-
mester Calendar is based upon information provided by the Analytical
Tables found in Appendices A, B, and C.

Those vie) study carefully all the many tables found in the other
sections of this report and the Analytical Tables in Appendices A, B, and
C will arrive at certain personal conclusioes and generalizations relative
to their implications for the current feasibility study of an extended
school year calendar. The authors of this study have attempted to gen-
eralize some of their major impressions from this mass of data, and to
share them with readers of this document. The aim of the survey team is
to communicate briefly and understandably in this section. For that
reason, percentages and other statistics are omitted except where such
figures are believed to be helpful in assisting readers to understand the
significance of the survey team's report regarding a particular opinionaire
response.

A word of caution is necessary about the conclusions and genereliee-
tions drawn from the responses of the various groups to the opinions ire
questions. On moat questions, a sizeable percentage of the respondents
selected the category ;- 'Need More Infoemntion." If these reapondents
had selected any one of the other answers, t;ie results of this survey of
opinions about the Split-Trimester Calendar cold have been significantly
altered.

A. Reactions of the Professional Staff to the
Split-Trimester Calendar as Compared Ilth
the Present Calendar Or Either Calendar

This review of the professional. staff's reaction to the Split-Tri-
rester Calendar focuses on six areas of interest for teachers and adminis-
teetors. These areas are: the effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on
Teachers and Administrators; Instruction; Students; Petra-Curricular Ac-
tivities and Programs; School Buildings; and Professional Staff Opinions
about, the Proposed Steps Needed to Implement the Split-Trimester Calendar.

The opinions of the entire professional staff are presented together
except in those particular instances which show teacher responses differing
from answers provided by administrators.

The generalizations and conclusions found in thin section are based
upon the Analytical Tables in Appendix A.
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1. Effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on the Professional Staff.

a. Elementary, junior high, and senior high teachers were &coot
equally divided in their opinion that course coment could be
organized and taught more meaningfully under Either Calendar or
under the Present f:alendar. Although a plurality of administra-
tors held the same view as teachers about course content in terms
of Either Calendar, those who chose other options were almost
evenly split as to whether the Present Calendar or the Split-
Trimester Calendar was more effective for organizing and teaching
course content.

b. In response to the question of which calendar provided better for
teachers to be assigned course offerings which they were
professionally prepared to teach:

1) The Present Calendar or Either Calendar was preferred by a
plurality of elementary teachers.

2) Either Calendar, was preferred by a plurality of secondary
teachers.

3) The Split-Trimester Calendar or Either Calendar was preferred
by a plurality of administrators.

c. The views expressed by professional staff regarding which calendar
would make for less tea2her fatigue f&law:

1) The Present Calendar, according to elementary teachers.

2) The Present Calendar or the Split-Trimester Calendar, according
to an evenly divided group of secondary teachers.

3) The Split-Trimester Calendar, according to a plurality of ad-
ministrators.

d. A majority of ell professional staff felt it would be easier to
pursue an advanced college degree program under the Present Calendar.

e. A majority of the professional staff opined that their work load
would be greater under the Split-Trimester Calendar.

f. A substantial majority of the professional staff expressed the
opinion that the Present Calendar would result in fewer scheduling
difficulties for them.

g. The teachers believed that they would be better informed about a
student's abilities and interests under the Present Calendar.
However, an almost equal percentage of administrators selected the
Present Calendar or Either Calendar in response to this question.

17$
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h. Seventy-one percent of the- elementary teachers, 65% of the junior
high teachers, and 58% of the senior high teachers indicated they
would like to teach 5 out of 6 terms if the Split-Trimester Calen-
dar were adopted. About 21% would teach all 6 terms and approxi-
mately 6% had no preference.

i. A malority of the professional staff indicated that they would
select June 11 to July 31 as their vacation period under the Split-
Trimester Calendar. The January 2 - February 20 vacatior period
was the '5.11y other vacation period which more than 10% of the staff
stated they would choose for a vacation. About 10% of the staff
said they would not take a vacation when the schools were in session.

j. After considering all known factors, the Present Calendar was pre-
ferred by 58% of the elementary teachers, 45% of the junior high
teachers, and 50% of the senior high teachers. The Split-Trimester
Calendar was selected by 25% of the elementary teachers, by 37%
of the junior high teachers, and by 35% of the high school teachers.
Approximately 12% of the teachers had no preference.

2. Comearisons of the Effects of the Split-Trimester and the Regular
Calendar on Instruction as Viewed by the Professional Staff.

An examination of the professional staff responses to opinionaire
questions dealing with instructional issues reveals that staff opinions are
divided as regards which calendar would have a more positive impact on in-
struction.

One pattern in the responses to instructional issues the fact that
admiristrators were consistently more supportive of the Split-Trimester
Calendar than the teachers. Another pattern was the fact that elementary
teachers tended to fallor the Present Calendar more than other professional
personnel on many instructional issues. (Questions 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 21,
22, 24, 33, 35, and 42 in the Professional Staff Opinionaire deal with in-
struction.) Responses of the professional staff also form a third pattern
which revealed that even though a plurality of respondents might select the
Present Calendar or the Split-Trimester Calendar as a preference to a par-
ticular item, a sizeable minority on the same item would also state that
Either Calendar would be equally satisfactory.

The fc!lowing section of the report presents the different instructionel
concerns of the professional staff with respect to the school calendars which
they preferred.

a. Which Calendar best facilitates the attain -ant of teacher and stu-
dent goals?

Elementary Teachers (37%) preferred the Present Calendar. A
sizeable group (29%) also said Either Calendar would be satio-
factory.

j7p
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Junior high teachers were evenly divided between the Present
Calendar (29%), Split--rimester Calendar (27%), and Either
Calendar (28%) responses.

Thirty-two percent of senior high teachers preferred the Pres-
sent Calendar and the remaining 68% were almost equally divided
between dle Split-Trimester Calendar, Either Calendar, and
Need gore Information responses.

Administrators selected the Split- Trimester Calendar as their
most common choice (39%) end slightly less (32%) said Either
Calendar was fine.

b. Which Calendar is preferred by elementary and secondary teachers
who support the concept of continuous progression?

Teachers were almost evenly divided in their preference for
the Present Calendar or the Split- Trimester Calendar on this
question. Elementary and senior high teachers selected the
Present Calendar more frequently while junior high teachers
chose the Split-Trimester Calendar.

A majority of the administrators stated that the Split-Trimester
Calendar vould work out better.

c. Which Calendar would reduce the amount of repetition of course
content from the lower grades to upper grades?

The elementary teachers were the only teachers' group who indi-
cated a preference for one type of calendar. They preferred
:be Present Calendar. However, on this question nearly one-
third of, all teachers asked for more information.

Thirty-two percent of the administrators selected the Split-
Trimester Calendar as their first choice. The remainder were
almost equally divided between the Present Calendar, Either
Calendar, and Need More Information responses.

d. Which Calendar better facilitates the effective functioning of
individualized instructional dathods?

Both elementary teachers and administrators were almost equally
divided in their opinions that the Split-Trimester Calendar
or Either Calendar encourages these methods to function more
effectively. A plurality of secondary teachers favored the
Split-Trimester Calendar.

e. Which Calendar functions better to eliminate or reduce the amount
of forgetting following vacation periods?

A plurality (38%) of the teachers and a majority (54%) of the
administrators preferred the Split-Trimester Calendar.
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f. Which Calendar makes it easier to implement understandings,
skills, and attitudes emphasized in teaching?

g.

A plurality of the professional staff RS a:42,-st evenly
divided in their opinions between the Present Calendar or
Eitber Calendar. Less than 13% of the professional staff
believed the Split-Trimester Calendar would wake it easier.

Which Calendar provides better for the work-study program (C.O.T.)?

Nearly me-half of the professional staff needed more infor-
mation on this item. ane remainder expressed no clear prefer-
ence for either calendar.

h. Which Calendar provides better for the educational needs of bright
and average students?

A plurality of secondary teachers and a majority of adminis-
trators preferred the Split - "'rimester Calendar.

Eighteen percent of the elementary teachers preferred the
Present Calendar; 21% the Split-Trimste Calendar; 26% Either
Calendar; and 28% Needed More Iormation.

i. Which Calendar provides better for student independent study?

j.

The Split-Trimester Calendar was chosen by nearly one-half of
the teachers and 61% of the administra:ore.

Which Calendar makes better use of summer months for environmental
education?

More than one-ha:f of the professional staff stated that the
Split-Trimester Calendar would increase opportunities for
environmental education.

k. Which Calendar provides better for the teaching of sequential
subjects such is math and foreign languages?

A plurality of the teachers believed that the Present Calendar
would be better for teaching sequential subjects.

Administrators (37%) said that Either Calendar would be equally
satisfactory. The rest of the administrative staff was divided
between the Present Calendar (2$); Split-Trimester Calendar
(154); and Need More Information (276) categories.

1. Which Calendar provides a more effective atmosphere for learning?

Junior high teachers, senior high teachers, and administrators
were almost evenly divided between the Present Calendar, the
Split-Trimester Calendar, and Either Calendar.
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Elementary teachers stated -tkmt the Present Calendar (35%)
or Either Calendar (33%) would be more effective. Yowever,
only 14% indicatad the Split-Trimester Calendar as t!leir
choice.

3. affects of the Split-Trimester Calendar on Students as Compared With
the Regular Calendar.

This section presentc, the protssional staff opi'ions about which
calendar 'i:ould enable the ,A,:hool district to deal more effectively with
issues related to student welfare.

a. The Prarent Calendar was preferred by a majority of the profes-
sional staff on the following:

imount of stability in student group membership.

Students transferring out of the school system would find it
easier to fit into another school.

Opportunity for students to work full-time during their vacation,
periods.

b. The Split-Trimester Calendar was selected by at least a plurality
of the professional staff on ti:,. followirg:

Need for counseling students is greater under Split-Trimester
Calendar.

Student interests and needs a:a met mor. effectively because
of heving access to a varie'y of curriculum opportunities.

Students who fail a course could make it up with less difficulty.

Students who had been ill for several weeks would find it easier
to make up school work.

Students have a broader choice of course offerings.

c. The Split-Trimester Calendar was chosen by at least a plurality of
secondary teachers and administrators on the following:

Greater diversity of student ability and interest in the typical
classroom.

Provision for recesses and vacations to improve student motiva-
tion.

The frequency with which students change courses and teachers
wound work out better.

Would better meet the needs of students wit, learning problems.

182
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d. Elementary teachers' opinions were divided about equally among
Present Calendar, Split-Trimester Calendar, and Either Calendar
categories on the following:

Would better meet the needs L. students with learning problem:

Greater diversity of student ability and inter:st in the typical
classroom.

e. Elementary teachers' responses were almost evenly divided between
the Present Calendar and the Split- Trimester Calendar on the
following:

The frequency with which students change courses and teachers
would work out better.

Provision for recesses and vacations to improve student motiva-
tion.

f. Teachers preferred the Present Calendar on the following:

Transfer students into the school system would find it easier
to work out a satisfactory schedule.

Administrator opinions were about evenly divided between the two
types of calendars on the following:

Transfer students into the school system would find it easier
to work out a satisfactory schedule.

8

h. According to a plurality of elementary teachers, junior high teach-
ers, and administrators, the C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would
work out better under the Split-Trimester Calendar. Senior high
teachers were almost evenly divided between the Present Calendar
(26%), Split-Trimester Calendar (21%), Either Calendar (17%) and
Need More Information (33%).

i. Professional staff opinion was divided between the Split-Trimester
Calendar and the Either Calendar categories as regards which
calendar would result in students experiencing lass failure and
which calendar makes it possible for students to mak, wiser cur-
riculum choices.

J According to professional staff views, adoption of the Present
Calendar or Either Calendar would result in students who plan to
attend college having fewer difficulties.

k. Evaluation of student work would be better provided for under:

The Present Calendar or Either Calendar, according to a pluraliy
of elementary teachers.
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The Present Calendar, Split-Trimester Calendar, or Either
Calendar, according to the secondary teachers.

Either Calendar, according to a majority of the administrators.

4. Effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on Extra-Curricular Ac.,:ivities
or Related Programs as Compared with the Regular Calendar.

a. The professional staff favored the Present Calendar in terms of
providing effective extra-curricular activities or related pro-
grams. A plurality believed that it would be possible to offer
more effectiv?, programs in the following areas under the Present
Calendar:

Community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and music.

Instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc.

Extra-curricular activities at the schools other than athletics.

b. A sizeable percentage (which ranged from 21% to 39%) of the pro-
fessional staff stated that an extra-curricular activities (other
than athletics) program would be effective under Either Calendar.
In fact, administrators selected the Either Calendar category
(39%) slightly more often than the Present Calendar choice (32%).

c. A majority of the professional staff believed that 1 more effective
interscholastic athletic program could be offered under the present
calerlar.

5. Effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on School Buildings.

a. Over 86% of all teachers and 95% of the administrators expressed
the opinion that the Split-Trimester Calendar creates the greater
need for installing air-conditioning in school buildings.

b. A majority of junior high teachers and administrators and a plural-
ity of elementary and senior high teachers stated that the Split-
Trimester Calendar would make it possible to use specialized
classroom areas such as labs, shops, typing rooms, etc, more
efficiently and effectively.

6. Professional Staff Opinions About Proposed Steps Needed Before Imple-
mentation of the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. A majority of the professional staff agreed that each of the follow-
ing items were necessary before implementation of the Split-Tri-
mester Calendar:

Two or more years should be devoted to planning for a smooth
transition. Administrators were slightly mcre supportive of
this need than teachers were.

184
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A decision to change calendars should reflect the informed
opinions of such groups as citizens, parents, educators, and
students, following an extensive public information program.

A survey --ct community opinion of all major groups affected by
a revised school calendar should precede its adoption.

An extensive in-service education program for all school
employees should precede adoption of a new calendar.

' majority of all professional staff indicated that air-
,nditioning of school buildings should precede adoption of

the Split-Trimester Calendar. Teachers were slightly more
supportive of this position than were administrators.

B. Reactions of the Operational Staff to
the Split- Trimester Calendar as Compared
with the Regular Calendar

The. operational staff employees in each job category except transpor-
tation stated that the Present Calendar would be more satisfactory in three
respects:

The Present Calendar would be more helpful in attracting qualified
employees, according to a majority of the food service employees,
the secretaries and clerical workers, and building and grounds
employees. However, 61% of the transportation employees believed
that the Split-Trimester Calendar would enable firm Arbor Schools to
attract bus drivers more easily.

The building and grounds employees, the secretaribs and clerical
workers, and the food services staff preferred the Present Calendar
in terms of the number of hours they would work luring the year.
However, more than one-half of the transportation employees considered
the Split-Trimester Calendar more satisfactory.

The Present Calendar would work out better for a majorAy of the building
and grounds employees, the secretaries and clerical workers, and the
food services staff as regards their annual vacation schedule. Only
a small percentage (less than 10%) favored the Split-Trimester Calendar.
Slightly less than one-half of the transportation employees preferred
,vacation schedule options under the Split-Trimester Calendar, while
25% desired the Present Calendar on this item.

It should also be emphasized that on each of the move- mentioned items, a
substantial minority within each job classification ,O the operational staff
stated that Either Calendar was satisfactory. About 8% of all respondents
to these questions expressed the opinion that they needed more information
before they could make a decision for or against the prc)osed Split-Trimester
Calendar.

The Survey Team's review of operational staff opinions regarding the Split-
Trimester Calendar is based upon data found in Apr3ld17, B, Analytical Tables 1-9.
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A majority of all respondents expressing a preference for Either
Calendar in each operational staff job classification believed that the
number of employees in their area would be higher under the Split-Trimester
Calendar. A small percentage (less than 10%) of the secretaries and
clertc-1 work-..rs and the transportation employees, and approximately one-
fourth of the building and grounds employees and the food services workers
stated that the number of operational personnel would be higher under the
Present Calendar. An E.verage of 16% of all respondents expressed the
opinion that they either needed more information, on this item or that the
number of employees would not differ under either Calendar.

After examining all the information available to the operational
staff, a majority of the respondents preferred the Present Calendar.
Seventeen percent of the operational staff favored the Split-Trimester
Calendar and 8% stated that they needed more information before choosing
between the two calendars.

The transportation employees were the only operational staff personnel
who clearly preferred the Split-Trimester Calendar. Fifty-Six percent of
the transportation employees stated that they favored it for their particular
type of employment, 31% favored the Present Calendar, and 11% said Either
Calendar was satisfactory.

(.1 C. Reactions of Students to the Split-Trimester
Calendar as Compared with the Present Calendar

The following analysis of s.,:udent reactions to the two calendars is
divided into nine major parts. In each section, the relationship between
the two school calendars -- Present and Split-Trimester Calendar -- and a
specific aspect of school life is examined in terms of student opinions.
(e.g., in the first part, student perceptions of the relationship between
the two school calendars and program flexibility are presented.)

The Survey Team's revie,? of student opinions regarding the Split-
Trimester Calendar is based upon data found in Appendix C, Analytical Tables
1-39.

1. Relationships between the Two School Calendars and Flexibility of
Curriculum.

a. The potential flexibility c° the Split-Trimester Calendar was not
considered an advantage to students who responded to the following
items:

Students preferred the present semester courses to seven-week
courses under the Split-Trimester Calendar.

Students preferred the frequency with which they change courses
and teachers under the Present Calendar.

Students thought it would be easter for students transferring
into Ann Arbor Public Schools to work out a satisfactory schedule
under the Present Calendar.
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Students also stated it would be easier for students leaving
Ann Arbor to fit into another school system under the Present
Calendar.

Students said graduates who are planning to attend college
would have fewer enrollment difficulties under the Present
Calendar.

b. Students were evenly divided between the Present Calendar and the
Split-Trimester Calendar in terms of which calendar would enable
the scheduling of the school day to be more flexible.

c. According to a majority of students, the flexibility within the
Split-Trimester Calendar would enable students who had been ill
for several weeks to make up school work with less difficulty.

d. Nearly one-half (46%) of the students believed that the Split-
Trimester Calendar provides greater flexibility.

2. Relationships Between the Two School Calendars and Curriculum Opportunity.

a. Students favored the Present Calendar on the following curriculum
issues. They said that under the Present Calendar:

Their needs and interests in terms of variety of curriculum
opportunities would be met more effectively.

Sequential subject matter such as foreign language and mathe-
matics would be taught more effectively.

It would be easier for them to make wiser curriculum choices.

The C.O.T. (Work-Study) Programs would work out better.

b. About an equal number of students selected either the Present
Calendar or the Split-Trimester Calendar in terms of which would
better provide a variety of courses for bright and average students
and which would enable students to more easily undertake independent
study projects.

c. A plurality of students believed that the Split-Trimester Calendar
would open up greater opportunities to make environmental education
(conservation) more effective.

3. Relationships Between the Two School Calendars and Learning Problems.

a. More students expressed the opinion that it would be easier for
students to make up a failing course grade under the Split-
Trimester Calendar then under the Present Calendar.

b. Although a plurality (45%) of students stated that it would be
easier to make up failures under the Split-Trimester Calendar, a
plurality (43%) of students also expressed bel.ef that they would
experience less failure under the Present Calendar.
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c. A plurality of students expressed the view that under the Present
Calendar the needs of students with learning problems would be
better met.

d. On three questions closely related to learning problems, students
expressed opinions supportive of the Present Calendar as illus-
trated in the three examples which follow:

More students than not said that teachers could provide a more
effective atmosphere for learning under the Present Calendar
than under the Split-Trimester Calendar.

A majority of students held the opinion that under the Present
Calendar evaluation of student progress would be better.

Over one-half of the students relieved that it would be possible
for teachers to be better informed about their abilities and
interests under the Present Calendar.

4. Relationships Between the Two School Calendars and Vacation Schedules.

a. The Present Calendar was preferred by over one-half of the students
on three questions which deal with the effect of the school calen-
dar on vacations for reasons identified below:

Students believed that their parents would prefer the Present
Calendar in terms of vacations for children.

Students expressed the view that the Present Calendar makes
better provision for recesses and vacations to improva student
motivation.

Students stated that the Present Calendar provides greater
opportunity for them to work full-time during their vacation
periods.

b. The potential difficulty in scheduling vacations for students under
the Split - Trimester Calendar bucces apparent when student responses
to question #37 are examined. Over 69% of all students would have
selected June 31 to July 31 as their vacation period if the Split-
Trimester Calendar had been in effect this school year. The per-
centage of students selecting any one of the five other vacation
periods did not exceed 6% of the student respondents.

5. Relationship Between the Two School Calendars and Extra-Curricular
Activities.

a. For each of the following extra-curricular activities and/or pro-
grams a majority (which ranged from 52% to 70%) of the student
preferred the Present Calendar to the Split-Trimester Calendar:

For community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and
music.
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For interscholastic athletics.

For instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc., programs.

For extra-curricular activities at the school other than
athletics.

6. Relationship Between the Two School Calendar Options and the Need
for Air-Conditioning in School Buildings.

An overwhelming majority of students believed that the Split-Trimester
Calendar creates a greater need for air-conditioning than the Present
Calendar.

7. Student Preference as to the Number of Terms They Would Like to Attend
Under the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. Nearly one-half of the students indicated that they would like to
attend 5 out of 6 terms each year.

b. Nearly one-fourth of the students stated they would prefer to
attend all 6 terms.

c. The remaining one-fourth of students expressed no preference
as regards the number of terms they wanted to attend.

8. Student Attitudes Towards Procedures to Follow Prior to Adopting Any
New School Calendar.

a. Students believed that the following steps should be followed
before the school board would undertake to put into operation the
proposed Split-Trimester Calendar. A majority (which ranged from
53% to 76%) supported these actions:

To devote two or more years of planning before adopting a new
calendar.

To carry on an extensive public information program.

To survey community opinions of all major groups affected by
proposed changes in calendar.

To carry on an extensive in-service education program for all
school employees.

To air-condition all school buildings.

9. The School Calendar Preferred by a Majority of Students.

a. After examining all the known factors, 62% of all students pre-
ferred the Present Calendar, 169; the Split-Trimester Calendar, and
12% had no preference.

b. High school seniors were, the only group in which leas than 60%
opted for the Present Caleridar. Fifty-four percent of twelfth
graders preferred it; 27% favored the Split-Trimester Calendar;
and 13% Wad no preference.
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APPENDIX A

Analytical Tables for Professional Staff Opinionaire

The percentages in the Analytical Tables for the Pro-
fessional Staff Opinionaire may not equal 100% because
the percent of respondents who did not answer certain
Tlestion5 is not included in the tables.
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

1. In my teaching assignment, course content could be organized and taught
more meaningfully under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 34% 10% 37% 16%

Elementary
Assignment 36% 5% 37% 21%

Jr. High
Assignment 34% 17% 39% 8%

Sr. High
Assignment 36% 9% 39% 6%

Elementary
Admthiatrator 12% 29% 41% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 100

Sr. High
Administrator 100

Central Office
Administrator 25% 20% 15% 5%

Other 31% 12% 27% 19%

Male 30% 17% 39% 9%

Female 35% 6% 37% 20%

Administrative Staff 1 22% 34% 5%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

2. In my opinion, I could better be assigned course offerings
be more closely in line with my professional strengths and

which world
interests under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Spat-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 31% 1396 37% 16%

Elementary
Assignment 35% 8% 35% 20%

Jr, High
Assignment 25% 22% 42% 10%

Sr. High
Assignment 32% 12% 40% 16%

Elementary
Administrator 12% 29% 35% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 20% 20% 10% 10%

Other 35% 12% 27% 15%

Male 27% 20% 37% 11%

Female 33% 9% 37% 19%

Administrati7e Staff 15% 22% 27% 12%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professioaal Staff

3. In my opinion, instructional goals for students and teachers would be-
come more immediately attainable under:

mcmialamy
Present School 6-pliv-Trisester

Classification CalencladstslaCalEither nod More
o

Total Population 33% 19% 28% 17%

Elementary
Assignment 37% 14% 29% 19%

Jr. High
Assignment 29% 27% 28% 14%

Sr. High
Assignment 32% 22% 23% 21%

Elementary
Administrator 12% 59% 18% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator - 33% 67%

Sr. High
Administrator - 100%

Central Office
Administrator 25% 25% 45% 5%

Other 46% 15% 15% 12%

Male 30% 28% 26% 14%

Female 35% 15% 29% 19%

Administrative Staff 174 _394 _ 324_ 22%

:.193
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

4. In my opinion, the calendar ich results in greater diversity of student
ability end interest in the typical classroom is

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 24% 29% 22% 22%

Elementary
Assignment 26% 24% 25% 23%

Jr. High
Assignment 22% 36% 20% 20%

Sr. High
Assignment 23% 34% 16% 23%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 41% 35% -

Jr. High
Administrator - 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator - 100% -

Central Office
Administrator 15% 65% 10% 10%

Other 31% 19% 12% 27%

Male 25% 35% 19% 19%

Female 24% 27% 23% 23%

Administrative
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

5. In my opinion, elementary and secondary teachers who support the con-
cept of continuous progression would prefer:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 32% 30% 15% 22%

EleMentary
Assignment 33% 27% 16% 23%

Jr. High
Assignment 26% 33% 15% 24%

Sr. High
Assignment 39% 29% 9% 21%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 65% 12% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 67%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 20% 50% 15% 10%

Other 35% 23% 15% 15%

Male 32% 32% 14% 19%

Female 31% 28% 15% 23%

Administrative Staff 17% 51% 17% 12%

195.
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

6. In my opinion, teachers who prefer to reduce the amount of repetition of
course content from the lower grades to upper grades would choose:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need Fore
Information

Total Population 26% 21% 22% 30%

Elementary
Assignment 29% 18% 22% 29%

Jr. High
Assignment 24% 24% 20% 29%

Sr. High
Assignment 19% 22% 22% 34%

Elementary
Administrator 29% 41% 24% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator - 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100h

Central Office
Administrator 25% 30% 10% 25%

Other 19% 15% 23% 38%

Male 24% 25% 19% 301

Female 26% 19% 23% 30%

Administrative Staff 24% 32% 201 20%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

T. In c' opinit,n, the calendar which encourages individualized instructional

methods to function more effectively is:

Present School

Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 22% 33% 29% 15%

Elementary
Assignment 25% 27% 29% 16%

Jr. High
Assignment 15% 39% 29% 14%

Sr. High
Assignment 19% 39% 25% 16%

Elementary
Administrator 29% 53% 12% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator -

100%

Sr. High
Administrator

- 100%

Central Office
Administrator 20% 30% 45%

Other 15% 38% 35% 8%

Male 22% 36% 28% 13%

Female 21% 31% 30% 16%

Administrative Staff 22%_3j%aaq___

19
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8. In my opinion, the calendar which functions better to eliminate or re-
duce the amount of forgetting following vacation periods is:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 20% 38% 25% 15%

Elementary
Assignment 20% 37% 25% 15%

Jr. High
Assignment 18% 40% 27% 13%

Sr. High
Assignment 24% 33% 20% 22%

Elementary
Administrator 6% 76% 6% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator

33% 67%

Sr, High
Administrator

100%

Central Office
Administrator 10% 40% 35% 10%

Other
19% 38% 27% 8%

Male 20% 37% 24% 17%

Female 19% 39% 26% 15%

Administrative StafL____a_5ALa/k 10%
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9. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it possible to use specialized
classroom areas such as: labs, shops, typing rooms, et , more efficiently

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 14% 48% 14% 22%

Elementary
Assignment 13% 44% 16% 25%

Jr. High
Assignment 17% 52% 12% 17%

Sr. High
Assigns .nt 16% 47% 15% 20%

Elementary
Administrator 12% 76% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100% Eft

Central Office
Administrator 5% 70% 5% 10%

Other 12% 51% 8% 19%

Male 19% 52% 9% 17%

Female 12% 46% 16% 24%

5% 12%
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10. In ny opinion, there would be less teacher fatigue under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 41% 28% 11% 17%

Elementary
Assignment 48% 22% 12% 18%

Jr. High
Assignment 33% 38% 12% 14%

Sr. High
Assignment 31% 37% 8% 22%

Elementary
Administrator 47% 35% 6% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 33% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 10% 50% 20% 15%

Other 54% 23% 8% 8%

Male 35% 35% 13% 15%

Female 43% 26% 11% 18%

Adndnistrative Staff 27% 41% 15% 15%

200
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11. In my opinion, the understandings, skills, and attitudes 'hick are em-
ihasized in wteaching would be easier to implement under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split- Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administrative Staff

37%

41%

32%

36%

35%

25%

38%

36%

38%

21%

13%

10%

19%

13%

24%

100%

10%

12%

18%

11%

17%

36%

35%

39%

37%

24%

100%

20%

35%

33%

37%

27%

11%

12%

10%

12%

6%

14

4%

9%

12%

it
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12. In my opinion, the calendar which functions better to help me to pursue
an advanced college degree program is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Sparfaliester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administ4rative Staff

56%

57%

58%

40%

65%

67%

60%

65%

57%

55%

6i%

11%

10%

13%

18%

12%

100%

10%

13%

11%

12%

18%

18%

18%

16%

24%

33%

15%

12%

18%

17%

20%

12%

12%

10%

23%

12%

10%

13%
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1LTn MY opinion, my work load would be greater under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 7% 52% 19% 21%

Elementary
Assignment 6% 52% 18% 22%

Jr. High
Assignment 6% 49% 21% 22.%

Sr. High
Assignment 7% 51% 19% 22%

Elementary
Administrator 71% 12% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 100%

Sr. High
Administrator 300%

Central Office
Administrator 40% 40% 20%

Other 8% 65% 23%

Male 6% 56% 20% 18%

Female 7% 50% 19% 23%

Administrative Staff 2% 56% 24% 17%

203
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X4. In mvsiniont students have a broader choice of course offerings under:

Present School Split-Trimester Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information

Total Populaticn 13% 4696 11% 28%

Elementary
Assignment 11% 37% 14% 36%

Jr. High
Assignment 18% 57% 7% 16%

Sr. High
Assignment 17% 55% 9% 19%

Elementary
Administrator 76% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 67%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 75% 20%

0%her 15% 54% 19% 8%

Male 17% 54% 12% 16%

Female 12% 43% 11% 32%

Administrative Staff 5% 76% 17%

204
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15. In my opinion, the calendar 'which provides the potential for a greater

cunt of ataEbilLt-mstudermembership is:
Present School

Classification Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administrative Staff

68%

68%

68%

67%

71%

100%

60%

69%

66%

68%

66%

7%

6%

8%

12%

100%

5%

9%

6%

5%

7%

8%

6%

2%

18%

20%

8%

5%

8%

-__111

17%

17%

18%

19%

12%

15%

19%

18%

16%

12%
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U inion, the need for counseli of students is treater under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 9% 45% 23% 21%

Elementary
Assignment 8% 22% 27%

Jr. High
Assignnent 13% 50% 22% 14%

Sr. High
Assignment 7% 55% 21% 15%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 59% 24%

Jr. High
Administrator NI 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator laa%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 5C0 35% 10%

Other 46% 35% 15%

Male J2% 52;1 17% 17%

Female 8% 42% 26% 23%

Administrative Staff 10% 51% 32% 7.1.
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17. In toy opinion, student interests and needs as regards having access to
a variety of curriculum opportunities would be met more effectively under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 18% 1+3% 15% 23%

Elementary
Assignment 17% 37% 18% 27%

Jr. High
Assignment 18% 52% 10% 18%

Sr. High
Assignment 19% 53% 9% 18%

Elementary
Administrator 29% 47% 6% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 33% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 50% 25% 20%

Other 19% 46% 19% 12%

Male 20% 50% 13% 16%

Female 17% 41% 16% 25%

Administrative Staff 17% 46% 20% 15L_
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18. In ny opinion, students who fail a course could make up the work with
less difficulty to them under:

Present School
Clarsificetion Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 13% 56% 12% 18%

Elementary
Assignment 13% 53% 12% 21%

Jr. High
Assignment 16% 59% 12% 13%

Sr, High
Assignment 15% 58% 11% 15%

Elementary
Administrator 76% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 331

Sr, High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 65% 10% 15%

Other 8% 73% 12% 0%

1Sal.:: 13% 6r 13% 13%

Female 13% 56% 10% 194

Administrative Staff 2% 71% __51.-----11-1---
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19. In ny opinion, the frequency with which students change courses and
teachers would work out better under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Zither Need More
Calendar Irformation

Total Population 25% 34% 9% 29%

Elementary
Assignment 23% 27% 11% 37%

Jr. High
Assignment 29% 48% 4% i6%

Sr. High
Assignment 28% 39% 6% 23%

Elementary
Administrator 24% 35% 6% 2996

Jr. High
Administrator 33%

Sr. High
Administrator no%

Central Office
Administrator 25% 30% 20% 20%

Other 23% 42% 31%

Male 30% 43% 7% 17%

Female 23% 3)% 34%

Administrative Staff 24 X 446 15` 22%
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20. i o students would ex erience less failure under:

Classificatioa
Present School

Calendar
Srlit-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Heed More
Information

Total Population 18% 24% 26% 30%

Elementary
Assignment 18% 22% 2%

Jr. High
Assignment 16% 29% 26% 29%

Sr. High
Asaignment 24% 21,'. 19% 35%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 47% 18% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 6i% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100% -

Central Office
Administrator 5% 25% 40% 30%

Other 8% 35% 19% 35%

Male 22% 29% 21% 27%

Female 16% 23% 29% 31%

L'UnilgEATWalLatlti----12E-------- 32% 22%
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21. In my opinion, the C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would work out better

for students under:
Present Schcol

Classification Calendar
Split-Trimester Either

Calendar Calendar

-Need More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administrative Staff

18%

16%

19%

28%

6%

25%

23%

22%

16%

15

24%

23%

24%

21%

29%

67%

100%

15%

42%

26%

24%

laILLL

11%

23.%

7%

17%

18%

33%

30%

12%

13%

11%

44%

47%

49%

33%

41%

30%

19%

37%

4r%

32%

211
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22. In my opthion, course offerings could be offered at varying levels of
depth and difficulty for the bright and average students nore effec-
tively under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need MorA-

Information

Total Population 19$ 34% 21% 25%

Elementary
Assignment 18% 27% 28%

Jr. Nigh
Assignment 21% 42% 16% 21%

Sr. High
Assignment 24% 40% 14% 21%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 41% 6% 29%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 67%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central. Office
Administrator 5% 60% 20% 15%

Other 12% 50% 15% 19%

Hale 21% 42% 24 17%

Female 18% 31% 22% 28%

Aaministrative Staff 105t --24.- 17% 24_

p12
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23. In my opinion, the calendar that would better meet the needs of stu-
dents with learning problems would be:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 22% 30% 25% 22%

Elementary
Assignment 25% 22% 28% 24%

Jr. nigh
Assignment 18% 37% 26% 19%

Sr. High
Assignment 21% 39% 16% 24%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 59% 12% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 100%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 50% 35% 10%

Other 19% 27% 19% 27%

Male 19% 41% 22% 16%

Female 23% 25% 27% 25%

Administrative Staff 10% 51% 29% 7%

Doti
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24. In my opinion, the calendar that could provide more effectively for
student independent study is

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 15% 40% 25% 18%

Elementary
Assignment 17% 34% 27% 20%

Jr. High
Assignment 14% 43% 25% 18%

Sr. high
Assignment 17% 47% 21% 14%

Elementary
Administrator 6% 65% 18% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 55% 30% 10%

Other 8% 50% 19% 15%

Male 17% 45% 22% 14%

Female 15% 38% 26% 19%

Administrative Staff 5% 63% 24% 7%

j4
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25. In mY opinion, the calendar that makes better provision for recesses
and vacations to improve student motivation is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 36% 36% 8% 18%

Elementary
Assignment 39% 31% 9% 21%

Jr. High
Assignment 31% 46% 8% 15%

Sr. High
Assignment 34% 38% 6% 21%

Elementary
Administrator 35% 53% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33$

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 10% 65% 5% 10%

Other 429 311 8% 8%

Male 36% 42% 6% 14%

Female 35% 35% 8% 20%

Administrative Staff 24% 59% 2% 7%

215
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26. In my opinion, tra,osfer students moving into the school system would
find it easier to :ork out a satisfactory schedule under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 49% 27% 8% 15%

Elementary
Assignment 53% 23% 9% 15%

Jr. High
Assignment 43% 39% 7% 11%

Sr. High
Assignment 50% 22% 3% 24%

Elementary
Administrator 35% 41% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 40% 30% 10% 20%

Other 50% 27% 8% 8%

Male 46% 32% 5% 16%

Female 51% 25% 9% 14%

Administrative Staff 39% 31% 12% 10%
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27. In my opinion, the calendar which would provide the fewer number of
scheduling difficulties for administrators and teachers is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split- Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 70 8% 3% 10

Elementary
Assignment 73% 5% 2%

Jr. High
Assignment 68% 13% 3% 16%

Sr. High
Assignment 66% L7rJ 2%

Elementary
Administrator 659E 6% 12% 127",

Jr. High
Administrator 100,

Sr. High
Administrator 100%

Central Office
Administrator 50% 15% 5% 25%

Other 69% 8% 15%

Male 66% 10% 3% 20%

Female 72% 7% 3% 17%

Administrative Staff 59% 12% 7% 17%

217
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28. In my opinion, the calendar which creates a greater need for installing
alz_miLlI12121111in school bui1di :s is:

Pre7nt Schoo: Split-Trimeste; Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information

Total Population 2% 91% 3% 3%

Elementary
Assignment 2% 91% 3% 2%

Jr. High
Assignment 4% 90% 4% 2%

Sr. High
Assignment 1% 86% 5% 7%

Elementary
Administrator 0% 88% 6% 0%

Jr. High
Administrator 100%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 0% 100% o% 0%

Other 100% 0% 0%

Male 3% 88% 4% 4%

Female 2% 92% 3% 2%

Administrative Staff 95% 2% -
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29. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it pissible of st dr

make wiser curriculum choices is:

to

...

Present School Split-Trimester Either
_ ____
Nv;d More

Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar IrtfonAtion

Total Population 18% 27% 25%

Elementary
Assignment 16% 24% 24% :34

Jr. High
Assignment 19% 34% 26% 21%

Sr. High
Aseignment 27% 28% 19% 23%

Elementary
Administrator 18% 35% 18% 24%

Jr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 10% 25% 45% 20%

Other 19% 35% 359 8%

Male 21% 34% 25% 18%

Female 17% 25% 25% 32%

Administrative Staff 12% 29% 37% 20%
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30. In my opinion, community recreation programs such as sports, drama,
and music would function better under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
information

Total Pc.ulation 48% 13% 17% 19%

Elementary
Assignment 48% 13% 18% 19%

Jr. High
Assignment 47% 14% 20% 18%

Sr. High
Assignment 49% 13% 14% 22%

Elementary
Administrator 35% 18% 12% 29

Jr. High
Administrator 100% 0% 0% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 100% 0% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 55% 10% 20% 15%

Other 62% 12% 12% 15%

Male 49% 15% 17% 17%

Female 48% 13% 17% 21%

Administrative Staff 51% 12% 151i 201_
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31. In my opinion, students transferring out of the school system would prob-
ably find it easier to fit into another schwl. system under:

Present School
Cla:fication Calendar

Split - Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 76% 4% 7% 11%

Elementary
Assignment 77% 4% 8% 10%

Jr. High
Assignment 74% 4% 7% 14%

Sr. High
Assignment 771; 3% 6% 12%

Elementary
Administrator 82% 0% 12% 0%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 33% o% o%

Sr. Higli

Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 65% 5% 20% 10%

Other 88% 0% 0% 8%

Male 72% 5% 9% 12

Female 7S% 3% 7% 11%

administrative Staff Tlt 7/ 15% 5%

221
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32. Iu my opinion, students who have been ill for several weeks would find
it easier to make up school work if the school were operating under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 27% 42% 15% 14%

Elementary
Assignment 24% 41% 17% 17%

Jr. High
Assignment 34% 42% 11% 12%

Sr. High
Assignment 39% 35% 10% 15%

Elementary
Administrator 12% 65% 12% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 33% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 100% 0% 0% ol

Central Office
Administrator 15% 65% 15% 5'S

Other 19% 58% 12% 8%

Male 301 43% 14% 11%

Female 26% 42% 15% 16%

Administrative Staff 17% 61% 15 51--
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33 In my opinion, the calendar that opens up greater opportunities for
using the summer months to make environmental education (conservation)
more effective is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split- Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
InformAtion

Total Population 21% 51% 8% 13%

Elementary
Assignment 22% 55% 8% 13%

Jr. High
Assignment 22% 58% 7% 11%

Sr. High
Assignment 16% 59% 7% 16%

Elementary
Administrator 12% 71% 6% 12%

Jr. high
Administrator 67% 33% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrate' - 20% 60% 0% 15%

Other 19% 62% 15% 0%

Male 22% 60% 6% 11%

Female 19% 57% 8% 14%

Administrative Staff 15% 66% 5% 12%

/7 t
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34. In my gpinion, the calendar which provides the greater opportunity for
students to work full-time during their vacation periods is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Eplit-Trimeste..

Calendar
Sither

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Fopulation 57% 22% 8% 11%

Elemmnt&ry
Assignment 61% 19% 9% 11%

Jr. High
Assignment 54% 24% 8% 13%

Sr. High
Assignment 53% 33% 4% 7%

Elementary
Administrator 41% 41% 6t 12%

Jr, High
Administrator 67% 33% 0% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administratcr 50% 20% 15% 15%

Other 58% .-3% 4% 15%

Male 51% 30% 7% 12%

Female 60% 19% 9% 11%

Administrative Staff 46% 32% 10% 12%

12
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35. Yn my opinion, sequential subject matter such as foreign languages or
mathematica could be better taught under:

Present School Split-Trimester Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information

Total Population 35% 16% 23% 24%

Elementary
Assignment 35% 14% 25% 26%

Jr. High
Assignment 36% 21% 20% 2.)%

Sr. High
Assignment 43% 16% 12% 24%

Elementary
Administrator 29% 18% 35% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 0% 33% 33%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 15% 15% 35% 35%

Other 31% 19% 31% 15%

Male 3i% 22% 20% 23%

Female 36% 14% 24% 25%

Administrative Staff 22% 15% 37% 27%
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36. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it possible for the teachers to
become better informed about a student's abilities and intn.estE, is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Heed More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administrative Staff

46%

45%

5210

49%

35%

67%

0%

25%

35%

42%

47%

32%

12%

10%

15%

13%

29%

0%

0%

15%

23%

19%

10%

20%

27%

30%

23%

21%

24%

33%

100%

45%

27%

27%

28%

37%

13%

15t

10%

13%

12%

0%

0%

15%

12%

llt

14%

12%

226
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37. In py qpinion, students who are planning to attend college would have
fewer difficulties under:

Present School Split-Trimester Either Need Mbre
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar. Information

Total Population 39% 12% 27% 20%

Elementary
Assignment 38% 10% 27% 24%

Jr. High
Assignment 38% 17% 29% 15%

Sr. High
Assignment 40% 11% 24% 21% .

Elementary
Administrator 41% 18% 24% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 0% 33% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 35% 5% 50% 10%

Other 54% 19% 23% 0%

Male 39% 17% 2d% 14%

Female 38% 10% 27% 23%

Administrative Staff 3996 10% 39% 2%-2

227
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38. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
ErUnntivp int : II II lig: .

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calend

Need More
Information

Total Population

Elementary
Assignment

Jr. High
Assignment

Sr. High
Assignment

Elementary
Administrator

Jr. High
Administrator

Sr. High
Administrator

Central Office
Administrator

Other

Male

Female

Administrative Staff

59%

57%

61%

60%

53%

100%

0%

70%

81%

60%

59%

634

6%

5%

8%

i%

0%

0%

0%

0%

4%

9%

5%

04

12%

12%

14%

13%

6%

0%

100%

20%

0%

13%

12%

li%

22%

24%

17%

20%

41%

10%

0%

10%

15%

17%

23%

224

228
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

39. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc. program is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 41% 11% 24% 24%

Elementary
Assignment 37% 11% 27% 24%

Jr. High
Assignment 50% 12% 17% 20%

Sr. High
Assignment 30 10% 21% 28%

Elementary
Administrator 41% 6% 18% 35% _.)

Jr. High
Administrator 67% o% 33% o%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 55% 5% 25% 15%

Other 46% 12% 19% 23%

Male 44 14% 17% 24%

Female 39% 10% 26% 04%

Administrative Staff 49% 51 24% 22%

229
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

40. In my opinion, the calendar which rakes it possible to provide a more
effective extra-curricular activities rogram (other than athletics) is

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 35% 16% 26% 22%

Elementary
Assignment 33% 15% 26% 24%

Jr. High
Assignment 43% 16% 21% 20%

Sr. High
Assignment 36% 19% 29% 16%

Elementary
Administrator 29% 41% 12% 18%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 0% 33% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0%

Central Office
Administrat..)r 30% 10% 60% 0%

Other 38% 12% 27% 23%

Male 36% 21% 22% 18%

Female 34% 14% 28% 23%

Administrative Staff 32% 22% 19% 74

.230
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

41. In my opinion, the calendar which provides better for the evaluation
of student work is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Cale/Liar

Either
Calcmdar

Need More
Information

Total Population 31% 18% 34% 15%

Elementary
Assignment 33% 15% 32% 17%

Jr. High
Assignment 30% 24% 33% 13%

Sr. High
Assignment 31% 24% 33% 12%

Elementary
Administrator 35% 24% 35% 6%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 0% 67% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 15% 20% 65% 0%

Other 31% 19% 35% 12%

Male 29% 22% 37% 10%

Female 3S% 17% 33% 17%

Administrative &c,aff 24% 22% 51% 2%

.231
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

42. In n opinion, the calendar which enables teachers to provide a more
effective atmosphere for learning is:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Dotal Popuiation 32% 20% 32% 14%

Elementary
Assignment 35% 14% 33% 15%

Jr. High
Assignment 29% 28% 33% J 0%

Sr. High
Assignment 30% 27% 24% 18%

Elementary
Administrator 35% 47% 18% 0%

Jr. High
Administrator 33% 0% 67% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 10% 30% 40% 20%

Other 31% 15% 42% 8%

Male 28% 30% 30% 11%

Female 34% 16% 33% 15%

Administrative Staff L2% 34% 34% 10%
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43 A period of two or moll..e years should be devoted to planning for a
smooth transition from the present calendar to a SPLIT-TRIMESTER CAL-
ENDAR if the latter is adopted.

Classification Agrat Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 66% 7% 25%

Elementary Assignment 68% 6% 25%

Jr. High Assignment 64 13% 26%

Sr. High Assignment 61% 6% 34%

Elementary Administrator 82% 0% 18%

Jr. High Administrator 67% 0% 0%

Sr. High Administrator 100% 0% 0%
)

Central Office Administrator 90% 5% 5%

Other 77% 8% 15%

Male 64% 11% 25%

Female 67% 5% 26%

Administrative Staff 85% 2% 10%

'233
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

44. Any decision to change from the present school calendar to a SPLIT-
TRIMESTER CALENDAR should. reflect the informed opinions of such groups
as citizens, parents, educators, and students following an extensive
public information program.

Classification Aivee Disagree
seed More
Information

Total Population 94% 1% 3%

Elementary Assignment 95% 1% 4%

Jr. High Assignment 95% 2% 2%

Sr. High Assignment 93% 3% 4%

Elementary Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Jr. High Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Sr. High Administrator 100%

Central Office AdItlu.istrator 100% 0% 0%

Other 100% 0% 0%

N. 93% 3% 4%

7emale 96% 1% 3%

Administrative Staff 100% 2% 0%-
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Ann Arbor Public Schoola - Analytical T.:.bles for Professional Staff

45. A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are affected by
a revised school calendar should preceL% a decision by the school
board to adopt a new calendar.

Classification Agee Disagree
Need More
Information

Total Population 91% 3% 5%

Elementary Assignmen. 90% 2% 6%

Jr. High Assignment 95% 3% 2%

Sr. High Assignment 86% 6% 7%

Elementary Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Jr. High Administ,stor 100% 0% 0%

Sr. high Administrator )00% 0% 0%

Central Office Administrator 95% 5% 0%

tither 96% +% 0%

Male 87% 6% 6%

Female 93% 1% 4%

Administrative Staff 98% 29E or%

(z3 r
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Aralyttcal Tables for Professional Staff

46, An extensive in-service education program for all school employees
should precede the introduction of a new school calendar th t incor-
porates major changes such as found in the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR.

Classification Disagree
Neea More
Informs .;ion

Total Population 83% 5% 10%

Elementary Assignment 85% 4% 10%

Jr. High Assignment 82% 11%

Sr. High Assignment 75% 9% 16%

Elementary Administrator 94% 6%

Jr. High Administrato 200% 0% 0%

Sr. High Administrator 100% 0% O%

Central Office Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Other 96% 4% 0%

Male el% 7% 11%

Female 85% 4% 10%

Administrative Staff 98%

236
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The implementation of the SPLIT-TRIMESIEH CALMAR should not be at-
tempted until all schools in Ann Arbor are air-conditioned.

Classification Airset Vsagree
Need More
Informrion

Total Population 77% 12% 10%

Elementary Assignment 80% 107'g 10%

Jr. high Assignment 79% 13% 6%

Sr. High Assignment 71% 12% 1Te.

Elementary Administrator 59% 35% 6%

Jr. High Administrator 67% 0% 33%

Sr. High Administrator 0% 100% 0%

Central Office Administrator 60% 30% 10%

Other 69% 23% 8%

Male 68% 18% 14%

Female 81% 10% 9%

Adm:;.nistrative Staff 59e; 3._ loo

.237
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

i8. If the school board were to adopt the SPLIT-TRIIMESTEh CALENDAR, what
would be your preference as regards the nunb3r of terms you would like
tc teach each year?

Classification

Teach
5 out of 6
terms

Teach all
six terms

No preference as
regards the number of
terms I would teach

Total Population 66% 21% 6%

Elementary
Assignment 71% 19% 5%

Jr. High
'Assignment 65% 26% 3%

Sr. H.
Assignment 58% 22% 8%

Elementary
Administrator 71% 24% 0%

Jr. High
Administrator 67% 0% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Central Office
AdmListrator 30% 20% 15%

Other 62% 19% 12%

Male 45% 35% 8%

Female 75% 15% 5%

Administrative Staff 51% 20% 7%

a38
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49. On tne basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are taken
.

into consideration, my own personal preference is for the Ann Arbor

Public Schools to operate under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester No

Calendar preference

Total Population 52% 29% 13%

Elementary Assignment 58% 25% 13%

Jr. High Assignment 45% 37% 15%

Sr. High Assignment 50% 35% 8%

Elementary Administrator 41% 53% 6%

Jr. High Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Sr. High Administrator 100% 0% 0%

Central Office Administrator 25% 30% 45%

Other 58% 27% 8%

Male 47% 40% 10%

Female 55% 26% 15%

Administrative Staff 39% 37% 24%

239:
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Staff

-' If the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school year, when would
you have chosen to take your vacation if you could have selected from any one of

the six terms?

Classification
Sept 5-
Oct 24

Oct 27-
Dec 19

Jan 2-
Feb 20

Tab 23-
April 13

April 17-
June 6

June 11-
July 31

Not Take
Vacation

Total
Population (% 2% 11% 5% 5% 53% 10%

Elementary
Assignment 6% e% 12% 5% 5% 58% 6%

Jr. High
Assignment 12% 2% 7% 4% 5% 51% 13%

Sr. High
Assignment 6% 3% 15% 4% 3% 46% 16%

Elementary
Administrator

4_1
6% 0% 18% 6% 6% 41% 12%

Jr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 67% 0%

Sr. High
Administrator 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Central Office
Administrator 5% 0% 5% 10% 0% 40% 30%

Other 4% 4% 8% 8% 4% 58% 12%

Male 8% 2% 9% 4% 5% 43% 18%

Female 5% 2% 12% 5% 5% 57% 7%

Administrative Staff 5% 0% 12% 71 5`"4 41% 20%

C.
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51. Check the item which best describes your current assignment in the
Ann Arbor Public Schools.

Classification Percent Total Population

Elementary Assignment 55% 441

Junior High Assignment 21% 168

Senior High Assignment 13% 107

Elementary Administrators 2% 17

Junior High Administrators less than 1% 3

Senior High Administrators less than 1% 1

Central Office Administrators 3% 20

Others 3% 26

241
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Professional Stan:

52. What is your sex?

Classification Male Female No Ans. Total

Total Population 28% 69% 3% 795

Elementary Assignment 12% 87% 2% 441

Junior High Assignment 43% 54% 2% 168

Senior High Assignment 55% 45% 0% 107

Elementary Administrators 71% 29% 0% 17

Junior High Administrators 67% 33% 0% 3

Senior HIgh Administrators 100% 0% 0% 1

Central Office Administrators 75% 25% 0% 20

Others 35% 65% 0% 26

242
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APPENDIX B

Analytical Tables for Operational Staff Opinionaire

The percentages in the Analytical Tables for the Oyer-

ational Staff Opinionaire nay not equal 100% because

the percent of respondents who did noc answer certain

queeions is not included in the tables.
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Operational Staff

1. In my opinion, the school calendar that would be more helpful in
attracting qualified employees in any line of work to the Ann
Arbor School District is-.

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population

Transportation
Employee

Food Service
Employee

Secretarial and
Clerical Employee

Building rind

Grounds Employee

Other

Male

Female

53%

25%

65%

57f.

54%

67%

43%

59%

17%

61%

10%

74

7%

17%

22%

12%

22%

11%

23%

25%

294

0%

22%

22%

8%

3%

2%

14

8%

17%

11%

7%

244
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Operational Staff

2. In my opinion, the school calendar that would satisfy me more as
regards the number of hours that I would work during the year is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 47% 19% 23% 10%

Transportation
Employee 22% 64% 11% 3%

Food Service
EMployee 63% L7% 21%

Secretarial and
Clerical Employee 49% 9%. 27% 15%

Building and
Grounds Employee 49% 7% 32% 10%

Other 50% 33% 17%

Male 38% 25% 25% 14

Female 53% 15% 23% 9%

245
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3. In my opinion, the school calendar that would work out batter for
me as regards my annual vacation schedule is:

Clasaification
Present School
Calendar

Split-T7imester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 494 14% 26% 10%

Transportation
Employee 25% 44% 254 6$

Food Service
Employee 60% 10% 29%

Secretarial and
Clerical Employee 53% 7% 26% 13%

Building and
Grounds EMployee 51% 5% 324 10%

Other 67% 17% 17%

Male 41% 16% 28% 144

Female 54% 11%T 25% 84

246
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Operational Staff

4. In my ,:inion, the number of employees in my job category needed by
the An. Arbor School System would be higher under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population

Transportation
Employee

Food Service
Emp7oyee

Secretarial and
Clerical Employee

Building and
Grounds Employee

Other

Male

Female

15%

8%

29%

4%

24 %`

33%

15%

15%

51%

61%

42%

60%

41%

50%

47%

53%

14%

19%

15%

13%

15%

164

12%

16%

8%

4%

214

17%

17%

9%

15%

247
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5. Two or more years of planning time should be authorized to help make
a smooth traniition from the present school calendar to a new one
such as the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information

Total Population 66% 13% 17%

Transportation Employee 47% 28% 19%

Food Service Employee 90% 2% 8%

Secretarial and Clerical
Employee 69% 9% 21%

Building and Grounds
Employee 64% 1596 15%

Other 50% 17% 33%

Male 58% 21% 16%

Female 71% 9% 18%

6. All school buildings Should be air-conditioned if a new calendar such
as the SPLIT-WIMESTER CALENDAR were adopted which provides year-
round selool operation.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 75% 13% 8%

Transportation Employee 64% 19% 14%

Food Service Employee 9096 8% 2%

Secretarial and Clerical
Employee 88% 4% e%

Building and Grounds
Employee 63% 27% 7%

Other 33% 1796 50%

Male 62% 23% 1196

Female 83% 9% T%

248
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Operational Staff

7. After taking all factors under consideration, the calendar that I
would prefer to be employed under is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 52% 16% 21% e%

Transportation
Employee 31% 56% 11%

Food Service
EmOoyee 63% 10% 23% 2%

Secretarial and
Clerical Employee 54% 9% 22% 14%

Building and
Grounds Employee 56% 8% 25% 8%

Other 67% 17% 17%

Male 48% 22% 22% 5%

Fen le 55% 13% 20% 9%

249
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8. my present assignment in the Ann Arbor Public School System would fall
under the following work classification:

Classification Percent Total Population

Transportation 14% 36

Fbod Services 19% 48

Secretarial & Clerical 38% 96

Building & Grounds 23% 59

Others 2% 6

9. My sex is:

Classification Male Female N'. Ans. Total

Total Population 32% 66% 2% 256

Transportation 64% 33% 3% 3F

Food Services 2% 94% 4% 48

Secretarial & Clerical 100% - 96

Building & Grounds 83% 17% - 59

Other 67% 33% 6

;,
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APPENDIX C

Analytical Tables for Student Opinionaire

The percentages
Opinionaire may
respondents who
not included in

)P

in the Analytical Tables for thl Student
not equal 100% becaube the percent of
did not answer certain questions is
the tables.
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Table for Students in Grades 9-12.

1. In my opinion, if I could choose between the present semester calendar
calendar courses as opposed to the seven-weex courses under the Split-
Trimoster Calendar, I prefer:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 60% 18% 4% 16%

Grade 9 66% 18% 5% 10%

Grade 10 62% 14% 5% 16%

Grade 11 59% 17% 4% 20%

Grade 12 51% 23% 3% 21%

Male 58% 20% 4% 17%

Female 65% 11 4% 15%

2. In my opinion, the school calendar which provides greater flexibility is:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 32% 46% 3% 18%

Grade 9 35% 43% 4% 18%

Grade 10 34% 45%
.)...,c,10 17%

Grade 11 31% 47% 4% 16%

Grade 12 25% 55% 1% le%

Male 32% 47% 2% 18%

Female 33% 45% 5% 17%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grad's 9-12.

3. In my opinion, students who would prefer the scheduling of the school
day to be more flexible would prefer:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need i4,:,re

Information

Total Population 35% 36% 9% 18%

Grade 9 39% 31% 11% 19%

Grade 10 35% 34% 10% '-9%

Grade 11 36% 36% 9% 14%

Grade 12 27% 48% 6% 18%

Male 35% 36% 10% 17%

Female 36% 36% 9% 19%

4. In my opinion, the calendar which my parents would prefer in terms of
vacations for children in the family

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 71% 13% 6% 8%

Grade 9 73% 13% 6% 7%

Grade 10 75% 12% 4% 7%

Grade 11 74% 8% 6% 11%

Grade 12 64% 18A 10% 8%

Male 71% i4% 6% 9%

Female 74% 12% 6% 7%

253
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12,

5. My inter--1ts and needs, concerning variety in curriculum opportunities,
would be net more effectively under:

Classification
Present School
Ctlenar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 47% 24% 11% 17%

Grade 9 486 24% 11% 17%

Grade 10 50% 20% 11% 17%

Grade 11 50% 21% 12% 16%

Grade 12 42% 31% 9% 16%

Male 47% 25% 10% 17%

Female 50% 22% 12% 16%

6. In my opinion, secondary students who fail a course could make up the
work with less difficulty to them under:====

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 31% 45% 7% 15%

Grade 9 33% 44% 8% 13%

Grade 10 33% 44% 5% 15%

Grade 11 31% 46% 8% 13%

Grade 12 24% 51% 6% 17%

Male 29% 45% 7% 17%

Female 33% 46% 7% 12%

254
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12.

7. In my opinion, the frequency with which I change courses and teachers
would work out best under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Population 45% 27% 10% 15%

Grade 9 48% 27% 10% 14%

Grade 10 50% 20% 11% 14%

Grade 11 44% 31% 7% 15%

Grade 12 37% 36% 10% 16%

Male 43% 29% 9% 17%

Female 49% 26% 11% 12%

8. In ry opinion, I would experience less failure under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split - Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Weed More
Information

Total Population 43% 19% 22% 14%

Grade 9 49% 18% 20% 11%

Grade 10 44% 15% 25% 13%

Grade 11 41% 20% 20% 18%

Grade 12 34% 24% 23% 15%

Male 43% 19% 23% 14%

Female 45% 19% 21% 13%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12.

9. In my opinion, the C.O.T. (Work-Study) Programs would work out better
for me under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 15% 12% 27%

Grade 9 43% 17% 11% 28%

Grade 10 41% 16% 11% 28%

Grade 11 48% 10% 12% 28%

Grade 12 42% 12% 20% 23%

Male 41% 14% a2% 30%

Female 46% 15% 13% 24%

10. In my opinion, course offerings could be offered at varying levels of
depth and difficulty for bright and average students ,.yore effectively under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 34% 32% 13% 19%

Grade 9 35% 31% 12% 15%

Grade 10 38% 28% 14% 18%

Grade 11 31% 28% 13% 21%

Grade 12 32% 34% 13% 20%

Male 34% 32% 14% 19%

Female 35% 32% 13% 18%

;256
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12.

11. In my opinion, the calendar that would better meet the needs of stu-
dents with learning problems would be:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 39% 27% 13% 19%

Grade 9 38% 28% 16% 18%

Grade 10 43% 30% 10% 15%

Grade 11 39% 23% 14% 22%

Grade 12 36% 28% 13% 19%

Male 38% 27% 12% 21%

Female 41% 27% 15% 16%

12. In my opinIcn the calendar that could provide more aZfectively for
student irdet!erdent study le: -

Present School Split-Trimester Either Need More

Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information

Total Population 32% 33% 16% 15%

Grade 9 36% 32% 17% 15%

Grade 10 33% 33% 16% 15%

Grads 11 32% 31% 17% 16%

Grade 12 27% 40% 15% 14%

Male 35% 32% 15% 15%

Female 31% 35% 17% 15%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-i,?!.

13. In my opinion the calendar that makes better orc,.ision for recesses
and vacations to imi.rove student motivation is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 52% 29% 7% 9%

Grade 9 56% 28% Vo 6%

Grade 10 56% 27;- 6% 8%

Grade 11 53% 29% 7% 9%

Grade 12 40% 38% 7% 12%

Male 51% 29% 8% ID%

Female 55% 31% 6% 8,1,

14. In my opinion transfer students moving into the school system would
find it easier to work out a satisfactory schedule under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 61% 1941. 7% 11%

Grade 9 54% 25% 6% 12%

Grade 10 69% 13% 7% 10%

Grade 11 68% 14% 7% 9%

Grade 12 55% 2096 9% 12%
't

..
i Male 60% le% 7% 13%

Female 63% 20% 8% Et
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12.

15. In my opinion the calendar which creates a greater need for installing
air-conditioning in school buildings is:

Classification

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Reed More
Information

Total Population 13% 70% 7% 6%

Grade 9 14% 73% 6% 6%

Grade 10 13% 74% 5% 5%

Grade 11 13% 70% 9% 6%

Grade 12 15% 63% 9% 9%

Male 14% 69% 7% 7%

Female 14% 73% 7% 5%

16. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for me to rake
wiser curriculum choices is:

Classification

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 42% 20% 19% 17%

Grade 9 45% 25% 15% 14%

Grade 10 47% 13% 21% 17%

Grade 11 42% 16% 21% 19%

Grade 12 31% 27% ',1%, 18%

Male 42% 20% 18% 17%

Female 43% 20% 19% 16%

?,59
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Ann A-t,or Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Students in Grades 9-12.

17. /n my opinion community recreation programs such as sports, drama,
and music would function better under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 70% 6% 9% 10%

Grade 9 70% 10% 10% 8%

Grade 10 74% 8% 7% 8%

Grade 11 72% 3% 11% 12%

Grade 12 69'0 11% 8% 11%

Male 72% 9% et 9%

Female 70% 8% 10% 10%

18. In my opinion students transferring out of the school system would
probably find 1t.easier to fit into another :school system under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calemar

Need More
Information

Total Population 73% 9% 6% 10%

Grade 9 68% 15% 6% 10%

Grade 10 77% 5% 7% 8%

Grade 11 7% 6% 5% et

Grade 12 71% 12% 6% 10%

Male 72% 9% 6% 11%

Female 76% 11% 5% 6%
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19. In my opinion students who have been ill for several weeks would find
it easier to make up school work if the school were operating under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 31% 41% 11% 13%

Grade 9 30% 46% 12% 11%

Grade 10 34% 36% 13% 14%

Grade 11 28% 42% 12% 16%

Grade 12 35% 43% 8% 13%

Male 30% 40% 13% 14%

Female 34% 43% 10% 12%

20. In my opinion the calendar that opens up greater opportunities for
using the summer months to make environmental education (conservation)
more effective is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calen4sr
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 42% 6% 13%

Grade 9 34% 45% 6% 14%

Grade 10 38% 41% 7% 11%

Grade 11 4096 38% 8% 11%

Grade 12 35% 41% 6% 14%

Male 37% 43% 5% 12%

Female 37% 40% 8% 13%
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21. In may opinion the calendar which provides the greater opportunity for
me to work full-time during my vacation periods is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 66% 14% 8% 9%

Grade 9 63% 17% 11% c%

Grade 10 70% 10% 9%

Grade 11 71% 10% 7% 9%

Grade 12 20% 10%

Male 67% 13% 7% 10%

Female 66% 15% lo% 1%

22. In my opinion sequential subject matter such as foreign languages or
mathematics would be more effectivelylaught under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split - Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 50% 15% 19% 13%

Grade 9 50% 15% 23% 11%

Grade 10 51% 16% 19% 13%

Grade 11 52% 13% 16% 17%

Grade 12 50% la% 17% 13%

Male 49% 16% 19% l%

Female 5t+% 14% 20 11%
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23. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for the teachers
to become better informed about my abilities and interests is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 56% 12% 17% 12%

Grade 9 59 15% 17% 5%

Grade 10 56% 14% 16% 11%

Grade 11 59% 8% 17% 13%

Grade 12 55% 12% 16% 14%

Male 57% 12% 1C% 11%

Female 5e% 13% 17% 12%

24. In my opinion students who are planning to attend college would have
fewer enrollment difficulties under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Population 53% 11% 14% 19%

Grade 9 47% 16% 17% 20%

Grade 10 53% 8% 1% 20%

Grade 11 63% 7% 11% 17%

Grade 12 58% 14% 9% 17%

Male 55% 11% 12% 20%

Female 54% 12% 16% 1896
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25. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective interscholastic athletic program is:

Classification

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 65% 10% 11% 12%

Grade 9 64% 14% 13% 9%

Grade 10 72% 7%
,s

1,'
11%

Grade 11 65% 6% ii% 15%

Grade 12 62% 10% 10% 159

Male 66% 10% 11% 12%

Female 67% 10% 12% 12%

26. In any opinion the calendar which makes it possible to prov!de a more
effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc. program is!

Classification

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 55% 11% 18% 14%

Grade 9 51+% 9% 25% 12%

Grade 10 58% 12% 15% 14%

Grade 11 56% 6% 19% 18%

Grade 12 55% 17% 13% 12%

Male 53% 11% 19% 16%

Female 59% 10% 19% 11%
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27. In my opinion, the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective extra curricular activities program (other than athletics)
is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 52% 14% 15% 15%

Grade 9 51% 19% 14% 15%

Grade 10 57% 11% 16% 14%

Grade 11 57% 6% 19% 17%

Grade 12 48% 19% 16% 16%

Male 52% 15% 15% 16%

Female 56% 13% 16% 15%

28. In my opinion the calw_dar which provides better for the evaluation
of my progress is:

Present School Split-Trimester Either Need More
Classification Calendar Calendar Calendar Information

Total Population 50% 17% 14% 16%

Grade 9 52% 18% 16% 14%

01.ade 10 54% 16% 13% 16%

Grade 11 54% 13% 14% 17%

Grade 12 40% 27% 16% 16%

Male 49% 18% 17% 15%

Female 53% 18% 13% 15%
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29. In my opinion the calendar which enables teachers to provide a more
effective atmosphere for learning is;

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 48% 20* 15% 14%

Grade 9 53% 19% 16% 11%

Grade 10 52% 19% 14% 13%

Grade 11 46% 16% 19% 15%

Grade 12 3946 32% 1296 16%

Male 48% 21% 16% 14%

Female 50% 20% 16% 13%

30. A period of two or more years should be devoted to planning for a
smooth transition from the present calendar to a SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR if the latter is adopted.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information

Total Population 55% 15% 25%

Grade 9 57% 16% 26%

Grade 10 56% 18% 23%

Grade 11 63% 13% 22%

Grade 12 53% 14% 31%

Male 53% 15% 29%

Female 60% 17% 22%
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31. Any decision to change from the present school.calendar to a SPLIT-
TR/MESTER CALENDAR should reflect the informed opinions of such
groups ap citizens, parents, educators, and students following an
extensive public information program.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 76% 8% 12

Grade 9 77% 8% 14%

Grade 10 75% 10% 12%

Grade 11 80% 6% 11%

Grade 12 63% 5% 12%

Male 74% 8% 15%

Female 83% 7% 9%

32. A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are
affected by a revised school calendar should precede a decisior
by the school board to adopt a new calendar.

alailt=110C

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 61% 14% 20%

Grade 9 58% 16% 25%

Grade 10 64% 18% 16%

Grade 11 67% 11% 19%

Grade 12 73% 8% 17%

Male 61% 14% 22%

Female 66% 14% 18%
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33. An extensive in-service education grogram for all school employees
should precede the introduction or a new school calendar that
incorporates najor changes such as found in the SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More
Information

Total Population 53% 12% 30%

Grade 9 49% 16% 35%

Grade 10 50% 15% 33%

Grade 11 59% 29%

Grade 12 73% 5% 13%

Male 52% 13% 31%

Female 58% 10% 29%

34. The implementation of the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR should not be
attempted until
air-conditioned.

im.m....0.

all schools in the Ann Arbor Schc)1 District are

-.....

Need More

Classification Agree Disagree Information

Total Population 62% 19% 13%

Grade 9 68% 17% 14%

Grade 10 61% 25% 10%

Grade 11 64% 16% 1:.?:%

Grade 12 65% 20% 13%

Melo 65% 17% 14%

Female 64% 22% 11%
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35. If the school board were to adopt the SPLIT TRIMESTER CALENDAR,
what would be your preference as regards the nmiber of terms
you would like to attend each yeari

Classification

Attend
5 out of 6 Attend all
terms 6 terms

No preference as regards
the number of terms

I would attend

Total Population 43% 24% 23%

grade 9 46% 21% 28%

Grade 10 41% 30% 21%

Grade 11 46% 25% 22%

Grade L2 46% 25% 21%

Male 42% 26% 26%

Female 4 24% 22%

36. On the basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are
taken into consideration, my own personal preference is for the
Ann Arbor Public School System to operate under:

Present School Split-Trimester No

Classification Calendar Calendar Preference

Total Population 62% 18% 12%

Grade 9 67% 16% 13%

Grade 10 69% 17% 10%

Grade 11 65% 16% 14%

Grade 12 54% 27% 13%

Male 62% 19% 13%

Female 67% le% 11%
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37. If the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school year,
when would you have chosen to take your vacation if you could have
Selected from anv one of the six terms?

Classificntion
Sept. 5-
Oct. 24

Oct. 27-
Dec. 19

Jan. 2
Feb. 20

Feb. 23-
Apr. 13_

4r. 17-
June 6

June 11-
July 3).

Total Population
3% 2%

5%
2% 5% 59%

Grade 9
5% 1% re, 2% 5% 73%

Grnde 10
35 35 3% 2% 5% 74%

Grade 11 2% 0% 5% e,-d 5% 7r/:,

Grade 12 2% 2% 5% I% 9% 71%

Male 4% 2% 6% 2% 6% 70
Female 2% 1% 5% 2% 5% 77%
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38. Check the item which best describes your grade level in the Ann Arbor
Public Schoo]s.

Classification Percent Total Population

Grade 9 32% 342

Grade 10 25% 261

Grade 11 20% 216

Grade 12 16% 173

No Answ.tr 6% 65

Total 100% 1060

39. What f.s your sex?

Classification Male Female No Answ.er Total

Total Population 48% 45% 6% 1060

Grade 9 55% 144 1% 342

Grade 10 50% 49% 1% 261

Grade 11 L6% 53% 216

Grade 12 51% 47% 1% 173

No Grade 8% 9% 76 65

No Sex 60
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INTRODUCTION

As indicated in Chapter II, the process of surveying

community opinion concerning the Split-Trimester Plan was

underway at the time that the June Report was submitted.

That survey now has been completed, and a copy of the

products and findings of the survey process constitute

this Addendum.

The Addendum consists of three documents, namely:

(1) a display copy of the informational insert which was

mailed to all prospective respondents who constituted the

registered voter survey random sample (the insert was

attached to the brochure entitled "Ann Arbor Explores

Feasibility of Split-Trimester Plan for Extended School

Year"), (2) a display copy of the survey instrument which

was mailed to prospective respondents, and (3) a report of

survey findings.

It is felt that the general pattern of findings produced

oy the survey of the registered voter sample is consistent

with the pattern of findings which is presented in Chapter III

of the June Report.. For a detailed presentation of the

results of the registered voter survey, however, see tha

attached report of findings.
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OFFICE OP THE
SUPERINTENDENT

1220 WELD STREET
ANN AKBOR. MICHIGAN

AS I 04

TELEPHONE SIB I- 7 711

ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
W. SCOT1 WES TER MA N. JR. SUPERINTENDENT
ANN ARBOR

June 15, 1970

Dear School District Resident:

M I G H I G AN

At the request of the Michigan Department of Education,
the staff of the Ann Arbor Public Schools is studying the

feasibility of an experimental year-round school program
which some day may have major implications for education in

our state.

We need your help in providing reactions to the split-

trimester plan we have studied. The nature of this calendar
plan is described in the attached materials.

Later this week you, and the other citizens who make

up the community sample for this study, will receive an
opinionaire oa qhich your reactions to the experimental
calendar may be expressed. Since the survey will make a
contribution to education in Michigan, it is hoped that you

will help us complete this investigation.

Sincerely,

d-470,041

W. Scott Westerman, Jr.
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COMMUNITY RESIDENTS INSERT
-Implications of the Split-Trimester Plan-

1. What is the status of the Split-Trimester plan?

At this time it is purely a theoretical plan of instructional
organization and school operation which the school system is
assessing for possible educational and economic advantages.

2. If the Split-Trimester plan were adopted by the school system,
would the five elementary schools, sixth junior high school,
and third senior high school which were rejected in the
June 8 election still be needed?

Although the additions which are new needed to existing
buildings are urgently needed under either plan, it appears
tha, five new elementary schools and a sixth junior high
school would not be needed under the Split-Trimester plan.
A third senior high school would still be needed under the
Split-Trimester plan, but its "need date" would be 1975
rather than 1973.

3. Would annual school operational costs be lower under the
Split-Trimester plan than under the present two-semester
plan?

No, they would be roughly four per cent higher wider the
Split-Trimester plan, since school facilities would be in
operation 1/6 longer each year and personnel salaries and
utilities costs would be higher.

4. Approximately how much would it cost to convert the school
system to the Split-Trimester plan?

Roughly $250,000 added casts spread over two yeas would be
required to convert the present K-12 curriculum. If the
conversion included installation of central air-conditioning
in all school buildings, an additional $8 million would be
required--this is more than the estimated costs of the five
elementary schools needed andel the two-semester plan.

S. Wouldn't the savings resulting from not blinding and
operating the Fix projected buildings under the Split-
Trimester plan save the school district's taxpayers a large
sum of money over the next 10 years?

The savings would be chiefly in construction and bonded
interest outlays, and much of this would be offset if
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installation of central air-conditioning were required in
converting to the plan. Concerning staff, most of those
who would have been assigned to the six new buildings under
the two-semester plan would be needed in the existing
buildings under the Split-Trimester plan.

6. Does the vacation term under the Split-Trimester plan offer
any advantages to families?

There is a feeling that many parents might wish to take
their family vacations at times other than June and July.
This study hopes to learn whether enough parents would prefer
fall, winter, or spring vacation periods to assure 5/6
attendance during June and July. The month of August, of
course, would be a vacation period for all students.

7. Could courses be meaningfully taught during the 36-day time
block provided by the Split-Trimester plan?

Yes, assuming that the total K-12 curriculum were revised.

8. Can students make effective educational progress during
June and July?

Educational research studies suggest that they ran.

9. Would the Split-Trimester plan necessitate changes in the
Ann Arbor Recreation Program?

Yes, recreational activities should be provided during
school hours throughout the entire year for the benefit of
children taking vacations at other times than the summer
months--although older students might use these periods as
em ?loyment opportunities.

10. Would the high school varsity athletic programs be able to
function under the Split-Trimester plan?

It is anticipated that athletes would be eligible for
varsity sport participation even during their vacation terms
if they were otherwise eligible. Also a probability exists
that spring varsity sports would be extended through July if
extended school year programs were widely adopted in Michigan.
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OFFICE OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT

1310 WELLS STREET
ANN ARSOR. MICHIGAN

4 a 1 0 4

TELEPHONE 003-771 /

ji ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
W. SCOTT WESTERMAN. JR. SUPERINTENDENT
A N N ARBOR MICHIGAN

June 29, 1970

Dear School District Resident:

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED

As indicated in my letter of June 15, we are studying
the feasibility of a split-trimester experimental calendar
plan at the request of the Michigan Department. of Education.

An important question is, "How do Ann Arbor citizens
feel about this experimental year -round calendar?" The
attached opinionaire has been designed to secure answers to
this question from a selected sample of Ann Arbor residents.

The opinionaire can be answered quickly. In most cases,
you simply check the answer which most clostly reflects your
opinion concerning each item.

When you have completed the opinionaire, please insert
it in the attached return envelope and mail it.

Thank you, in advance, for your cooperation in this
important study.

Sincerely

/. led ILL4-1;
4. Scott Westerman, Jr.
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ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
CITIZEN OPINIONAIRE

1. Are you the parent of one or more school age children who attencid n

Public Schools during the 1969-70 school year?

1) Yes

2) No

2. Are you the parent of one or more pre-school children?

1) Yes

No

3. Are yon the parent of one or more children now attending a prlat,
p_ItJehial elementary or high schcol?

1)_ _Yes

2) No

4. If you are the per.ant of children who attend An Arbor Public Schools,
please check the grade level they attended during the 1969-70 school year.

] ) Element 7 school (Grades K-C

2) jum!or high school (Grades 7-9)

S^nlor high school (Grades 10-12)

5. Are you a property owner in the Ann Arbor Public School District?

Yes

2) No

6. Whet is your sex?

1)._ Male

2)__ Female

7. In qv opinion the calendar which results in greater diversity of student
ability and interest 'A the typical classroom is:

1)__ The Present School Calendar

2)._ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)_ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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8. In my opinion the calendar which encourages individualized instructional
methods to function more effectively is

The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to rake a choice.

9. In my opinion the calendar which functions better to elimir.ate or reduce
the amount of forgetting following vacation periods 5s:

1) The Present School Calendar

The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)_ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars

I reed more information to make a choice.

1Q, In my opinion thc calendar which makes it possible to use specialized
classroom areas such as: labs, shops, typing rooms, etc. more efficiently
and effectively is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

40_ I need more information to mike a choice.

11. In py opinion there would be less tea^%er fatigue under:

1) The Present School Calendaa

2) __The Split - Trimester Calendar

3) Either CalenwAr (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

12. In my cpinion students have a brvader choice of course offerings under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split - ."rimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the ca]endars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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13. In my opinion the calendar which provides the potential for a greater
amount of stability in student group membership is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Cal,Idar

3) Either Calendar (NO difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

14. In my opinion the need for counseling of students :Is greater under:

1) The Present school Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

15. In my opinion student interests and needs as regards having access to a
variety of curriculum opportunities would be met more effectively under!

1)_ The Present School Calendar

2)._ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)__ I need more information to make a choice.

16. In my opinion stLdents who fail a course could make up the work with less
difficulty to them under:

1) The Present School Calendar

The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)__ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

17. In my opinion the frequency with which students change courses and
teachers would work out better under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimestf:r Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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18. In my opinion the C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would work out better for
students under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Spli-Trimester Calendar

3) _Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)_____ I need more information to make a choice.

19. In my opinion course offerings could be offered at varying levels of depth
ard difficulty for the bright and average students more effectively under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split- Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make 3 choice.

20. In my opinion the calendar that would better meet the needs of students
with le,-2.rning problems would be:

1) The Present School Calendar

2). The Split-Teinester Calendar

Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)__ I need more information to make a choice.

21. In my opinion the calendar that could provide more effectively for student
independent study in:

1) The Presen', Calenu_l.r

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

22. In my opinion the calendar that makes better provision for recesses and
vacations to improve student motivation is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2)._ The Split- Trim,. ter Calendar

3) Either Caleildar (No difference between the calendars)

I need more information to Lake a choice.
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23. In my opinion transfer students moving into the school system would find
it easier to work out a satisfactory schedule under:

1) Present School Calendar

2)_ The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need sore information to make a choice.

24. In my opinion students transferring out of the school system would probably
find it eas'.er to fit into another school system under:

1) T:F. Present S?hool Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar ',No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more informatior to make a choice.

25. In my opinion the calendar which would provide fewer difficulties for
students studying during the summer months is:

1) The Present. School Calendar

2)_ _The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

26. In my opinion the calendar which creates a greater reed for installing
air-conditioning in school buildings is:

1)____ The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)__ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)
- I reed more information to make a chaise.

IL) 27. In my opinion the c-lendar which makes it possible for students to mAke
wiser curriculum choices is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more in,oration to make a choice.
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28. in my opinion community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and
music lould function better under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information it, rake a choice.

29. In my opinion students who have been ill for several weeks would find it
easier to make up school work if the school were operating under:

1) _The Present School Calendar

21 The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

30. In my opinion the calendar which provides the greater opportunity for students
to work fullltime during their vacation periods is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

31. In my opinion, sequent L subject matter such as foreign languages or
mathematics could be better tamht under:

1)__ The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3)__ Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) t need more inPorwion to Lake choice.

32. In my opinion students who are planning to attend college would have fever
difficulties under:

'0 The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Cale,lar

3) Either Calendar (Ni, difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.
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33. In ny opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective interscholastic athletic program is:

1) The Present Scl.00l Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4) I need more information to make a choice.

34. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatic, etc. program is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) Th Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the cvlendars)

4) I need more information to rake a choice.

35. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective extra curricular activities program (other than athletics) is:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3) Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

I need more information to make a choice.

36. Any decision to change from the present school calendar to a SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR should reflect the infoined opinions of such groups as citizens,
parents. educators, and students following an extensive public information

program.

IL I agree with this statement.

I disagree with this statement.

3)____ I need more information to 'Lake a choice.

37. A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are affected by a
revived school calendar should precede a decision by the school board to
adopt a new calenear.

1) I agree with this statement.

2 I disagree with this statement.

3) I need more information to make a choice.
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38. At advisory vote of citizens In the Ann Arbor Public School District
should precede the introduction of a new school calendar that incorporates
major changes such as found in the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR.

1)__ I agree with this statement.

2) I disagree with this statement.

3) I eed more information to m_lke a choice.

39. The implementat.ion of the SPLIT-URIMESTER CALENDAR should not be attempted
urtil all schools in Ann Arbor Public Schools are air-conditioned.

1) I agree with this statement.

2)__ I di. ,;ree with this stat2ment.

3)_ I need more information to make a choice.

40. In r.y opinion instructional goals for students and teachers would become
more immediately attainable under:

1) The Present School Calendar

2) The Split-Trimester Calendar

3).__Either Calendar (No difference between the calendars)

4)__ I need more information to make a choice.

41. On the basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are taken
into consideration, my own personal preference is for Arm Arbor Public
Schools to Jperate under:

I) Present School Calendar

2) Split-Trimester Calenoar

3) No preference

42. If the SPL].T- TRIMESTER CALENDAR had teen in effect this school year, would
you have selected the same vacation period for each of your children? (Answer
the question only if you have one or more children in Ann Arbor Public Schoolt.)

1) Yes

2) No
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43. If the SI'LIT-TRINESTFR CALENDAL had been in effect this school year, indicate
your 1st, 2nd, and 3 "d choice of when you would have selected to take your
family vacation. (Answer the question only if you have one or more chilerr,n
in Ann Arbor Public Schools.)

1)_ September 5 - October 24

2) 0:.rtober 27 - December 19

3) .January 2 - February 20

4) February 23 - April 13

5) April 17 - June 6

6) June 11 - July 31

44. How would you feel about changing to the SPLIT -TRIMESTER CALENDAR if annual
school operaing costs were the same as under the present school Lalehdar
but a savir7 of 1/6 for construction of new school buildings could be
achieved?

I would support the change to the Split-Trimester Calendar.

2) I would not support the change to the .1)1.it-Trimester Calendar

ecause of the educational and social disadvantages which I
associate with this plan.

3) I need more information to sake a choice.

45. If further studies were to show that a change to the SPLIT-1111MESIER
CALENDAR would result in no appreciable savings for a period of 10 years
or more, how would you feel about changing to this calendar from the
present school calendar?

IL I would support the charge to the Split-Trimester Calerdar.

2) would not support the change to the Split-Tr::.mester Calendar.

3) I need more information to make a choice.

46. If the average homeowner (market value of house is $24,000) in the Ann
Arbor Public School District could save about $20 annually on school.
taxes as a result of a change to the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR, would you
consider this saving important enough for you to support this plan?

1) Yes, I would support the Split -Trirester Calendar if savings

0 of about $20 per year could be realized.

2) No, I would not support the Split-Trimester Calendar to save
about $20 annually unless the plan met my expectations educationally
and socially.

3) I need more information to make a choice.
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ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AN OPINIONAIRE SURVEY OF CITIZEN OPINIONS
ABOUT THE SPLIT-TRIRESTEE SCHOOL CII,F,NDAR

introduction

This report presents an analysis of an opinionaire which was administered.
to a randomly selected sample of citizens in the Ann Aroor Public School District.

The Survey Team wishes to emphasize two study limitations. Fir.A, the res-
pmsas to opinionaire cvestions are expressions of opinion and ray or may not
actually exist in reality, although the results of the opinionaire may serve as
guidelines for school leaders as they continue to explore the feasibility of an
extended school year calendar. It is possible, also, that opinionaire results
may identify areas in which the school boated and/or administration will decide
to conduct additional research at a later time.

Second, the citizen respondents may not be representative of the total com-
munity. Because the percentage of tabu:Ated opinionaires is 31./4, it is impor-
tant that school leaders and citizens lo not interpret the resI47(iss to the cit-
izen opinionaires as being representative of the views of all citizens.

Within this report, the opinicns of citizens about the Split- Trimester Cal-
endar are compared with opinions of students, professional staff, and operational
staff in Ann Arbor Public Schools. For the complete analysis of stadent, profes-
sional staff, and operational staff opinions about the Split-Trimester Calendar
refer to The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasibility
Study Rep3it7liopeldices: Report of Survey Findings by the U-M Bureau of School
Services, Appendices A, B, C).

The remainder of this report contains the following six sections: Description
of Citizen Sample; A Comparative Table of Citizen, Parent, Student, Professional
Staff, and Operational Staff Preference for the Two School Calendars; Comparisons
of Citizens, Parents, Students, and Professional Staff Opinions a; to the Relative
Merits of Two School Calendars on Selected Issues; A Summary of Citizen Opinions
on Economic Factors of the Split-Trimester Calendar; Citizen Opinion on Advisory
Vote about Adoption of New S,hool Calendar; and Opinions of Parents Regarchng the
Split-Trimester Calendar as Coppared with the Present Calendar.

Pay E. Kehoe, Associate Director
Bureau of School Services

Philip H. Schoo, Consultant
Bureau of School Services
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PART I

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANN ARBOR CITIZENS WHO RESPONDED
TO THE ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS CITIZEN OPINIONAIRE

The Citizen Opinionaire was mailed to a randomly selected sample of 1534 reg-
istered voters in the Ann Arbor Public School District. After they had received
a brochure and insert describing the Split-Trimester School Calendar under study
by the school system, the citizens were requested to complete the opinionaire.
Four hundred eighty-one or 31.4% of the opinionaires were returned by Ann Arbor
citizens. An item analysis was completed on each question in terms of the total
population and thirteen subgroups (e.g., Parents of Ann Arbor Elementary School
Children). The actual number and percentage of Ann Arbor citizens in the thir-
teen categories are found in Analytical Tables 1 through 6 (Appendix),

PART Ti

A COMPARATIVE TABLE WHICH PRESENTS THE VIOIS OF CITIZENS, PARENTS,
STUDENTS, PROFESSIONAL STAFF AND OPERATIONAL STAFF RELATIVE TO

EACH GROUP'S PREFERENCE FOR THE TWO SCHOOL CALENDARS

Table 1 presents the responses of citizens, public school parents, students,
professional staff, and operational staff to the question: "After considering all
known factors, did each group prefer the Present School Calendar, the Split-Tri-
mes'Ger Calendar, or was either calendar equally acceptable?"

Table 1

On the basis of present knowledge and after all known
factors are taken into consideration, which school
calendar should ALn Arbor Public Schools operate under?

Classification

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens

0 Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Total Professional
Staff

Total Operational
Staff

Wotal Stulmtp

Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar No Preference

Number of
Respondents

4096 42% 1496 481

56% 29% 12% 222

52% 29% 13% 795

52% 16% 21% 256

62% 1896 1217 1060
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Data for professional staff, operational staff, and student responses in
Table 1 may be found in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan
(A Feasibility Study Report)., Table 3. Analytical Table 41 contains a complete
breakdown of citizen opinion on this question.

More than one-half 50%) of all respondents except the total Ann Arbor citizen
sample (40 0 favor the Present School Calendar after considering all known factors.

PART III

COMPARISONS Or ANN ARBOR CITIZENS, ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PARENTS,
PROFESSIONAL STAFF, AND STUDEM OPINIONS AS TO THE RELATIVE WRITS

OF TWO SCHOOL CALENDARS ON SELECTED ISSUES

Twenty-two questions common to the citizen, professional staff, and student
opinionaires are used in the comparison of the three groups. Tables 2 to 23, which
follow, present the responses of citizens, professional staff, and students. The
opinions of citizens, parents, professional staff, and students are presented in
terms of the total number of respondents within each category.

The reader is referred to The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year
Plan (A Feasibility Study Repor7617Or the complete professional staff and student
opinionaires and the corresponding analytical tables w'rich contAin the basic infor-
mation used in Tables 2 to 23. Analytical tables for Ann Arbor citizens and pub-
lic school parents begin on page 23 (Appendix) of this report.

The percentages in Tables 2 to 23 do not equal 100% because respondents who
did not answer a particular question or who did not provide the correct demographic
data about themselves are omitted from these tables.

Tabular Summrries Follow

A summary of the survey team's conclu,,Ions about the data in Tables 2 to 23
is presented immediately following Tale 23. Tables 2 through 23 follow.
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Table 2

Students who fail a course could make up the work with
less difficulty to them under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split -Tri.

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information
Number of

Respondents

TJta1 Ann Arbor
Citizens 16% 57% 8% 16% 48i

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 22% 50% 9% 19% 222

Total Professional
Staff 13% 56% 18% 795

Total Students 31% 45% 7% 15% 1060

Analytical Table 16 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 4 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extendt..1 School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

Table 3

Ths frequency with which students charge courses and
teachers would work out better under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
C lendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 23% 33% 14% 26% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 30% 29% 139 25% 222

Total Professional
Staff 25% 3/44 9% 29% 795

0 Total Students 45% 27% 10% 15% 1060

Analytical Table 17 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken from
Table 5 In The An Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasibility
Study Report).
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Table 4

The C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would work out better
for students under:

Classification
Present
Calender

Split-Tri.
Calenslar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 20% 38% 10% ;8% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

total Professional

25% 34% 9% 31% 222

Staff 18% 24% 11% IA% 795

Total Students 11,3% 15% 12% % io6o

Analytical Table 18 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 7 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A
bility Study Report).

Table 5

Courses could be offered at varying levels of depth and difficulty
for the bright and average students more effectively under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information
Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 17% 4o% 20% 19% h81

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 23% 33% 0% 22% 222

Total Professional
Staff 34% 21% 25';-, 795

Total Students 3% _12% :12% 19% 1060

Analytical Table 19 contains the complete citiz.)n and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional ta.'4' and students is taken
from Table 8 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended :.vlicol Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility study Report .
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Table 6

The Calendar that would better meet the needs of students
with learning problems would be:

ClasEd ication
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 17% 35% 20% 24," 4431

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 24% 25% 21% 27% 222

Total Professional
Staff 22% 3 25% 22% 795

Total Students 39% 27% J..3% 19% 1060

Anal:tcal Table 20 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 9 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

Table 7

Th Calendar that could provide more effecnively for stu-
dent independent stud, is:

Classification

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Total Professional
Staff

total Students

Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Cr:londar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

17% 40% 2;% 15% h81

23% 32% 27% 16% 222

15% 40% 25% 18% 795

32% 131_____ 16% 15% 1060

Analytical Table 21 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information fo:' the profesE)nal staff and students is taken
from Table 10 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extenied School Year Plan (A Feast-
I liwStudy Report).
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Table 8

The Calendar that makes better provision for receEses and.
vacations tc improve stvdent motivation is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 34% 364 13% 13% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 43% 31% 11% 13% 222

Total Professional
Staff 36% 36% 8% 18% 795

Total Students 52% 29% 7% 9% 1060

Analytical Table 22 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the profess:.ona] staff and students is taken
from Table 11 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report,.

Table 9

Transfer students moving into the school system would find
it easier to worh out a satisfactory schedule under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Ether
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 40% 34% 10% 13% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 48% 32% 9% 10% 222

Total Professional
Staff 49% 27% 8% 15% 795

Total Students 61% 19% 7% 11% 1060

Analytical Table 2; contains the corp?ete ci.izen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professiontJ staff and students is taken
from Table 12 in The Arm Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study RepoRT
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Table 10

Students transferring out of the school system would probably
find it easier to fit into another school system under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Tnformation

Number of
Respoulents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 67% 11% 7% 12% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 73% 9% 6% 11% 222

Total Professional
Staff 76% 4% 7% 11% 795

Total Students 73% 9% 6% 10% 1060

Analytical Table 24 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 16 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extender School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

k )

Table 11

The Calendar which creates a greater need for installing air
conditioning in school buildings is:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 2% 5% 7% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 2% 84% 4% 5% 222

Total Professional
Staff 2% 91% 3% 3$ 795

( ) Total Students 1396 70% 7% 6% .060

Analytical. Table 26 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional ctaff and students is taken
from Table 13 in The Ann Arbor Slit- Trimester Extended School Yea: Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).
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Table 12

The Calendar which makes it possible for students to
make wiser curriculum choices is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 18% 31% 28% 19% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 22% 27% 2896 21% 222

Total Professional
Staff 18% 27% 25% 28% 795

Total Students 1(2% 20% 19% Z7 1060

Analytical Table 27 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professionaa_ staff and students is 6611(.:n
from Table 14 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Ieasi-
bility Study Reports.

Table 13

Community recreation programs such as sports, drarna, and
music would function better under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Nu.lbar of

Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 43% 18% 22% 14% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 55% 13% 38% il% 222

Total Professional
Staff 4896 13% 17% 19% 795

Student s TO 8% 946 io% 1060()Total

Analytical Table 28 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 15 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Reports.
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Table 14

students who have
easier to make up
under:

been ill for several weeks would find it
school work if the schools were operating

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split -Tr-1.

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Tr.fornation
Number of

Respondents

Total Ana Arbor
Citizens

Total. Ann Arbor
Parent

Tuiai Professional
Staff

Total Students

23%

25%

27%

31%

48%

45%

42%

41%

15%

16%

15%

11%

11%

12%

14%

13%

481

795

1060

Analytical Table 29 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken ,

( from Table 17 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan 'A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

0

Table 15

The Calendar which pr6vides the greater opportunity for
students to work full-time during their vacation period is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 48% 33% 8% 6% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 53% 31% 10% 4% 222

Total Professional
Staff 57% 22% 8% 11% 795

Total Students 66% 14% J1% 9% 1060

Analytical Table 30 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and atudencs is taken
from Table 19 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).
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Sequential subject matte,- such as foreign languages
or mathematics could be better taught under:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Slit -Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondmts

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 26% 31% 17% 14-81

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 27% 20% 34% 16% 222

Total Professional
Staff 35% 16% 23% 24% 795

Total Students _5N 15% 19% 13% 1060

Analytical Table 31 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 20 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi,-

( bility Study Report).

Table 1/

Students who are planning to attend college vould have
fewer difficulties under:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split -Tri.

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information
Number of

Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 26% 22% 33% 15% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parentn 36% 15'.t 33% 13% 222

Total Professional
Staff 3996 12% 27% 20% 795

( )
Total Students 53% 11% 14% 19% 1060

Analytical Table 32 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 22 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).
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Table 18

The Calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective interscholastic athletic program is:

Classification
Present
Calendar

Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
l'espondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Total Professional
Staff

Total Students

54%

64%

:9%

65%

10%

9%

6%

10%

15%

12%

12%

11%

17%

13%

22%

12%

481

222

795

1060

Analytical Table 33 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 23 in The Ann Arbor_Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

Table 19

The Calendar which makes it possible to provide a more effec-
tive instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, e'x. program is:

Classification
Present

Calendar
Split-Tri.
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondent:,

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 33% 18% 29% 16% 14-81

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 41% 12% 30% 14% 222

Total Professional
Staff 41% 11% 24% 24% 795

Total Students 55% 11% 18% 14% 1060

Analytical Table 34 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information fnr the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 24 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).
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Table 20

The Calendar which makes it possible to trovide a mo2e effec-
tive extra-curricular activities program (other than athletics)

is:

Classification
Present

Calendar

Split-Tri.
''alenaar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Number of
Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 31% 22% 27% 16% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 41% 14% 28% 15% 222

Total Professional
Staff 35% 16% 26% 22% 795

Total Students 52% 14% 16% 15% 1060

Analytical Table 35 contains the complete citizen and parent dal,a for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 25 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

Table 21

Any decision to change from the present school calendar to a
Split - Trimester Calendar should reflect the informed opinions
of such groups as citizens, parents, educators, and students
following an extensive public information program.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information
Number of

Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 89% 4% 4% 4481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 91% 4% 4% 222

Total Professional
Staff 94% 1% 3% 795

Total Students 76% 8% 12% 1060

Analytical Table 36 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 28 in The Ann Arbor Split - Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).
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Table 22

A survey of community opilions of all major groups who arc
affected by a reised school calendar should precede a de-
cision by the school board to adopt a new calendar.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need Yore

Information
Number of

Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 86% 6% 5% 481

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 89% 6% 4% 222

Total Professional
Staff 91% 3% 5% 795

Total Students 61% 14% 20% 1060

Analytical Table 37 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 29 in The Ann Arbor Split - Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bility Study Report).

Table 23

The implementation of the Split-Trimester Calendar should
not be attempted until all schools in Ann Arbor Public
Schools are air conditioned.

Need More Number of
Classification Agree Disagree Information Respondents

Total Ann Arbor
Citizens 46% 35% 14% 481

Total Ann Axbor
Parents 52% 30% 14% 222

Total Professional
Staff 77N 1246 10% 795

Total Students 62% 19% 13% 1060

Analytical Table 39 contains the complete citizen and parent data for this
table. The basic information for the professional staff and students is taken
from Table 2 in The Ann Arbor Split-Trimester Extended School Year Plan (A Feasi-
bilitj Study RepSIT-EI7
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Suamary of Data from Tables 2 through 23 Regarding Comparisons of Citizens, Parents,
Professional Staff, and Students as tc the Relative Merits of 'Doc School Calendars
on Selected Issues

Tables 2 through 23 present responses from each group which were common to the
citizen, professional staff, and student opinionaires. The following compilation
shows agreement and/or disagreement in preference for the school calendar options.

1. Responses from Citizens, Parents, Professional Staff, and Students Which Fa-
vored the Present Calendar Over the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. Transfer students moving into the school system would find it easier to
work out a satisfactory schedule. (Table 9)

b. Students transferring out of the school system would find it easier to fit
into another school system. (Table 10)

c. Community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and music would func-
tion better. (Table 13)

d. Students would have a greater opportunity to obtain full-time work during
their vacation periods, (Table 15)

e. Students planning to attend coliege would have fewer enrollment difficul-
ties. (Table 17)

f. A more effective interscholastic athlotic program would be possible.
(Table 18)

g. A more effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc. program
would be possible. (Table 19)

h. A more effective extra - curricular activities program (other than athletics)
would be possible. (Table 20)

2. Responses from Citizens,_ Parents, Professional Staff, and Students Which Favored
the Split-Trimester Calendar Over the Present Calendar.

a. Enables students who fail a course to male up the work with less diffi-
culty. (Table 4)

a. Creates the greater need for installing air conditioning in school build-
ings. (Table 11)

c. Enables students who have been ill for several weeks to make up school work
more easily. ( Table lb)

3. Rec-.)onses Which Showed Students Preferring the Present Calendar and Citizens,
Parents, and Professional Staff Selecting the Split-Trimester Calendar.

a. The frequency with which students change courses and teachers would work
out better. (Table 3)

b. The C.O.T. (Work-Study) Program would vork out better for students.
(Table 4)
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c. Offerings could be tauglit at varying levels of depth and difficulty for the
bright and average students more effectively. (Table 5)

d. Makes it possible for students to make wiser curriculum choires. (Table 12)

4. Response Which Showed Students Preferring the Present Calendar; Parents to be
Fr Almost Evenly Divided; and Citizens and Professional Staff Selecting the Sulit-
F

Trimester Calendar.
k

The needs of students with learning problems would be better met. (Table 6)

5. Response liTich Showed Students .'almost Evenly Divided and Which Showed Citizens,
Parents, and Professional Staff to Prefer the Split-"rimester Calendar.

Provides more effectively for student independrat study. (Table 7)

6. Response Which Showed Citizens and Professional Staff Almost Evenly Divided and
Parents and Students to Prefer the Present Calendar.

0

Makes better provision for recesses and vacations to improve student moti-
vation. (Table 8)

7. Response Which Showed Students, Parents, a,10 Professional Staff to Prefer the
Present Calendar and Citizens to Prefer the Split-Trimester Calendar.

Seouentiai subject matter such as foreign language or mathematics could ha
better taught. (Table 16)

8. Proposed Steps Needed Before Implementation of the Split-Trimester Calendar
According to Most of the Citizens, Parents, Professional Staff, and Students.

a. Any decision to change should reflect the informed opini.ons of such groups
as citizens, parents, educator:, ane students following an extensive pub-
lic information program. (Table 21)

b. A survey of.connunity opinion of all major groups affected by a revised
school calendar should precede the decicion to adopt a new calendar.
(Table 22)

9. Response to the Proposal that All Schools in Ann Arbor Be Air-Conditioned Be-
fore Implementing the Split-Trinester Calendar.

A majority of parents, professional staf", and students supported this pro-
posal. Forty-six percent of all citizen respondents agreed that school
buildings should be air-conditioned and 35% disagreed with the statemc-:.t.
(Table 23)
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PART IV

A SUMMARY OF CITIZEN OPINIONS CONCERNING THE ECONOMIC FACTORS
INVOLVED IN THE SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR

Citiva. responded to four items which dealt with potential economic implica-
tions for Ann Arbor Public Schools if the proposed Split-Trimester Calendar were
implemented. These items follow:

The implementation of the Split-Trimester Calendar should not be attempted un-
til all schools in Ann Arbor Public Schools are air-conditioned.

How would -.?ot: feel about changing to the Split-Trimester Calendar if school
operating costs were the same as under the present school calendar but a sa-
ving of 1/6 for construction of new school buildings could be achieved?

If further studies were to show that a change to the Split-Trimester Calendar
would result in no appreciable savings for a period of 10 years or more, how
would you feel about changing to L,his calendar from the present school calen-
dar?

If the average homeowner (market value of house is $24,000) in the Ann Arbor
Public School District could save about $20 annually on school taxes as a re-
sult of a change to the Split-Trimester Calendar, would yon_ consider this sa-
ving important enough for you to support this plan?

1. Citizen Opinion About the Need tc Air Condition School Buildings Before Implem-
ent Split-Trimester Calendar.

A majority (over 50%) of the parents of pre-scllool children, elementary school
children, and junior high school children agreed with the statement that school
buildings should be air-conditioned before adoptim: the Split - Trimester Cal-
endar.

Parents of parochial school children and men were the only two citizen sub-
groups which did not consider it necessary to air condition schoo: hnildings
before implementation of the Split-Trimester Caaendar.

Forty-five percent of the property owner:; 50% of the non-property o'wners,
50% of the women, :44 of the senior high school parents, and 46% ct the total
citizen population supported the need t7) air condition school buildings before
implementing the Split-Trimester Calendar. (See Analytical Table p for com-
plete data, on this item.)

2. CitivIn Opinion About Saving 1/6 fcr Construction of New School Buildings Under
the Split-Trimester Calendar if Annual School Operating Costs Were the Same.

Less than a plurality of parents of Ann Arbor Public School children supported
the Split-Trimester Calendar if a sevin: of 1/6 fo: construction of new schcol
buildings would result.

Fbrty-t even percent of the total citizen pnpulat!ca and 57% of the citizens
who did r.pu hal.,?. children in the Ann Arbor Public Schools supported the Split-
Trimester Calendar if a 1/6 savings for construction would resu)t.
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Nearly 25% of the citizens needed more information on this issue. (See
Analytical Table 44 for complete data on this item.)

3. Citizen Opinion About Changing to the Split-Trimester Calendar if No Appreci-
able Savings :could Result for a Period of 10 Years or More.

Ann Arbor citizens who were not property owners (1.7%) or parents of :school
children (45%) supported the Split-Trimer,tar Cale7,dar even if no appreciable
savings would result for a period of ten years or more. A plurality of all
other citizen subgroups and the total populctioh would not support the Split-
Trimester Calendar under these circumstancef.

Approximately 20% of the citizens needed more information on this issue. (See

Analytical Table 45 for complete data on this item.)

4. Citizen Opinion About Changing to the Split-Trimester Calenciar if the Average
Homeowner Could Sava $20 Annually on School Taxes.

A majority of all citizens except people with no school children (48%) would
not support the change to the Split-Trimester Calendar if the average home-
owner could save $20 annually on school taxes. (See Analytical Table 46 for
complete data on this item.)

PART V

CITIZEN OPINION CONCERNING AN ADVISORY VOTE IN THE ANN ARBOR PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISZRICT BERME ADOPTING NEW SCHOOL CALENDAR

A clear majority of the citizen respondents agreed with the following statement::

"An advisory vote of citizens in the Ann Arbor Public School Dis-
trict should precede the introductirn of a new school calendar that
incorporates major changes such as found in the Split-Trimester Cal-
endar." (See Analytical Table 38 for complete data on this issue.)

FART VI

OPINIONS OF PARENTS REGARDING THE SPLIT-TRI 'SUER CALENDAR
AS COMPARED WITH THE PRESENT CA.LENDAR ON Sa,ECTED ISSUES

Those who study carefully all the many tables in this report and the Analytical
()Tables in the Appendix will arrive at certain personal conclusions and generalizations

relative to their significance and implications. Tle authors of this report have
attempted to generalize to a limited extent some of their major impressions from
this mess of information and to share them, in a brief and understandable form, with
readers of this document. Fbr that reason percentages and other statistic) are omit-
ted except where such figures ere believed to be helpfUl in assisting readers to
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understand the significance of the survey team's report regarding a particular
opLnionaire response.

A word of caution is necessary about the conclusions and generalizations drawa
from the responses of parents to the opinionaive items. On most questions, a size-
able percentage of the respondents selected the category - "Need Noce Information."
If these parents had selected any one of the other answers, the results of this sur-
vv of opinions at out the Split-Trimester Calendar could have been significantly al-
tered.

Examination of the Analytical Tables reveals that on many of the questions in
this section there is no substantial difference between Ann Arbor Public School pa-
rents' responses and the opinions of other citizen subgroups. 11(7e/ever, this section
is limited to an analysis of parent opinion only because on the selected issues pa-
rents would be most directly affected by the proposed changeg in the present school
calendar.

The 481 citizen respondents to the opinionaire on the experimental /ear-round
calendar included 224 people who were parents of Ann Arbor Public School c'lildren.
The parent sample contained 165 (74%) elementary school parents, 89 (40%) junior
high school parents, and 80 (36%) senior high school parents.

1. Comparisons of the Effects of the Split-Trimester Calendar and Present Calendar
on Instruction as Viewed by Parents.

a. Which Calendar better facilitates the effective functioning of individual-
ized instructional methods?

A plurality of parents favored the Present Calendar. However, 25% of the
parents selected the "Need More Information" category and another nearly
259, of the parents preferred the Split-Trimester Calendar.

b. Which Calendar Nnetions better to eliminate or reduce the amount of for-
getting following vacation periods?

A plurality (41%) of elementary school parents selected the Split-Trimester
Calendar and a plurality (about 34%) of the junior and senior high parents
preferred tn.! Present Calendar. Nineteen percent of the parents stated
that Either Calendar was satisfactory.

c. Wiach Calendar provides better for the teaching of sequential subjects such
as mathematics and foreign languages?

A plurality of parents said Either Calendar would permit sequential subjects
to be prope:ly taught. Parents were almost evenly divided between the Pres-
ent Calendar and Either Calendar categories on this question.

d. Which Calendar better facilitates the attainment of teacher and student
goals?

Approximately 25% of the parents selected either the Present Calendar, Split-
Trimester Calendar, Either Calendar, or Need More Information categories.
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2. Effects of the Split-Trimester Calendar on Students as Cowered With the Present
Calendar

This section presents parent opinions about which calendar would enable the
schools to deal more effectively with issues related to student welfare.

a. The Present Calendar was preferred by a majority of parents on the follow-
ing:

Amount of stability in student group membership.

Students transferring out of the school system would find it easier to
fit into another school.

Opportunity for students to work full-tine during their vacation periods.

b. The Present Calendar was preferred by at least a plul'ality of parents on
the following:

Greater diversity of student ability and interest in the typical classroom.

Provision for recesses and vacations to improve student motivation.

Transfer students into the school system would find it easier to work out
a satisfactory schedule.

Students would experience fewer difficulties studying during the summer
months.

Students planning to attend college would have fewer difficulties.

c. The Split-Tri.Jester Calendar was selected by at least a plurality of parents
on the following:

Students who had been ill for several weeks would find it --Bier to make up
school work.

Students who fail a course could make it up with less difficulty.

d. The Present Calendar and Split-Trimester Calendar were preferred by an al-
met equal percentage of parents on the following: (At lear,t 25% of the
parents selected the "Need More Information" category on these queatiors.)

Students have a broader choice of course offerings.

The frequency with which students change courses ani teachers would work
out better.

The C.O.T. (Work - Study) Program would work out better.

e. The Present Calendar, Split-Trimester Calendar, Either Calendar, and Need
More InfcrmaJton categories were selected by an almost equal percentage of
parents on the following:

Course offerings could be offered Idiving levels of depth and difficulty
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for the bright and average students.

Needs of students with learning problems would be better met.

Students would find it easier to make wise curriculum choices.

f. The need for counseling of students is greater under the following:

The Split-Trimester Calendar or Either Calendar according to a plurality
of elementary school parents.

The Split-Trimester Calendar according to a plurality of junior high school
parents.

Either Calendar accordin6 to a plurality of senior high school parents.

g. Student interests and needs related to having access to a variety of
curriculum opportunities would be met more effectively 1 der the follow-
ing:

:flit- Trimester Calendar according to a plurality of elementary school
parents.

Present Calendar according to a plurality of junior high school parents.

Present Calendar or Split-Trimester Calendar according to an equal percen-
tage of senior high school parents.

h. The Present Calendar, Split-Trimester Calendar, or Either Calendar could
effectively provide for student independent study according to an almost
equal percentage of parents.

3, Effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on Extra-Curricular Activitie:; or Related
Programs as Compared with the Present Calendar

a. A majority of patents stated that both community recreation programs such
as sports, drama, and music, and interscholastic athlet4.c programs would
function better under the Present Calendar.

b. A plurality of parents believed that it would. be possible to offer more ef-
fective programs in the following areas under the Present Calendar: (In
both cases more than 25% of the parents also believed that these programs
would be equally effective under Either Calendar.)

Instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc.

Extra-curricular activities at the schools other than athletics.

4. Effect of the Split-Trimester Calendar on School Buildings

a. A majority of elementary school parents and a plurality of junior and senior
high school parents stated that the Split-Trimester Calendar would make it
possible to use specialized classroom areas such as labs, shops, typing ro)ms,
etc. more efficiently and effectively.
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b. Eighty-five percent of the elementary and junior high school parents and 76%
of the senior high school parents expressed the opinion that the Split-
Trimester 7 lendar creates the greater need for Installing air conditioning
in school. buildings.

5. Effect of Split-Trimester Calendar on Teachers.

A plurality of parents ',elieved that teacher fatigue would be less under
the Present Calendar. Twenty-two percent of the parents selected the
"Need More Information" category on this question.

6. Effect of Split-Trimester Calendar on Vacations.

a. Seventy-three percent of the senior high school parents, 83% of the junior
high school parents, and 84% of the elementary school parents indicated
that they would have selected the same vacation period for each of their
children if the Split - Trimester Calendar had been in effect this school
year.

b. The June 11 - July 31 vacation period was selected as the first choice
for their family vacation by 61% of the elementary school parents, 63%
of the junior high school parents, and 53% of the senior high school
parents. The remaining five vacation periods under the Split-Trimester
Calendar were not selected by more 'Ulan 11% of the parents as their first
choice for a family vacation.

c. T) April 17 - June 6 vacation perled was the second choice for their
family Natation according to 26% of the elementary school parents, 20%
of the junior high school parents, and 13% of the senior high school
parents. Approximately 12% of each group als: selected the September 5 -
October 24 vocation period ac their second choice.

4. The September 5 - October 24 vacation period was the third choice for
family vacations according to 22% of the elementary school parents, 19%
of the junior high school parents, and 16% of the senior high school
parents. Approximately 13% of each group also selected the April 17 -
rune 6 vacation period as their third choice.

e. The October 27 - December 19, January 2 - February 20, and February 23 -
April 13 vacation periods were selected by less than 10% of the parents
as either their first, second, or third choice for a family vacation.
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APPENDIX

Analytical Tables for Citizen Opinionaire

The percentages in the Analytical Tables for the
Citizen Opinionaire may not equal 100% because
the percent of respondents who did not answer
certain questions is not included in the tables.
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

1. Are you the parent of one or more school age children who attended
Ann Arbor Public Schools during the 1969-70 school year?

Classification Yes No

Number of
Respondents

Total Population 46% 53% 481

Pre-School
Parent 57% 42% 116

Not Pre-School
Parent 43% 57% 360

Parochial School
Parent 67% 33% 21

Not Parochial
School Parent 45% 55% 454

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 99% 1% 165

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 100% 89

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 99% 1% 80

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 100% 222

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 100% 256

Arun Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 57% 43% 372

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 11% 89% 103

Male 45% 55% 174

Female 47% 53% 295
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

2. Are you the parent of one or more pie-school children?

Classification Yes No

Total Population 24% 75%

Pre-School
Parent J00%

Not Pre-School
Parent 100%

Parochial School
Parent 29% 71%

Not Parochial
School Pant 24% 76%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 39% 61%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 13% 84%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 9% 90

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 30% 69%

Not An1 Arbor
Sch,W Parent 39% 8o%

Am Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 26% 14%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 17% 82%

Male 80%

Female 27% 72%
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Arn Arbor Public Schools - A,Ia4tical Tables for Citizens

3. Are you the parent of one or more children now attending a private or
payochial elementary or high school?

Classification Yes No

Total Population 4% 941

Pre-School
Parent 5% 95%

Not Pre-School
Parent 4% 95%

Parochial School
Parent 100%

Not Parochial
School Parent 100%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 5% 93%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 8% 90%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 6% 93%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 6% 92%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 3% 97%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 5% 94%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 14. 99%

Male 6% 94%

Female 4% 95%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

4. If you are the parent of children who attend Ann Arbor Public Schools,
please check the grade level they attended during the 1969-70 school year.

Classification Total Percent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Alto/ Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

0

224 100%

165 74%

89 4o%

80 36%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

5. Are you a property owner in the Ann Arbor Public School District?

Classification Yes No

Total Population 77% 21%

Pre-School
Parent 83% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 76% 23%

Parochial School
Parent 95% 5%

Not Parochial
School Parent 77% 22%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 94% 6%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 98% 2%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 98% 3%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 95% 5%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 63% 36%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 100%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner l00%

Male 78% 21%

Female 77% 22%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

6. Wile. is your sex?

Classification Male Female

Total Population 36% 61%

Pre-School
Parent 30% 69%

Not Pre-School
Parent 39% 59%

Parochial School
Parent 48% 52%

Not Parochial
School Parent 36% 62%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 36% 62%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 40% 58%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 38% 59%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 36% 63%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 37% 61%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 37% 61%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 36% 63%

Male 100%

Female 100%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical T,bles for Citizens

7, In my opinion the calendar which results in greater diversity of student
ability and interest in the typical classroom is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Fopulation 26% 34% 14% 23%

Pre-School
Parent 18% 44% 16% 19%

Not Pre-School
Parent 28% 31% 14% 25%

Parochial School
Parent S3% 24% 5% 29%

Not Parochial
) School Parent 25% 34% 15% 23%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 36% 25% 16% 19%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 43% 17% 15% 22%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 44% 20% 13% 23%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 36% 24% 16% 21%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 16% 42% 13% 26%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 29% 31% 14% 22%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 14% 44% lei 27%

Mal e 28% 35% 17% IT%

Female 24% 33% 13% 27%
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Ann Arbor Public -Gehools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

8. In my opinion the calendar which encourages individualized instructional
methods to function more effectively is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester
'Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 22% 37% 15% 25%

Pre-School
Parent 15% 46% 16% 22%

Not Pre-School
Parent 0.4% 34% 14% 25%

Parochial School
Parent

Nod. Parochial

33% 33% 5% 19%

l r School Parent 22% 37% 15% 24%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 30% 28% 15% 25%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 38% 24% 12% 25%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 36% 24% 15% 25%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 30% 27% 16% 25%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 15% 45% 14% 24:t

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 24% 33% 14% 26%

Not knn Arbor

V Property Owner 13% 49% 17% 21%

Male 25% 40% 1696 17%

Female 20% 35% 14% 29%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

9. In my opinion the calendar which functions better to eliminate or reduce
the amount of forgetting following vacation periods is:

Classification

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parente

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
0 Property Owner

Male

Female

Present School
Calender

Split - Trimester

Celendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

20% 42% 18% 16%

14% 4996 22% 1296

22% 4196 1896 17%

19% 29% 2496 1496

20% 4396 18% 1696

27% 4196 1996 12%

35% 29% 22% 12%

34% 26% 21% 18%

28% 37% 19% 13%

13% 47% 16% 18%

24% 42% li% 14%

896 4796 22% 2196

22% 46% 1996 10%

19% 41% 18% 19%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

10. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to use specialized
classroom area such as:

and effectively is:
labs, shops, typing rooms, etc. morn efficiently

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split - Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Pcpuletion 14% 61% 6% 16%

Pre - School

Parent 10% 72: 3% ar%

Not Pre-School
Parent 16% 58% 4p

..,
18%

Parochial School
Parent 19% 38% 33%

Not Parochial
School Parent 14% 62% 6% 15%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 18% 53% 7% 21%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 2(% 42% 7% 24%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 19% 49% 10% 21%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 2096 52% 6% 21%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 16% 69% 13%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 18% 57% 6% 1796

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 3% 75% 7% 15%

Male 17% 68% 5% 8%

Female 13% 58% 6% 22%
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Ann Arbor Public -Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

11, In my opinion there would be less teacher fatigue under:

Classification

Total. Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Omer

la
Not Ann Arbor

Property (.Trier

Male

Female

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Infoilzation

35% 28% 13% 21%

29% 32% 18% 20%

37% 27% 12% 21%

33% 24% 19% 19%

35% 28% 13% 21%

38% 21% 18% 22%

38% 17% 16% 28%

44% 18% 13% 24%

38% 21% 18% 22%

33% 34% 10% 20%

36% 28% 15% 20%

31% 29% 10% 27%

39% 30% 14% 14%

33% 27% 13% 25%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

12. In my opinion students have a broader choice of course offerings under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 19% 44% 11% 24%

Pre-School
Parent 15% 49% 11% 24%

Not Pre-School
Parent 20% 42% 11% 24%

Parochial School
Parent 29% 29% 14% 24%

Not Parochial
le School Parent 18% 44% 11% 24%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 24% 37% 12% 26%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 33% 27% 13% 26%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 31% 29% 15% 24%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 26% 36% 12% 25%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 13% 50% 11% 23%

Ann Arbor Prop-

fit

erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

22%

7%

39%

60%

12%

7%

23%

25%

Male 25% 47% 10% 16%

Female 16% 42% 12% 28%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tabl.s for Citizens

13. In my opinion the calendar which provides the potentiR1 for a greater
amount of stability in student group membership is:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

Male

Ftmale

51%

50%

52%

48%

529E

60%

63%

61%

61%

43%

52%

49%

55%

49%

19%

17%

20%

29%

19%

13%

8%

10%

13%

24%

19%

19%

24%

17%

9%

16%

8%

5%

10%

11%

15%

9%

9%

9%

9%

12%

7%

11%

10

13%

18%

10%

17%

13%

11%

18%

14%

19%

16%

18%

11%

20%
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Ann Arbor Public 'Schools - Analytical Tablas for Citizens

14. In ly opinion the 'wed for counseling of students is greater under:

Classificattou

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

(2)
Ann Arbor Elemen-

tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ana Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

C . Male

Female

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

17% 32% 27% 21%

9% 36% 29% r 22%

20% 31% 26% 20%

19% 24% 24% 24%

17% 32% 27% 21%

15% 31% 30% 22%

19% 35% 28% 16%

24% 23% 33% 18%

18% 21 31% 19%

16% 34% 23% 22%

21% 29% 28% 18%

5% 41% 21% 31%

27% 32% 26% 12%

11% 32% 28% 26%
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Ann Arbor Public Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

15. In my opinion student interests and needs as regards having access to a
variety of curriculum oppor tunities would be met more effectively under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 20% 47% 12% 19%

Pre-School
Parent 16% 54% 10% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 21% 45% 1296 24

Parochial School
Parent 29% 52% 5% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 19% 46% 12% 20%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 25% 37% l% 22%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 36% 28% 15% 19%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 33% 34% 14% 19%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 27ck 36% 13% a%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 13% 56% 11% 18%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 23% 42% 13% 20%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 9% 65% 8% 17%

Ct
Male 24% 48% 13% 13%

Female 18% 46% 11% 23%
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Ann Arbor Public -Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

16. In my opinion students who fail a course could make up the work with less
difficulty to them under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 16% 57% 8% 16%

Pre-School
Parent 9% 64% 9% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 18% 55% 8% 16%

Parochial School
Parent 19% 48% 29%

Not Parochial
School Parent 16% 57% 946 1546

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 21% 50% 10% 18%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 25% 38% 15% , 20%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 28% 410 9% 21%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 22% 50% 9% 18%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 11% 63% 8% 15%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 19% 536 10% 16%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 8% n% 4% 17%

Male 20% 61% 6% 10%

Female 15% 54% 10% 20%
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Ann Arbor Public-Schools - Analytical Tables for Citizens

17. In ny opinion the frequency with which students change courses and
teachers would work out better under:

Classification

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Farent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

V Male

Female

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

23% 33:, 14% 26%

26% 30% 16% 23%

22% 35% 13% 26%

24% 29% 14% 24%

23% 34% 14% 25%

29% 30% 13% 23%

34% 21% 12% 2996

30% 2496 15% 28%

30% 29% 13% 25%

17% 37% 15% 26%

25% 31% 15% 25%

16% 4296 10% 28%

26% 40% 13% 18%

21% 30% 1496 30%
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18. In my opinion the C.O.T. (Work- Study} Program would work out better for
students under:

111.11

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimest?r
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Popul ion

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

Hale

Female

20%

12%

23%

24%

20%

21%

26%

31%

25%

17%

22%

16%

25%

18%

38%

39%

38%

43%

38%

34%

30%

30%

34%

42%

37%

43%

39A

39%

10%

12%

9%

5%

10%

10%

13%

13%

9%

10%

10%

8%

8%

11%

28%

36%

26%

29%

28%

34%

30%

26%

31%

26%

28%

30%

25%

30%
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19. In my opinion course offerings could be offered at varying levels of ,:/er.th
and difficulty for the bright and average students more effectivel:r under:

Cla3sification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 17% 40% 20% '-996

Pre-School
Parent 14% 43% 21% 19%

Not Pre-School
Parent 18% 40% 19% 19%

Parochial School
Parent 14% 29% 24% 24%

Not Parochial
School Parent 17% 411 19% 19%

(2)
Ann Arbor Elemen-

tary School Parent 22% 35% 20% 22%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 28% 24% 28% 19%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 25% 26% 24% 23%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 23% 33% 20% 22%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 12% 47% 19% 17%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 20% 36% 21% 20%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 8% 57% 14% 17%

()
Male 23% 47% 16% 1196

Female 14% 37% 21% 24%
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20. In my opinion the calendar that would better meet the needs of students
with '.earning problems would be:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 17% 35% 20% 24%

Pre-School
Parent 15% 35% 25% 22%

Not Pre-School
Parent 28% 35% 19% 24%

Parochial School
Parent 14% 24% 14% 38%

Not Parochial
School Parent 18% 35% 21% 23%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 23% 24% 23% 27%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 29% 16% 24% 30%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 25% 21% 20% 30%

Total Ann Arbor
Paints 24% 25% 21% 27%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 12% 44% 19% 21%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 19% 33% 22% 23%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 12% 43% 16% 26%

Male 21% 40% 17% 19%

Female 16% 32% 21% 27%
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21. In my opinion the calendar that could provide more effectively for student
independent study is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Population 17% 4096 25% 15%

Pre-School
Parent 13% 45% 27% 15%

Not Pre-School
Parent 19% 38% 24% 15%

Parochial School
Parent '24% 43% 10% 19%

Not Parochial
School Parent 17% 39% 26% 15%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 24% 32% 27% 16%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 28% 27% 27% 17%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 26% 20% 33% 19%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 23% 32% 27% 16%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 12% 47% 23% 13%

Arc, Arbor Prop-

erty Owner 19% 37% 25% 15%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 9% 5o% 23% 15%

Male 22% 45% 21% 91

Female 15% '37% 21% 19%
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22. In my opinion the calendar that makes better provision for recesses and
vacations to improve student motivation is:

Classification

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

Male

Female

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
information

34% 36% 13% 13%

24% 44% 20% 9%

37% 34% 11% 14%

33% 24% 14% 19%

34% 37% 13% 13%

42% 31% 13% 12%

51% 24% 10% 15%

51% 24% 8% 14%

43% 31% 11% 13%

27% 41% 159;_ 13%

37% 34% 13% 13%

24% 44% 15% 35%

40% 36% 10% 10%

31% 37% 15% 15%
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23. In my opinion transfer students moving into the school system would find
it easier to work out a satisfactory schedule under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 40% 34% 10% 13%

Pre-School
Parent 35% 38% 17% 9%

Not Pre-School
Parent 41% 34% 8% 14%

Parochial School
Parent 52% 33% 5% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 39% 35% 10% 13%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 46% 33% 12% 9%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 53% 30% 8% 9%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 50% 26% 6% 16%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 48% 32% 9% 10%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 34% 37% 10% 14%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 43% 32% 10% 13%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 32% 42% 10% 12%

Male 41% 37% 10% 9%

Female 41% 34% 9% 14%
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t 24. In my opinion students transferring out of the school system would probably
find it easier to fit into another school system under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 67% 11% 7% 12%

Pre-School
Parent 67% 9% 10% 12%

Not Pre-School
Parent 66% 12% 6% 12%

Parochial School
Parent 71% 5% 10% 14%

Not Parochial

r -)

School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-

66% 11% 7% 12%

tary School Parent 74% 8% 6% 11%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 72% 13% 6% 9%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 73% 8% (% 13%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 73% 9% 6% 11%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 62% 13% 8% 12%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 66% 11% 8% 13%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 68% 13% 5% 9%

e Male 66% 15% 7% 9%

Female 67% 9% 7% 14%

335
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25. In my opinion the calendar which would provide fewer difficulties for
students studying during the sunner months is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 36% 39% 8% 14%

Pre-School
Parent 34% 44% 8% 12%

Not Pre-School
Parent 36% 38% 8% 14%

Parochial School
Parent 29% 38% 10% 19%

Not Parochial
School Parent 36% 39% 8% 13%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 45% 35% 5% 13%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 43% 3396 7% 16%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 50% 21% 13% 14%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 4546 321 % 14%

Not Ann Arbor
Ochool Parent 28% 46% 9% 13%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Ovner 4096 37% 7% 13%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Ovner 21% 47% 12% 16%

0 Male 3696 4296 7% 11%

Female 36% 37% 8% 15%
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26. In my opinion the calendar ihich creates a greater need for installing
air-conditicning in school buildings is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Population 2% 80% 5% 7%

Pre-School
Parent 0% 86% 3% 4%

Not Pre-School
Parent 3% 77% 5% 8%

Parochial School
Parent 5% 57% 10% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 2% 81% 4% 7%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 2% 85% 4% 4%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 4',a 85% 3% 4%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 4% 76% 6% 6%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 2% 84% 4% 5%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 3% 76% 5% 9%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 3% 78% 5% 896

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 1% 84% 2% 6%

Male 3% 8096 6% 6%

Female 2% 79% 4% 'ph
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27. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible for students to make
wiser curriculum choices is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Coleaar
Either

Calendar
Neee. More

Information

Total Population 18% 31% 28% 19%

Pre-School
Parent 10% 37% 32% 19%

Not Pre-School
Parent 20% 30% 27% 19%

Parochial School
Parent 24% 19% 33% 14%

N(.:t Parochial

School Parent 17% 32% 28% 19%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 20% 27% 30% 22%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 26% 21% 36% 16%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 24% 23% 29% 23%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 22% 27% 28% 21%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 14% 34% 29% 18%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 19% 30% 28% 19%

Hot Ann Arbor
Property Owner 12% 36% 25% 21%

(.) Male 20% 38% 28% 10%

Female 16% 27% 29% 259

338
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28. In my opinion community recreation programs such as sports, drama, and
music would function better under:

Present School
Classification Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 43% 18% 22% 14%

Pre-School
Parent 44% 18% 28%

Not Pre-School
Parent 43% 18% 20% 15%

Parochial School
Parent 38% 19% 24% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 44% 18% 22% 14%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 55% 13% 21% 10%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 56% 10% 22% 9%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 58% 13% 14% 13%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 55% 13% 18% 11%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 32% 23% 25% 16%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 48% 17% 20% 12%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 26% 23% 28% 18%

Male '3% 20% 22% 114

Female 44% 18% 21% 15%
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29. In my opinion students who have been ill for several weeks would find it
easier to make up school work if the school were operating under:

Classification

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent-

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbci
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

Male

Female

Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

23% 48% 15% 11%

16% 59% 18% 7%

25% 44% 14% 13%

19% 57% 10% 14%

23% 47% 15% 11%

24% 46% 18% 12%

29% 35% 20% 16%

31% 34% 20% 11%

25% 45% 16% 12%

20% 50% 14% 11%

23% 47% 16% 11%

23% 49% 12% 13%

29% 48% 13%

19% 48% 17% 14%
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30. In x opinion the calendar which provides the greater opportunity for
students to work full-time during their vacation periods is:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 48% 33% 8% 6%

Pre-School
Parnt 41% 41% 9% 8%

Not Pre-School
Parent 51% 31% 8% 6%

Parochial School
Parem 48% 43% 5% 5%

Not Parochial
School Parent 18% 33% 8% 6%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 51% 32% 11% 4%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 56% 31% 10% 2%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 55% 26% 10% 4%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 53% 31% 10% 4%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 45% 34% 9%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 49% 32% 9% 6%

Not Ann Arbor
Propf.ity Owner 45% 37% 6% 7%

Male 49% 36% 7% 5%

Female 48% 32% 9% 8%
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31. In v (vinion sequential subject matter such as foreign languages or
mathematics could be better taught under:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 21% 26% 31% 17%

Pre-School
Parent 16% 25% 41% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 23% 27% 28% 17%

Parochial Scaool
Parent 33% 14% 38% 14%

Not Parochial
School Parent 21% 27% 31% 17%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 25% 21% 35% 16%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 30% 12% 40 17%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 31% 15'717 35% 146

Total Ann Arbor
Parents ?-7% 20% 34% 16%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 16% 32% 29% 18%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 23% 25% 32% 16%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 15% 32% 27% 21%

Male 22% 28% 36% 10%

Female 21% 25% 28% 22%
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32. In my opinion students who are plannind to attend college would have fewer

difficulties under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 26% 22% 33% 15%

Pre-School
Parent 20% 28% 38% 12%

Not Pre-School
Parent 29% 20% 31% 15%

Parochial Schaal
Parent 29% 10% 43% 14%

Not Parochial
School Parent 26% 22% 33% 14%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 37% 16% 34% 10%

Ann Arbor Jr High
School Parent 42% 10% 36% 12%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 40% 10% 29% 16%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 36% 15% 33% 13%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 19% 27% 32% 16%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 30% 22% 31% 14%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 16% 22% 39% 1V)

0 Male 27% 24% 37% 7%

Female 26% 20% 30% 20%
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33. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective interscholastic athletic program is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population 54% 10% 15% 17%

Pre-School
Parent 49% 12% 18% 19%

Not Pre-School
Parent 56% 1c4 14% 17%

Parochial School
Parent 52% 0% 29% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 54% a l% 15% 18%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 62% 10% 12% 13%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 66% 11% 12% 10%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 66% 6% 14% 13%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 64% 9% 12% 13%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 46% 12% 18% 21%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 56% 10% 15% 1796

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 48% 1396 17% 18%

Male 61% 12% 12% 12%

Female 51% 9% 17% 21%
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34. In py opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective instrumental music, vocal music, dramatics, etc. program is:

Classification
Present School
Calendar

Split-Trimester
Calendar

Either
Calendar

Need More
Information

Total Population 33% 18% 29% 16%

Pre-School
Parent 26% 16% 36% 18%

Not Pre-School
Parent 35% 19% 27% 15%

Parochial School
Parent 33% 10% 33% 14%

Not Parochial

1 School Parent 33% 19% 2996 16%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 36% 12% 35% 15%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 45% 11% 29% 12%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 43% 9% 29% 16%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 41% 12% 30% 14%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 2596 24% 28% 18%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 3696 16% 28% 16%

Not Ann Arbor

r Property Owner 21% 24% 32% 1796

Male 34% 18% 28% 16%

Female 32% 18% 29% 17%
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35. In my opinion the calendar which makes it possible to provide a more
effective extra-curricular activities program (other than athletics) is:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More

Information

Total Population 31% 22% 27% 16%

Pre-School
Parent 23% 18% 40% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 33% 23% 24% 16%

Parochial School
Parent 29% 10% 29% 24%

Not Parochial
School Parent 31% 22% 28% 15%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 39% 12% 30% 16%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 48% 9% 30% 10%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 39% 15% 29% 14%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 41% 14% 28% 15%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 22% 29% 27% 1796

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 33% 20% 26% 16%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 23% 26% 3O 15%

Male 31% 2496 26% 14%

Female 31% 2096 28% 17%
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36. Any decision to change from the present school calendar to a SPLIT-TRIMESTER
CALENDAR should reflect the informed opinions of such groups as citizens,
parents, educators, and students following an extensive public information
program.

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 89% 4% 4%

Pre-School
Parent 91% 3% 3%

Not Pre-School
Parent 89% 4% 5%

Parochial School
Parent 81% 10% 5%

Not Parochial
School Parent 89% 4% 4%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 93% 3% 2%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 94% 1% 4%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 86% 6% 6%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 91% 4% 4%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 88% 4% 5%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 89% 4% 5%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 89% 3% 4%

Male 87% 5% 5%

Female 91% 3% 4%
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A survey of community opinions of all major groups who are affected by a
revised school calendar should precede a decision by the school board to

adopt a new calendar.

Classification Agree Disagree
;decd More

Total Population 86% 6% 51)

Pre-School
Parent 03% 9%

Not Pre-School
Parent 87% 5%

Parochial School
Pare,lt 90% 5% 5%

Not Parochial
School Par ?nt 86% 6% 5%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parc. ,

in Arbor Jr. High

88% 6%

Soh_ of Parent 91% 4% 4%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent %% 8% 5%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 89% 6% 4%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 84% 5% 6%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 85% 7% 5%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 88% 4% 4%

Male 84% 7% 7%

Female 88% 5% 4%
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Jr38. An advisory vote of citizens in the Ann Arbor Public School District
should precede the introduction of a new school calendar that incorporates
major changes such as found in the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR.

It

Classification Agree Disagree
Need More

Information

Total Population 68% 20% 9%

Pre-School
Parent 65% 22% 10%

Not Pre-School
Parent 69% 19% 9%

Parochial School
Parent

lot Parochial

67% 29%

School Parent 68% 19% 9%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School. Parent 70% 19% 7%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 79% 15% 6%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 74% 151 9%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 7296 18% 7%

Not Ann Arbor
School Arent 64% 21% 11%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 69% 19% 9%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 63% 23% 12%

Male 60% 29% 9%

Female 73% 14% 10%
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I 39. The implementation of the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR should not be attempted
until all schools in Ann Arbor Public Schools are air-conditioned.

Need *A)re

Classificatioa Agree Disagree Ini ration

Total Population 46% 35% 14%

Pre-School
Parent 51% 29% 16%

Not Pre-School
Parent 44% 37% 14%

Parochial School
Parent 29% 48% 19%

Not Parochial
School Parent 47% 34% 14%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 52% 30% 12%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 54% 26% 19%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 44' 36% 16%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 54 30% 14%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 41% 39% 15%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 459 36% 14%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 50% 30% 16%

Male 40% 45% 10%

Female 50 29% 17%
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ir40. In my opinion instructional goals for students and teachers would become

it

more immediately attainable under:

.

Classification
Present Schc.ol

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Either

Calendar
Need More
Information

Total Population

Pre-School
Parent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Phrochiel
School Parent

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Aibur
Property Owner

Male

Female

18%

14%

19%

14%

18%

24%

24%

28%

24%

13%

20%

10%

22%

16%

30%

31%

29%

20%

30%

2L%

11%

20%

22%

36%

27rt

42%

33%

27%

21%

28%

19%

14%

21%

24%

26%

23%

23%

19%

22;'

17%

22%

20%

26%

23%

26%

29%

25%

24%

31%

23%

24%

23%

2?i%

30%

18%

31%
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41. On the basis of present knowledge and after all known factors are taken
into consideration, any own personal prefereoce is for Ann Arbor Public
Schools tc operate under:

Classification
Present School

Calendar
Split-Trimester

Calendar
Nu

Preference

Total Population 4o% 42% 14%

Pre-Scht.J1
Parent 34% 149% 12%

Not Pre-School
Parent 41% 0% 14%

:'arochial School
Parent 52% 38% 10%

Not Parochial
School Parent 39% 42% 14%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 58% 30% 9%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 62$ 20% 16%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 61% 23% 15%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 56% 29% 12%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 25% 53% 15%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 45% 38% 12%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 20% 55% 18%

Male 36% 49% 11%

Female 42% 38% 15%
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42. If the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school year, v.-mid
you have selected the same vacation period for each of your children? (Answer
the question. only if you have one or more children in Ann Arbor Public Schools.)

Classification Yes No

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 79% 7%

Aln Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 84% 6%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 83% 7%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 73% 8%

353
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43. If the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school year, indicate
your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice of when you would have selected o take your
family vacation. (Answer the question only if you have one or more children
In Ann Arbor Public Schools.)*

Classification 1st Choice 2nd Choice Ord Choice

Sept. 5 - Oct. 24 9% 12% 19%

oct. 27 - Dec. 19 1% 4% 7%

Jan. 2 Feb. 20 7% 8% 7%

Feb. 23 - Apr. 13 3% 7% 8%

Apr. 17 - June 6 8$ 22% 13%

June 11 - July 31 57% 9% 5%

*v
acation choices of total. Ann Arbor parents.
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43. If the SPLIT-TRIMEWEE CALENDAR had been in effect this school year, indi-
cate your 1st; 2nd, and 3rd choice of when you would have selected. to take
your fanny vacation. (Answer the question only if you have one or more
children in Ann Arbor Public Schools.)*

Classification 1st Choice 2nd Choice Choice

Sept. 5 - Oct. 24 8% 12%

_3rd

22%

Oct. 27 - Dec. 19 1% 4% 7%

Jan. 2 - Feb. 20 6% 9% 8%

Feb. 23 - Apr. 13 4% 6% 7%

Apr. 17 - June 6 8% 26% 13/

June 11 - July 31 61% 81 7%

*
Vacation choices of Ann Arbor Flementary School parents.

355
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43. If the SPLIT-TRIMISTER CALENDAR had been in effect this school year, indi-
cate your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice of when you would have selected to take
your family vacation. !Answer the question only if you have one or more
childre.i in Ann Arbor Public Schools. )*

Classification 1st Choice Lnd Choice __3rd Choice

Sept. 5 Oct. 24 11% 12% 19%

Oct. 27 - Dec. 19 0% 4% 9%

Jan. 2 - Feb. 20 8% 0% 7%

Feb. 23 - Apr. 13 3% 8% 8%

Apr. 17 - June 6 2% 20% 15%

June 11 - July 31 63% 9%

*Vacation choices of total Ann Arbor Junior High School parents.
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43. If the MIT-TRIMESTER CAL DAR had been in effect this :school year, indi-
cate your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice of when you would have selected to take
your family vacation. (Answer the question only if you have one or more
children in Ann Arbor Public Schools.)*

Classification 1st Choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice

Sept. 5 - Oct. 24 8% 14% 16%

Oct. 27 - Dec. 19 1% 5% 10%

Jan. 2 - Feb. 20 "i% 6% 6%

Feb. 23 - Apr. 13 3% 4% 6%

Apr. 17 - June 6 8% 13 7; 11%

Jane 11 - July 31 53% 11% 0%

*
Vacation choices of total Ann Arbor Senior High School parents.
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44. How would you feel about changing to the SPLIT-TRIMESTER CALENDAR if annual
school operating costs were the same as under the present school calendar
but a saving of 1/6 for construction of new school buildings could be
achieved?

Classification Support Not Support
Need More

Information

Total Population 47% 23 2?%

Pre-School
Parent 53% 23% 20%

Not Pre-School
Parent 45% 26% 24%

Parochial School
Parent 33% 19% 43%

Not Parochial
School Parent 47% 25% 22%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 32% 38% 25%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 28% 40% 26%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 34% 39% 23%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 34% 35% 26%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 57% 16% 21%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 45% 28% 22%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 55% 14% 25%

Male 52% 26% 17%

Female 43% 259 27%
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45. If further studies were to show that a change to the SPLIT-WIMESIER
CALENDAR would result in no appreciable saving: 3 for a period of 10 years

f or more, how would you feel about changing to this calendar from the
present school calendar?

1

Classification Support Not &wort
Need More

Information

Total Population

Pre-School
earent

Not Pre-School
Parent

Parochial School
Parent

Not Parochial
School Parent

An Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Par'.it

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent

Total Ann Arbor
Parents

Not Ann Arbor
School Pz.:ent

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner

Mele

Female

34%

34%

34%

24%

34%

20%

18%

19%

22%

45%

31%

47%

39%

31%

41%

41%

42%

52%

41%

56%

60%

55%

54%

30%

45%

25%

40%

42%

20%

22%

19%

24%

19%

20%

ll%

20%

20%

20%

19%

22%

17%

22%
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46. If the average homeowner (market value of house is $24,000) in the Ann
Arbor Public School District could save about $20 annually on school
taxes as a result of a change to the SPL1T-TRIMESTER CALENDAR, would you
consider this saving important enough for you to support this plan?

Classification Support Not Support
Need More

Information

Total Population 26% 57% 11%

2re-School
Parent 26% 6o% 9%

Not Pre-School
Parent 27% 55% 11%

Parochial School
Parent 24% 57% 14$

Not Parochial
School Parent 26% 57% 11%

Ann Arbor Elemen-
tary School Parent 16% 72% 7%

Ann Arbor Jr. High
School Parent 18% 69% 7%

Ann Arbor Sr. High
School Parent 21% 63% 10%

Total Ann Arbor
Parents 19% 67% 7%

Not Ann Arbor
School Parent 32% 48% 14%

Ann Arbor Prop-
erty Owner 26% 57% 11%

Not Ann Arbor
Property Owner 27% 55% 11%

Male 31% 53% 9%

Female 23% 6096 12%
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